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Two rivals. Two missions. one incredible game.  

How 343 Industries is reinventing the 
biggest exclusive on Xbox One

g u a r d i a n s





 
As excited as I am for Guardians, I 
just can’t buy the idea that the ol’ 
Master Chief has turned bad. ‘Hunt 
the truth’ all you want, but I’ve got 
a feeling he and his three buddies 

are going to be vindicated by the game’s end. If 
he and Locke don’t jetpack off into the sunset 
together in the final cutscene, I’ll eat my space 
helmet. In the same way, I think 343 Industries’ 
spread of radical alterations – a co-op focused 
campaign, AI buddies, the ambitious Warzone – 
are likely to wow, despite not reading like classic 
Halo ingredients on the page. Turn to page 26 to 
find out how the team is shaking up the formula.

The issue is full of creators taking hammers 
to familiar ideas. On  
page 54 we chat to 
Patrick Bach about 
how Battlefront and 
Mirror’s Edge let DICE 
escape Battlefield’s 

trenches, while Scalebound (page 36) sees 
Hideki Kamiya leaving his action comfort zone 
with amazing results. And let’s not forget about 
Fallout 4, which with every new morsel proves 
there’s life in the old irradiated wasteland yet.  

“the issue is full 
of creators taking 
hammers to  
familiar ideas”

Welcome… 
when two 
spartans  
go to war

1

meet a new generation 
of wiseguys

Mafia III takes a stab (many, in fact) 
at dethroning Grand Theft Auto (p8) 

15 things you didn’t  
know about fallout 4 

the robots are modelled down to their 
circuits?! 14 more facts await… (p92)

gears of war: 
ultimate edition 

our verdict kicks off our largest 
review section in months (p66)

the diceman
cometh 

We chat to Patrick Bach. alternative 
title: the empire strikes Bach (p54)

email matthew.castle@futurenet.com 
live oXm Pesto twitter @mrbasil_pesto

2

4

3

5

guardians of the galaxy: 
exploring halo 5 

With one month until the game arrives, 343 industries takes a 
break to talk us through its epic, four-man campaign (p26)

SubScribe 
and SaVe! 
turn to 
page 90
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scalebound 
Fighting fire with fire.

mad max 
Drive to destruction.

Halo 5: guardians 
All for one and one for all.
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Edwin Evans-Thirlwell
Contributor

Live dirigiblebill

Twitter @dirigiblebill

edwin contributed loads 
of Halo words this month, 
wowing us with his peerless 
grasp of the lore. So who’s 
your favourite character? 
“Whassisname in the green 
helmet. mister chef? he’s 
alright.” Yeah, thanks.

Alex Dale
Deputy editor

Live chocoboofDoom

Twitter @SporadicDaler

Driven mad by the Mega Man 
Legacy Collection alex took 
to killing off other members 
of the team, taking each of 
their stuff to help defeat the 
next one. he killed tom with 
em’s stapler and now has to 
murder matt with a bus pass. 

Tom Stone
Staff writer

Live oxm tom Stone

Twitter @thetomStrange

Playing The Deer God really 
opened tom’s eyes. is he 
going to be nicer to animals 
then? “better, i’m surgically 
installing my brain into this 
deer carcass. Pass the knife.” 
We wish him the best of luck 
with his new life choice.

Emma Davies
Production editor

Live oxm emma

Twitter @emcetera

“i’ve been killing people 
with rats.” oh, you’ve been 
playing Dishonored? “i’ve 
killed many people with rats.” 
Sure, in the game, right? “aim 
for the heart, my long-tailed 
beauties!” er, think we best 
give her some alone time.

Meet the… 
OXM cOnTribuTOrS
 The people behind, and in some senses also under, the UK’s biggest games mag

MGS V: The Phantom Pain
We won’t rest until we’ve filled the 
Animal Conservation Platform with 

every last beast.  

Dark Souls
Tom’s determined to complete it 
before all of OXM have died of old 

age. Half the team to go!

The Witcher 3
Most of us have accidentally 

doomed the orphans of  
Crookback Bog. Oops!

banjo Kazooie
Matt was into this until Gruntilda’s 
quiz stumped him. Inspired new 

hobby: witch burning. 

OFFicE PLAYLiST > WHAT WE’VE SPENT OUR TIME ON THIS MONTH

if rowdy seagulls are 
always swooping out of 
the skies and pilfering 
your copy of OXM, why not 
try reading it on a bulkier, 
more seagull-proof 
format? our digital edition 
is enhanced with 
exclusive videos, galleries 
and audio commentary 
from the team.
bit.ly/ipadoxm

the world’s best games 
magazine also squats in a 
corner of the world’s best 
games website – makes sense, 
doesn’t it? head to gamesradar.
com/oxm for the latest xbox 
news and reviews, many of 
which are online exclusive.
recent highlights: Dinklebot vs 
nolandroid – who wins? / check 
out a women’s team match in 
the FIFA 16 demo /Ubi’s planning 
a ‘next-generation’ theme park 
in… malaysia

Joe Skrebels
Community manager

Live oxm Joe

Twitter @2plus2isjoe

Did Joe do anything this 
month but play The Phantom 
Pain? “of course! i organised 
a family reunion. tricky tying 
balloons to everyone, but 
they flew to my mother base 
a treat.” huh, any idea whose 
family it was? “nope.”





Some of the 
animations in this 
game are sickening. 
Expect an 18-rating, 

The big sleazy
Mafia III shows off the first open world built 
exclusively for Xbox One – a bloody, brilliantly 
evocative version of 1968 New Orleans

mob Story
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New game from Double Fine
Headlander is a side -scrolling adventure 
where you’re the disembodied head of 
the last human in the universe. Fight a 
deranged computer by solving puzzles that 
involve attaching the head to various 
bodies. Sounds very… Double Fine.

boo! get off the stage!
rock band 4 will cost £20 more on xbox  
one than on pS4, due to the game being 
boxed with an adapter for your old 
instruments. annoying, but still a  
lot cheaper than shelling out for a  
whole new band kit…

the soundtrack is spot on. we heard tracks by 
rolling Stones and Hendrix.

y
ou haven’t played a game 
quite like Mafia III. sure, 
you’ve played open-world 
adventures, and you’ve 
seen games with accurate 
settings from different 
periods in history. but you 

haven’t seen anything quite as rich and 
detailed as Mafia III’s recreation of late 
‘60s New Orleans, dripping with sweat, 
jazz and neon-soaked atmosphere on 
every street corner. It’s our first glimpse 
of an open world built specifically for 
the new generation; a trailblazer on 
Xbox One. and we like what we see.

“It is very much a true open-world 
game,” says andy wilson, executive 
producer at hangar 13, a newly formed 
studio tackling development of the 
game. “so there will be certain linear 
missions – or more linear missions – 
that drive the narrative forward, but 
then everything else, the hideouts, the 
open-world activities, all of the stuff 
that you do to start picking away at the 
crime infrastructure is open world.”

Unlike Mafia II, which was a guided 
game in a kinda-open, kinda-not 
world, this is the real deal. however, 
hangar 13 is well aware that one of the 
greatest strengths of the last game 
is its ability to tell a great story while 
giving the player enough freedom to 
convince them that they’re not on some 
kind of tommy gun themed ghost train. 
sure, that freedom is an illusion, but 
it creates a powerful sense of time 
and place. In Mafia III, that power to go 
anywhere and do anything is very real, 
but the team is aware that it all needs 
to feel like part of a coherent whole. 

“the great thing about all of that 
stuff that you do is that it all ties 
together to drive the narrative forward,” 

//the game’s illusion  
of freedom creates  

a powerful sense of 
time and place//
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accents and even racial 
slurs/colloquial dialogue 
is authentic to the period.

explains wilson. “so it’s not pointless 
side quests or anything like that; 
it’s really, really hemmed in to the 
objectives of taking out hideouts, 
taking out lieutenants and capos and 
then claiming territory and slowly 
pushing the Italian Mob out of the city. 
but we definitely have those really, 
really strong narrative missions that 
have got a few gut-punches in there.”

the story itself is already looking 
strong. You play as ‘Nam veteran 
lincoln clay, who is betrayed by the 
‘traditional Mafia’, and decides to 
form his own criminal organisation to 
take revenge. there’s definite tension 
at the heart of the group, as these 
law-breaking allies are forced into an 
uneasy alliance – Vito scaletta from 
Mafia II is one of clay’s lieutenants in 
the game, creating a nice nod to the 
series’ penchant for cameos. the  
main aim is to work your way up the 
Mafia hierarchy to the boss who 
murdered your buddies, and to feed 
him to the local ‘gators. Yes, you will 
be able to – at some point – feed 
enemies to alligators. 

the lieutenants will actually change 
the way your game plays. wilson 
explains how: “as you’re taking territory 
you need your lieutenants to hold on 
to it for you because you’re just one 
guy. so they lend you their support, 

effectively, to hold on to territory. 
but the way in which you assign that 
territory, not just at a hideout level 
but at a whole district level, will start 
to generate friction amongst those 
characters and it will play out in a 
number of very different ways.”

“so the city you end up with, the 
characters, and the state in which 
those characters are interacting with 
you towards the end of the game, 

can be very different depending 
on the various choices that you’ve 
made throughout your play time. and, 
depending on who you’re assigning 
territory to, you’ll start to see signs 
in the city that things are changing, 
visually, in terms of the infrastructure 
of a district. and you might see new 
things appearing there that kind of 
reference the character that you’ve 
handed over that part of the city to.”

during our demo, we see an example 
of a hideout being taken. the first part 
of the mission is intel-gathering. clay 
roams one of the city’s graveyards, 

clay is part of the black 
mafia, a group that actually 
existed during the ’60s.

Deadpool comes to Xbox One
ahead of next year’s movie, xbox 360’s mediocre 
Deadpool is getting an xbox one re-release on 20 
november, including all the Dlc from the original.
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searching among the tombs and 
mausoleums for a drug dealer who 
might know the location of a lab.  
here we see a frantic, third-person 
shoot-out (with some sickeningly 
realistic limb damage and body 
physics), some savage melee 
takedowns where clay literally stabs 
his enemy directly in the face, and it 
all culminates in one of the game’s 
interrogation scenarios. the dealer 
makes a run for his car, fails to start it, 
and clay barges in next to him.

Our (anti)hero drives like a maniac 
around the city, terrifying the dealer 
into giving up his information. after 
that, you’re given the option to kill or 
spare the snitch. Obviously, he ends  
up taking a bullet to the skull, and  
gets casually tossed out of the 
passenger-side door. Interestingly, 
the ensuing police chase is eventually 

assigning a lieutenant to a 
property grants you special 
perks, so choose wisely.

//how characters react to you  
and the city you end up with can  
be very different depending on  
the various choices you’ve made//

halted by clay breaking line of sight 
with his pursuers and calling in a 
favour from one of his lieutenants, who 
bribes the cops to call off the search. 
another smart idea in a game that 
appears full of them.

the rest of the demo is glorious 
mayhem, which truly shows off the 
potential of Mafia III’s world. clay 
infiltrates the drug lab, which is  
hidden behind a legitimate front in  
the form of a nightclub called the 
cistern. the transition between  
interior and exterior is seamless, 
naturally, and the bullets are soon 
flying inside the club as colourfully 
dressed dancers scatter, screaming,  
to the achingly cool soundtrack of  
All Along The Watchtower. 

the guys from hangar 13 tell us 
that there are several entries to the 
cistern, like a back door, or a sneaky 
dockside entrance underneath the 
main building. they just happened to 
choose a more direct route…
andy hartup

coming up…
more in this section

this month 
we learned...

that war isn’t always as fun as  
fPs games make it look.

how we’ll be able to sneakily spy on 
matches in Rainbow Six Siege.

p13

Precisely which trinkets are 
available for our hard-earned cash.

p17

the lengths some people will go to 
in their quest for lego domination.

p18

about the newest recruits to Xbox 
One’s mission to the stars.

p14

p20

Project: Knoxville coming to Xbox One
From max: the curse of brotherhood’s dev, this is 
a third- person action game, set in a sadistic game 
show. think the Hunger Games, with a better title.
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Don’t know what’s 
so ‘weird’ about 
this – looks just 
like our gang of 
friends IRL.

1Evolve
Gearbox had finished 
Borderlands 2 and wanted 

to push its levels of expertise, 
and make a game where these 
characters, on paper, should not 
be in the same game. That meant 
taking the sci-fi space marine 
and having it exist alongside a 
mage, a sword-wielding samurai, 
and have them play differently. 
Then experiment having them in 
multiplayer. Then wonder what 
it would be like to have them in 
a story, too, and make a story to 
have this all make sense.

2Know what works
Battleborn is a £50 boxed 
product. 2K makes premium-

priced triple-A games and that is 
what Battleborn is. We have no 
other business model and we do 
well in the AAA space. People got 
confused by the first thing they 
heard – that there were all these 
different characters and this 
competitive multiplayer – but 
there was never any question that 
it wasn’t going to be full retail.

3Face your challenges
I don’t know if there 
were any major technical 

challenges; it’s more about 
presenting a world where all 
this makes sense. You have a 
giant walking mushroom that’s 
standing next to a four-armed 
goblin girl – the challenge was 

making an art style where it’s all 
cohesive. The team had a clear 
vision from the beginning.

4Get your art right
You could never go 
super-realistic with that 

idea. It’s stylised, but it can still 
immerse you. Part of the reason 
[Battleborn’s] characters look so 
different is because they come 
from all these different points in 
the universe – all these characters 
are fleeing a common enemy, so 
they meet on Solus, the last star 
system in the galaxy.

5Have simple systems…
The helix system appears 
in competitive multiplayer 

or story. Every time you rank up 
you get a choice on the helix tree 
– so it might add more damage or 
alter the playstyle on the fly. But 
that’s only active for every play 
session, then it resets.

6…that overlap
Two words: nesting dolls. 
On top of the helix system, 

every character can be levelled 
up from one to ten, but this is a 
permanent level increase that 
affects them in a more passive 
way – such as a new character 
skin, or an alternate choice on the 
helix tree. XP from the campaign 
and multiplayer feed into this 

character rank. The third nesting 
doll is your command rank – a 
player profile rank, a bit like a 
badass rank from Borderlands.

7Offer flexibility
There are characters 
that act as support or 

crowd control. Miko, the giant 
mushroom, can be a pure healer 
– you don’t even need to attack 
anything; you could just run 
around and heal your team. 
Once you learn how characters 
work and interact you can learn 
how you can maximise the 
combination of their powers.

8Allow experimentation
I don’t see us forcing people 
to have a balanced party; I 

think what we want is people to 
gain expertise in the character 
that they like – if a team is filled 
with melee characters then 
maybe that works well for them. 
It’s not about making sure that 
a team definitely has a tank and 
a healer – we want people to get 
more by communicating with 
their character’s powers.

9Accept your work 
might never be done
It’s going to take a herculean 

effort to balance Battleborn – 
not only do we have to balance 
characters for multiplayer, but 
they have to be balanced so that 
each can complete the entire 
story on their own. Then we 
have to support that they can be 
used in different combinations in 
co-op. We’ll be monitoring and 
supporting post-launch.

10Make it difficult, 
but differently
Your helix skill tree 

resets at the end of every chapter, 
and I think that the difficulty 
comes more from your choices 
vs the way you experience it in 
Borderlands. If you’re playing 
the same character through each 
chapter, the variation comes 
from the choices you make in the 
helix system. So I could make bad 
choices and do things that are not 
supporting my playstyle. Because 
there are ten levels of binary 
choice in the helix system, there’s 
a lot to discover. OXM

BAcKGrOund 
cHEcK
nAME Melissa Miller

JOB titlE Director of product 
development, 2K Games 

BiO Miller has a long history 
of working with Gearbox, 
having done so since the 
team took over Duke Nukem 
Forever. Before her current 
role – in which she oversees 
all the producers who make 
the games at 2K – she was a 
producer on Borderlands 2. 
Melissa’s past credits include 
BioShock Infinite, BioShock 
and Evolve. Quite the run.

2K producer Melissa Miller explains how Babushka  
dolls are the perfect analogy for Battleborn
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Nuclear More
It’s a pre-order exclusive, but fan-fave map 
Nuketown will be getting another futuristic 
overhaul for Call of Duty: Black Ops 3.

IN NumBers > DATAPOINT: News IN NumBers > DATAPOINT: News IN NumBers > 

48211,000
People who’ve signed the  

petition for a Modern Warfare 2 
remake on Xbox One.

1080P
Definition of Xbox One game streaming now  

possible to Windows 10 devices,  
thanks to the latest update.

Gigabytes needed for Forza 6. 
Better start deleting the chaff 

from Rare Replay.

is this shelter siM a belter?
This War of Mine: The Little Ones shows the less gung-ho side of warfare

W
ar is hell. Unless you’re an 
Xbox One owner. Then war is 
ace. Gears of War, Wolfenstein: 
The New Order, several Call of 
Duty games… we just can’t get 

enough of that intense shooting action. 
 But This War of Mine isn’t interested in 

the soldiers on the front line, it’s about the 
damage done to the civilians who have to live 
through the conflict. Inspired by the suffering 
of the Bosnian people during the 1992-1996 
siege of Sarajevo, it places you in charge 
of a makeshift shelter. A survival strategy 
game then, where you have to keep as many 
inhabitants alive as possible until the war 
ends. You need to keep them fed, healthy, and 
their morale up in a situation more depressing 
than Halo 5 being declared a PS4 exclusive.

It’s grim, to put it mildly. Snipers keep you 
trapped in your house by day, but you’ll wish it 
was all the time. Because when you do leave 
at night, you’ll be faced with terrible moral 
choices to survive. You could break into the 
home of an elderly couple. 
They’ll be too weak to 
defend themselves, so you 
can help yourself to their 
supplies while they look 
on helplessly. Not willing 
to sink to such moral 
bankruptcy? Then you can 
enjoy watching the people 
of your shelter starve. 

Naturally, you’re not the only one in such 
a desperate situation. Leave your shelter 
undefended and don’t be surprised to find it 

ransacked by raiders when you get back. It’s 
this unrelenting bleakness that made This War 
of Mine stand out in the increasingly crowded 
survival genre when it hit PC last year. 

We can expect it on Xbox One in January 
(fittingly, the most 
depressing month of the 
year) with the not-at-all-
promising new subtitle 
The Little Ones. As well as 
all the PC content, we’ll 
be able to play from the 
perspective of children. Er, 
yay? Bleak as it may be, 

we’re glad to see more interesting titles like 
this on consoles. Nonetheless, 11 Bit Studios, 
how about making a game about friendship 
next time? You’ve certainly earnt it.

//leave the house 
and you’ll face 
some terrible 

moral choices//

You’ll have  
to plan each 
night carefully 
if you want a 
chance of seeing 
morning. As in 
real life!
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Pale 
green dot

KSP is set on Kerbin, 
a planet that’s a bit 

like earth. It’s populated 
by Kerbals, little green 
men who grin and scream 
unintelligibly through 
their journeys into the 
beyond. they’re a bit like 

Minions, really, but 
with a real job.

Far 
out, Mun

Beyond Kerbin is  
its moon, Mun, and 

analogues for Venus, 
Mars and lots of our other 

neighbours. getting to them, 
as in real life, is a stiff 
challenge: your first dozen 

hours playing the game 
will be occupied by 

the Mun.

Stage 
dIrectIonS

You don’t just build 
rockets – you fly them. 
this means planning the 
‘stages’ of each craft’s 
flight – when solid fuel 
boosters detach, sections 
separate and, crucially, 
when parachutes deploy. 
You don’t want to miss 

that last one.

ROCKET SCIENCE
Kerbal Space Program makes one giant leap onto Xbox One
What’s the story?
KSP puts you in charge of a NASA-
style space agency in a solar 
system that’s a close analogy 
for our own. You build your own 
rockets, probes, space stations 
and aircraft out of a massive 
pile of parts, from wingtips to 
solid fuel boosters. Real science 
governs everything in the game, 
with relatively few abstractions – 
getting your own spaceship into 
orbit means facing a lot of the 
same challenges that real rocket 
scientists did 50 years ago. 
Success translates into funding 
and research, unlocking new stuff 
and permitting more ambitious 
ventures into the unknown.

Why should I care?
This is part puzzle game, part 
crafting sim, part slapstick 
disaster generator. The brilliance 
of KSP comes down to the fact 
that it is both challenging – space 
travel is tricky, who knew? – and 
accessible. You can start off 
small, getting rockets a few miles 
into the atmosphere. By the time 
you’re landing on moons, you’ll 
have learned a huge amount 
and the feeling of satisfaction 
is tremendous. You know those 
videos of NASA control rooms 
jumping around and hugging when 
a mission goes well? There’s a 
reason they all look so happy. KSP 
is a chance to get a slice of that.

What happens next?
The game has been a fixture on 
the PC for years, and developer 
Squad has a lot of experience 
working with the community and 
improving its game over time.  
That said, Xbox One represents  
a completely new frontier for  
the game. Previously designed 
with a mouse and keyboard in 
mind, the development team 
are going to have to do a lot of 
tinkering to make KSP work on 
an Xbox One controller without 
sacrificing any of that essential 
creative freedom. You deserve to 
stick a wing on the wrong way 
from time to time – even if your 
Kerbals don’t.

watch thIS SPace
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Xbox Live Indie Games prepares for the end
Sad news for fans of unicorns drawn in Microsoft Paint and 
terrible Pong clones, as Microsoft starts the XBlIg shutdown. 
no new games will be published after 6 September, 2016.

Plane 
SaIlIng

It’s not just rockets, 
mind. there’s also a 
hangar where you can 

construct planes, with the 
goal of eventually creating 
something that can fly all 
the way into space. note: 

strapping a rocket 
booster to a jet isn’t 

how you do this.

PuShIng 
PaPer

Between flights, you 
manage your agency. this 
means assigning crew, 

starting r&d programs and 
fulfilling contracts. You 

might be asked to test a new 
rocket over the ocean, for 
example, or to rescue a 
Kerbal who somehow 
got stranded in 

orbit.

GOLDEN JOYSTICKS
Voting is now open for the 33rd annual 
awards. Vote OXm! we’re not nominated 

for anything, but you’ll find a way.

HALO 5
did watching the opening cinematic of 

2015’s biggest game calm us down? No. 
No it did not. we need it now. 

FALLOUT 4 
So close now, we can practically taste 

it. which explains our recent bouts  
of radiation poisoning.

LACK OF TIME TRAVEL 
Life is Strange’s final episode still 

doesn’t have a release date, after that 
cliffhanger. Now it’s just being cruel.

MAD MAX’S RELEASE DATE 
it came out the same day as MGS V. 

we hope Kojima’s masterpiece didn’t 
overshadow max too badly.

DEMO SIZES 
12gB for the Forza 6 demo? we’ve no 

choice but to delete our beloved family 
photos from the hard drive.

1
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Tom longs for the days where open world 
games made you search high and low for 
mystery collectibles, and there didn’t end 
up being 243 of the damn things

 PSST, CAN YOU KEEP A  
SECRET? BECAUSE OPEN WORLD  
GAMES CERTAiNLY CAN’T 

S
o I was driving  
through the desert 
in Mad Max, my 
head shaven, skin 
bleached, spraying 
chrome paint into my 

mouth (immersion) when I saw 
something glimmering on the 
horizon. An abandoned car? A 
mysterious new weapon? True 
happiness? Oh. Wait. The map 
had already told me that it was 
some scrap I could pick up, so 
I didn’t wonder what it was. 
Thanks to that map, I never have 
to feel a sense of wonder again. 
Drive around enough and it’ll 
happily fill itself in, highlighting 
every secret, solving every 
mystery, playing the game for me.

Max is hardly the first offender, 
nor will he be the last. Assassin’s 
Creed Unity is so excited about all 
of the treasure chests it’s hidden 
around Paris, that it can’t help but 
blurt out the surprise, showing 
you where they are whenever you 
find an area’s viewpoint. Arkham 
Knight has 243 Riddler trophies 
to collect. You’ll need a keen eye 
and sharp detective skills to find 
all of those. Or you can just grab 
a glowing green goon, deliver a 
few Bat-slaps and he’ll tell you 
where they are, handily labelling 
your map. Mystery solved! Now 
you know which parts of Gotham 
need to be explored.

Which suddenly makes Paris/
Gotham/Modern Australia 
feel a lot smaller. When I know 
where all the secrets are, I also 
know which areas aren’t worth 
my time. So I have no drive to 
explore those rooftops/that dark 
Gotham alley/Perth. These games 
have made it clear that there’s 
nothing there for me.

When I look back at the games 
I explored most, it was the ones 
that made me seek out secrets. 
Finding the machine gun in 
the original Dead Rising demo. 
Stumbling upon the hatch from 
Lost in GTA V. Discovering 
something that didn’t actually 
want to kill me in Dark Souls. 

Unearthing a hidden treasure 
in a game doesn’t just feel like 
Christmas morning, it entices me 
to explore more. If there was a 
secret in area A, could there be 
one in B, C or D? I’d happily lose 
hundreds of hours finding out.

So why aren’t more games 
willing to hide secrets from 
us? My guess is developers 
are scared that if we don’t see 
evidence that the sandbox is full 

of toys immediately, we’ll start 
screaming and accuse the game of 
not having the hundreds of hours 
of gameplay that were promised. 
It’s frustrating, because when it 
comes to collectibles, less is often 
more. I didn’t bother collecting 
all 243 of the Riddler trophies, 
not when they’ve hit ridiculous 
Pokémon numbers and some of 
them are about as challenging as 
putting on a mitten (Q: ‘Where’s 
the trophy?’ A: ‘Over there’). 

Now imagine if the game had 
just 50 actual riddles. It didn’t 
tell you their location, or even 
how many there were to find. 
Each time you discovered and 
solved one it’d feel like an event. 
You’d wonder just how much of 
Gotham held such secrets. Even if 
you’d explored the GCPD rooftop 
a hundred times, it’d be hard to 
resist just one more search in case 
you’d missed a vital clue. 

I know a lot of people don’t 
agree with me. The man who 
delivers my hate mail can attest 
to that. Some players’ eyes light 
up at the idea of leaping around 
virtual Italy collecting eight 
billion feathers. These people 
terrify me. But I propose a 
compromise, and by ‘propose a 
compromise’ I mean ‘have stolen 
an idea from The Witcher 3.’

You start each area in The 
Witcher 3 with a clean map 
screen, nice and mysterious. But 
when you scan noticeboards or 
chat with gossiping townsfolk, 
the map steadily fills up with ugly 
question marks telling you where 
the gamey bits are. However, 
there’s an option in the menu 
that makes those question marks 
never appear. Perfect! Suddenly 
an already big game feels 50 
times larger than space. We’re at 
the point where large, complex 
sandboxes full of activity are the 
standard for open world games. 
Now they need to risk making us 
work to find their best bits.

NExT MONTh Tom gets lost trying to 
find chocolate in the supermarket 
and has a nervous breakdown.

//Thanks To maps revealing all 
The secreTs, i never need To 
feel a sense of wonder again//

Will Syndicate make 
us search for treasure 

properly? I’m not 
holding my breath.

When you find them on 
the floor, you get the 
feeling The Riddler isn’t 
even trying now.
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Ubisoft theme park planned
Seriously! Scheduled to open its doors in 
Kuala Lumpar, Malaysia in 2020, it’ll give 
punters a chance to star in their own game.

you’re fired! > quoteS of the Month > bLah bLah > he Said what? > yadda

“the problem is, you’ve got 
to walk around looking like 
a goofball wearing this 
crazy thing on your head… 
like [you’re] in Star wars.”

Original Xbox Boss Robbie Bach isn’t 
convinced VR is ready to go mainstream.

 “[it] was planned for 
release in Sep 2013, [but] 
the story was substantially 
revised… requiring… edits to 

much of the work.”
Court documents reveal that the making of 

Destiny wasn’t all plain sailing…

“i’ve been working on making 
it the best it can possibly 

be… i am sorry it took 
so long but i feel we’ve 
created something very 

special.”
Hideo Kojima on Metal Gear Solid V.
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It’s ColleCtor’s  
eDItIon sIlly season!
Clear out your pets – it’s time to make room 
for this year’s avalanche of figurines

a
re those Christmas bells 
we hear jingling? Or is it 
the pockets of videogame 
marketers as they make 
off like bandits with your 

life savings? That’s right, the holiday 
season is upon us and that means 
game retailers are offering the 
opportunity to supersize pre-orders 
of this winter’s biggest games 
with collector’s editions that come 
packaged with an assortment of 
ludicrous extras. Some of it is brazen 
tat, others… are quite cool. Let’s 
unpack a few of the higher-profile 
offerings with our eyes, shall we?

rise of the tomb raider 
Collector’s edition
Both splinters and goodies await  
you once you bust into this crate-
shaped edition. It includes a Lara 
figurine, a replica of her in-game 
journal, and a jade necklace, for 
dress-up time.

Halo 5: guardians  
limited Collector’s edition
Available through Game, this bulging 
bundle contains statues of Master 
Chief, Locke and a Guardian, exclusive 
war dossiers and… a digital download 
code for the game itself? No box? 
That’s a bit cheap, innit?

Fallout 4  
Pip-Boy edition
iWatch? Pebble? Pah, who needs  
‘em! Show up those posers by 
strapping a full-sized wearable Pip-
Boy replica to your wrists. If they get 
lippy, use it to knock ‘em out.

Deus ex: Mankind Divided 
Looking forward to February, if you 
don’t want to splash £100 on a special 
edition, a Mankind Divided pre-order 
enables you to ‘augment’ your game 
to your liking. So when you take a first 
look at your trinkets, you won’t be 
able to say, “I didn’t ask for this”.
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UNSC 
VEHICLES

Cassidy used a 
program called Lego 
Digital Designer to 

help him construct “the 
smooth, slightly angled 
grey pieces to get the 
sharp, industrial 

feel of the 
Warthog.”

THE CITY
 “I took tons, and I 

mean tons, of pictures 
of the buildings from 
the level in the game,” 

says Cassidy. “I then told 
each person who was doing 

a building to pick 
their favourite and 

recreate it.”

“NEW MOMBASA IS COMPROMISED! 
THE COVENANT MUST BE BLOCKED!”
Forget Dimensions, Brickfair 2015 showed us the only Lego gaming 
crossover that 343 Industries needs to make

H
ave we really learned 
anything from the past 
8,324,997 Lego games? 
If we have, it’s that your 
favourite film/TV show/

game is nothing until someone 
has remade it in stud form. But 
fear not, Halo fans, because 
Sean Cassidy and a team of 18 
extremely talented Lego builders 
have blockily reconstructed the 
Battle of New Mombasa, one of 
the most famous scenes from 
Halo 2. Over 20 square feet in 

size, what’s truly impressive is 
the insane attention to detail. 
Everything from the decals on 
the UNSC soldiers’ armour to 
the graffiti on the walls will 
be instantly familiar to anyone 
who’s blasted through the 
games. As for the rest of us… 
well, who doesn’t like Lego? 
Monsters, that’s who.

 “I spent hours looking through 
the mission, just to make sure 
I got as many exact details into 
the build as possible,” explains 

Cassidy. With research complete 
each building was then assigned 
to a separate designer. Spreading 
the load was essential, given the 
effort that went into making just 
one. “Putting together the 6,500+ 
piece structure together in the 
days that proceeded Brickfair 
was a challenge,” explains 
Ross Fallon, constructor of one 
of the buildings, “but it fit well 
with the rest of the sections. I 
couldn’t have been more proud of 
everyone involved.”

This isn’t the first time Cassidy 
has rebuilt some Halo history. 
In 2013 he constructed New 
Alexandria from Halo: Reach 
and just last year he built Sigma 
Octanus IV, from the Fall of Reach 
novel. But the Battle of New 
Mombasa was his largest project 
yet. “I have always loved this 
mission, ever since I played Halo 
2 originally, but the design of the 
buildings back then were a little 
bland. With the release of The 
Master Chief Collection, I knew 
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HOW TO 
SPEAK 
DEVELOPER
Your guide to 
translating those 
interview gems

The Witcher 3’s first expansion dated
Hearts of Stone will be released 13 October, digitally or as 
a boxed version that comes with two physical Gwent decks. 
There’s no word on pricing yet, but a season pass is £20.

“We’ve been 
delighted with 
the fan response 
to the free DLC, 
and believe all 
developers should 
do the same.”
Before we cash in  
that goodwill by 
charging for the 
remaining DLC, we’d 
like to briefly 
patronise all the  
devs who didn’t strip 
stuff out of their 
games and then release 
it for ‘free’ later.

“We are really 
disappointed that 
our fitness app 
didn’t hit sales 
expectations.”
When have any of 
you blobs thought, 
‘I’d better watch my 
health’ outside of  
a videogame?

“We’ve enjoyed 
developing for 
consoles, but now 
we’re focusing on 
mobile gaming. If 
we weren’t happy 
making mobile 
games, how do 
you explain our 
smiling photos 
over the end 
credits?”
My son has a stronger 
bond with his 
smartphone than he’s 
ever had with me. I 
just want him to see 
my face again. And 
maybe to love me.

that with updated graphics this 
city would be perfect to recreate.”

So what’s Cassidy’s secret to 
reconstructing a war, brick by 
brick? “The UNSC were closer to the 
front, the Covenant closer to the 
back – though a few units slipped 
passed the lines here and there. 
It’s a war, so it’s likely that people 
will be dead, but I mostly included 
wounded marine figures. No major 
characters, though.” Who knew 
one of the darkest chapters in Halo 
history could look so adorable?

ELITES
“Elites’ legs are 

made from a revolver 
that would typically 
be used for a western 

Lego figure,”  
says Cassidy.

SOLDIERS
“Most of the 

parts are official 
Lego parts that I found 
either matched the colour 
or design of the soldiers,” 
explains Cassidy. “Weapons 
and armour are designed by 
third-party Lego vendors 

and custom moulded, 
while the faces 
are digitally 
printed.”

COVENANT SHIPS
Likewise Lego Digital 
Designer, essentially 

enabled him to design these 
ships before he built them. 
This gave him “the blue 

curved pieces I used to get 
the organic flow of the 
Covenant Banshee.”
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update

The tactical shooter gets a smart new multiplayer feature… and a delay

Publisher UBISOFT / DeveloPer UBISOFT MONTREAL / Format XBOX ONE / eta 1 dEc

Delayed! Why not just 
shoot me in the face?
Sorry, but we won’t be 
shooting anyone in Siege 
until 1 december. delays 
are always infuriating, but 
we’d rather have a game 
working from launch than 
an early but unplayable 
mess. Some good news 
is that the five-vs-five 
multiplayer should be 
more accessible than 
ever, with a new Spectator 
mode for an 11th player.

What does it do? time 
travel me to December?
Our hands-ons with the 
game have been fun, but 
harsh. Just when we think 
we’ve got the hang of it, 
we realise we’ve actually 
got a bullet lodged in our 
skull. Spectator mode 
aims to help new/rubbish 
players learn by watching. 
Hopefully this’ll teach you 
the secrets to being a 
killing machine, or at least 
surviving a few seconds.

Peeking through the 
curtains like when i 
watch the neighbours?
Stop that. Because you’re 
not technically playing, 
Spectator mode allows 
you to watch from almost 
anywhere. You can switch 
between the first-person 
perspective of each of the 
ten players, the view of 
any active drones or ccTV 
cameras, from a top-down 
perspective and even a 
flying ‘free-cam’.

sounds like a pretty big 
advantage. i can cheat!
Yeah, not happening. You 
can see health and ammo 
for each player, but voice 
chat is disabled – so you 
can’t give away locations. 
We think it’s a great idea. 
Nothing spoils online 
multiplayer like a hardcore 
player-base who’ve learnt 
all the best strategies, 
making it impossible for 
newbies to jump in. This 
might restore the balance.

spectator mode sounds 
great! all is forgiven!
Er, actually Spectator 
mode is a Pc-only feature 
at launch, coming to Xbox 
One at some point in 2016. 
disappointing, but we’ll all 
be new players for the first 
few months. By the time 
the truly elite counter-
terrorists have made our 
life a misery, hopefully 
Spectator mode will be 
ready for us to steal all 
their sneaking secrets.

Spectator mode will put 
you inside these very 
masks. Oooh, ominous…

raiNboW siX sieGe
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with targets this big, how can we miss? Over  
and over, game after game…

it looks great, 
even when you’re 
on fire. which  
is good – you 
will be a lot.

these battlefront screens 
look a bit off.
described by its developer 
as an ‘aerial FPS’, Strike 
Vector was an aerial combat 
shooter that swooped onto 
Pc early last year. It earned 
a lot of praise for its space 
dogfights, clever mix of 
claustrophobic and open 
maps, and old-school style 
multiplayer that focused  
on player skill.

Don’t worry about my 
skills; i’ll be flying faster 
than the speed of light!
Ships are fast, but it’s worth 
slamming on the brakes to 
enter ‘hover’ mode. This 
enables superior aiming, but 
naturally makes you a sitting 
duck for other ships to take 
out. Best of all, when you’re 
shot down you get a few 
seconds to steer the flaming 
wreckage into another 
ship. Kills don’t come much 
cheaper, or more satisfying.

Perfect! Why haven’t i 
heard of this one before?
It had its fair share of 
issues. complicated controls 
made the game a lot less 
accessible than it should’ve 
been. There was also no 
single-player to fall back on 
if you couldn’t find anyone 
to blast out of space.

only almost-great? Guess 
i’ll go back to fantasising 
about battlefront.
Not so fast. RageQuit has 
listened to feedback, and 
is addressing criticisms 
for Strike Vector EX. A full 
single-player campaign is 
incoming. controls are being 
redesigned for the Xbox 
One controller and online 
matches will now auto-
populate with AI opponents. 
When humans join, they’ll 
replace the AI, so no more 
endless waiting for matches 
to start. This just soared up 
our most-wanted list.

Between this and Star Wars, it’s a 
great year for blowing up in space

Publisher REVERB PUBLISHINg / DeveloPer RAgEQUIT cORPS / 
Format XBOX ONE / eta WINTER

update

striKe veCtor eX
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update

STAR WARS BATTLEFRONT
The series’ comeback year shows no signs of slowing down

PuBLiShER EA / DEvELOPER DICE / FORmAT XBOX ONE / ETA 19 NOv

So what’s new? They 
announced a playable 
Jar-Jar yet?
Don’t hold your breath. 
DICE has announced three 
new multiplayer modes – 
Supremacy, Drop Zone and 
Cargo – though it’s being 
cryptic about the latter 
two. Supremacy battles 
are fought on large maps, 
with five control points. 
The team that controls 
the most points after ten 
minutes reigns supreme.

So what’s wiser? Attack 
or defence?
Supremacy caters to 
both. Defensive players 
(cowards) can focus on 
guarding captured points, 
while attacking types 
(heroes) slaughter their 
way to victory. We’re 
promised the majority of 
Battlefront’s vehicles will 
feature here, so don’t 
come crying to us when 
you take a TIE fighter or 
X-wing laser to the back.

how’s a common foot-
soldier meant to defend 
against that?
They might not have to, as 
Heroes and villains can be 
unlocked. vader’s power 
to absorb huge amounts 
of damage should make 
him a great defender (not 
that we’d dare call him 
a weak attacker). Luke’s 
speed should help him 
jet between points, and 
Boba Fett has the slight 
advantage of flight.

Wait, what?!
It’s not quite as awesome 
as it sounds. Sure, Fett 
has a superior jetpack 
that lets him fly through 
the air. Sure, he has a 
rocket launcher and 
flamethrower, letting him 
rain death from above. 
But he does have to 
occasionally land and 
rechar… oh, who are we 
kidding? Fett might be 
the most awesome villain 
we’ve seen so far.

Sounds fun. Yet, 
strangely familiar…
Those familiar with DICE’s 
Battlefield series will 
recognise this mode as 
similar to Conquest. But 
the developer has made 
some smart tweaks. You 
always spawn close to the 
action when you enter a 
game, so you’re not left on 
the other side of the map 
imagining how much fun 
everyone else is having. 
Control points also have to 
be taken in a set order, so 
all players will be focusing 
on the same objective. 
DICE hopes this’ll lead 
to less camping, as that 
irritating habit won’t be 
much help to your team 
here. We’d been promised 
multiplayer modes that 
focused on close-quarters 
combat, or epic battles 
over the biggest maps. By 
forcing you to take one 
point at a time, Supremacy 
looks like the best of both.

Shaking his fist 
like a cranky old 
man. Someone must’ve 
kicked a football 
into his garden.

For all his galaxy-conquering powers, darth 
never got to grips with the idea of camouflage.

Four wings versus three wings. this will 
likely end with someone having no wings. 
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The times they are 
a-changing for Xbox One, 
as somebody once sang. 
Probably Phil Spencer. 

Some of you seem excited by 
change – others less so, with 
concerns about how we’re 
naming games, the Dashboard 
update and even Scalebound. We 
understand change can be scary, 
but leave Kamiya out of this.

Scale back the hype
So, I checked out Scalebound to see 
what you and all the internet were 
hyping on about. From what I can see, 
everyone’s getting so excited because 
‘it has a dragon in it’. Oh, and the man 
wears headphones. Great. I honestly 
just don’t get it this time. Of the major 
games in Xbox One’s 2016 lineup, this 
doesn’t seem to offer anything special.  
Quantum Break has an X-Man armed 
with incredible time powers and the 
new Crackdown lets you flatten entire 
cities! Compared to these genuinely 
next-gen games, I just don’t see what  
Scalebound brings to the table.
Harold Taylor

Listen, Harold, when the man behind 
Viewtiful Joe and Bayonetta is directing  
a new action game, you start getting 
hyped, understand? Sorry, we always 
get a bit defensive where Hideki Kamiya 
is concerned. Our latest preview of 
Scalebound on page 36 should hopefully 
prove why it’s worth getting excited for.

Letter 2
Fallout 4, Halo 5, Forza 6… it looked 
like we were finally naming our 
sequels properly again with a nice 
clear number. But now DOOM 
and Crackdown have gone back to 
pretending they’re new series again 
and I give up. What’s the point? All 
they’re doing is making it confusing 
for consumers as to which is the 
new game in the series. When I buy 
Crackdown 3 (as I will always call  
it until the day I die) and put it in  
my games collection, it’s going to  

look like Crackdown 2 is sandwiched 
between two copies of Crackdown 1! 
How the hell am I going to make sense 
of that? When will this non-numbered 
sequel naming madness end?
Claire Faulkner

Wait! Crackdown is now called Crackdown 
3. That’s one game down. But we can see 
why games get named this way. Doom 4 
got a pretty mixed reception, and this new 
entry is going back to basics – something 
that might not stand out if it was called 
Doom 5. Maybe a future OXM gift could be 
stick-on numbers for your game boxes?

Dashing my dreams
Backwards compatibility = yay! Halo 
5 = finally! But am I the only gamer 
who’s not looking forward to the new 
Dashboard update for Xbox One? I 
know the current Dashboard isn’t 
perfect, but I’ve had two years to 
get used to it now. I know where all 
my games and apps are, and how to 
find anything I want. I’ve worked on 
that Dashboard like a disappointing 
marriage, so I don’t want to be forced 
to embrace the new just because loads 
of users moaned. Please, Xbox, leave 
me and my pins in peace.
Daniel Simmons

After two years of Xbox One, we still 
have trouble navigating the Dashboard. 
Whenever we try to play Zumba Fitness, 
the console always seems to open the 
Domino’s app. That fast new interface 
really is great, though. Give it a few days 
and we guarantee you’ll never want to 
see your ex-Dashboard again.

BackwarDS compuLSory?
I was on the fence about buying Gears of War: Ultimate 
Edition until I read that it comes with every Xbox 360 
Gears of War as a free download. They must be pretty 
confident that the remake is a huge step up, or why would 
they let us compare it to the original?

But what if every port or sequel to an Xbox 360 
game had to do this? We wouldn’t get shoddy ports 
like Prototype: Biohazard Bundle on Xbox One if paying 
customers could see it looked exactly the same as the last-
gen version. I don’t want backwards compatibility as an 
optional feature; I want it to be the law for all sequels! 
Louis Bodin

It’d certainly make our job easier when we struggle to 
remember if Prototype 2 always had a framerate that 
stuttered worse than George VI. Can we get a petition  
going to make this happen?

prize: metal Gear Solid V
The best piece of correspondence  
wins a game from Matthew’s goody bag

Star      Letter
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Modern Manchester so you 
have a threat of getting 
robbed or stabbed on  
every corner.  Joe cooke

feudal Japan. Playing as a 
ninja fighting against an evil 
samurai warlord would be 
the perfect setting for an 
AC game. 
marcus Dovahkiin Deakins

The 1930s would be cool, 
with sections that go back 
to the first world war.  
rob Gray 

again in britain. so many 
more historical events and 
characters to be explored. 
connor Long-johnson

Personally i’d love one 
based in wwii berlin taking 
down nazi Templars.  
Dan webb

ancient egypt, or during 
the salem witch trials would 
be epic. Logan carrillo

in space? nah that’d  
be terrible.   
Erik Hagemann

can they bring back the 
modern-day sections? 
Those were my favourite 
parts. christian Harris 

during the revolution in 
russia when the Tsar and 
his family were killed.  
kurtis prosser 

egypt, in the deserts. i think 
it’d be cool to see how 
much of ancient egypt’s 
history could be tied in with 
the Pieces of eden and how 
Ubisoft could incorporate 
the assassins and Templars 
into things like the deserts 
and the Pyramids. Maybe 
even use egyptian myths 
and legends in the game 
Dominic kirkwood 

i’m actually really enjoying 
the game franchises 
historical progression 
through time. each one 
being a later century than 
the other.  
cody Simpson 

The Annotated… movie tie-in
what’s the best game based on a film you’ve played?

STAR WARS BATTLEFRONT
The only serious competition to 
Halo seems to be announcing another 
incredible multiplayer mode every five 
minutes. We don’t see Battlefront hype 
dying down any time soon.

COD: BLACK OPS III
Based on the success of the 
beta, we think a lot of you 
are hiding your excitement 
for this. Perhaps the real 
percentage is classified…

The Chronicles of 
Riddick games are 
actually fantastic.

Darren Leeds

LEGO anything.
Steve arso

The Warriors on 
original xbox was 

really good.
Nick aura knarr

Alien: Isolation.  
best game i’ve played 

on xbox one.
mark Bae Jones

i’ve never played a 
single videogame that 
was based on a movie 
that was good, but it’s 

probably just me.
Gabriel Best

HALO 5: GUARDIANS
No huge surprise,  
but still a solid   

win for the Master 
Chief. Frankly every 

other upcoming  
shooter should feel 
lucky not to get 0%.
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Hot topic
where/when should  
the next assassin’s 
creed be set?

whaT’s yoUr MosT 
anTiciPaTed xbox one 
MUlTiPlayer gaMe?

yoUr 
VotE 

halo 5  – 56% 
sTar wars  

baTTlefronT – 27%
call of dUTy – 8%

rainbow six siege – 6%
forza 6 – 3%



of champions
Covenant

Halo 5: Guardians takes the journey 
of a lone hero and transforms it into a 

spectacular ensemble piece
Writer: Edwin Evans-Thirlwell
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Y
ou have to feel sorry for the 
covenant at this point. They just 
can’t catch a break. for over a 
decade, Halo: Combat Evolved’s 
motley crew of extra-terrestrial 
bogeymen have tussled with 
master chief and the United 
nations space command for 

control of the galaxy. They’ve laid down their 
lives on planet after planet, beachhead after 
beachhead. They’ve expired beneath the tyres of 
Warthog jeeps, crumpled under rocket fire or 
tumbled, limbs waggling comically, from the 
cockpits of shredded banshees. They’ve been 
rammed and routed, bombarded and crushed. 

in the course of the long struggle with Earth, 
the covenant have come to see the chief as no 
mere flesh-and-blood adversary but a figure out 
of myth – a “demon”, to quote the hysterical 
grunts of Halo 3. You can easily imagine brute 
nursemaids telling tales of John-117 to infant 

Prophets as they tuck them in at night. “Eat your 
vegetables or the master chief will get you!” Well, 
the demon is back in Halo 5: Guardians, and he’s 
brought a whole bunch of friends.

Co-op shop
Previous Halo campaigns have treated us to 
four-player co-op, but Guardians is the first in 
the series to be completely constructed around 
the idea, with three other controllable characters 
present throughout the story, and ai filling in 
for missing players. it stars not one but eight 
spartans, split into two fireteams – one led by 
the chief, the other by the protagonist of live-
action mini-series Halo: Nightfall, office of naval 
intelligence agent Jameson locke. 

These aren’t just any spartans, either. chief’s 
blue Team are tanky old spartan-iis – veterans, 
like John himself, of the struggle for humanity’s 
vanquished fortress world, reach. They’re 
legends in their own lifetimes. locke’s osiris 
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squad are spartan-iVs – a nippy new 
breed of mega-soldier, recruited from 
the Unsc’s rank and file and battle-
tested on the forerunner planet 
requiem in Halo 4. both the junior and 
senior spartans are endowed with the 
expanded movement and offensive 
abilities you might recall from last 
year’s Halo 5 multiplayer beta. They 
can jet-dodge. They can hover. They 
can execute ferocious ground pounds, 
annihilating even shielded opponents 
in one fell swoop. They can perform 
running uppercuts and slides. They can 
revive each other in the fray.

it’s not all bad news for the covenant, 
however. osiris Team’s role in the two-
branch storyline is to hunt down blue 
Team, which has gone aWol after a 
mysterious attack on a human-alien 
peace conference. but whether you take 
to the field as chief, or give chase as 
locke, you can rest assured that there 
will be plenty of Jackals, Elites, grunts 
and hunters to slaughter along the way.

much as we pity the covenant, 
however, we think Halo’s current 
custodians at 343 industries have it 

tougher. The studio no longer has to 
worry about sitting in the shadow of 
bungie, Halo’s original creator and 
the developer of Destiny – with Halo: 
Combat Evolved Anniversary, Halo 4 
and The Master Chief Collection, it 
has demonstrated that it knows what 
makes a Halo game tick. but it’s hard to 
overstate just what a challenge it has 
built up for itself with Guardians. 

master chief is the first-person 
shooter genre’s most celebrated one-
man-band. he’s the quintessential 
lonely hero, superman by way of clint 
Eastwood. in pure design terms, he’s 
the beating heart of an exquisitely 

Blue team’s 
spartan-iis have 

their work cut out 
for them when faced 
with the new breed 

of spartan-iVs.

not all the 
Covenant are 
unfriendly. 
You’ll fight 
side by side 
with elites  
at times.

reactive ai and physics sandbox – a 
glittering framework of enemy types, 
tools and terrain variables, all pivoting 
around John-117’s capabilities to 
spectacular effect. adding seven other 
playable spartans to the mix entails 
a bit of a rethink, to say the least, 
and that’s on top of the technical 
pressures of developing a brand new 
engine for Halo on xbox one. oh, 
and let’s not forget the revamped 
multiplayer, which features all those 
snazzy spartan abilities plus a 
colossal new mode, Warzone, in which 
armies of players and ‘bots do battle 
simultaneously. What on Earth inspired 
the brave soldiers of 343 to try all this?

Four down
The story begins three years ago, 
with 343 fresh from its success with 
Halo 4. “We were winding down on 
Halo 4 and thinking about moving to 
a new console, and we had already 
planned some of the technological 
upgrades that we wanted to make 
to the engine,” recalls Josh holmes, 
studio head for Halo 5. “and early on 
we started talking about the types 
of stories that we wanted to tell and 
the experiences that we wanted to 
create, and we really wanted to focus 
on a much more sociable experience, 
especially in our campaign. 

“and that sort of led 
us in the direction of 

building up the two 
squads, each of 
which has four 
spartans that you 

can control, which 
would enable us to 
support seamless 
drop-in, drop-out 

cooperative play. 
We also wanted to 

introduce a new character 
in agent locke, who would be a 

direct contrast to the master 
chief, and allow us to 
examine the chief more 
closely as a character via  

an external perspective or 
lens, if you will.”

again, co-op has featured 
prominently in Halo games 

before – if you have any previous 
experience with the series, it 
is likely your fondest memories 
include careening around a 

covenant fortification in a Warthog 
while a friend showers the place in 

minigun bullets. but, master chief 
teaming up with the arbiter in Halo 3 
aside, the series has never managed 
to make co-op a convincing part of 
its narrative. in Halo 2, co-op players 
appear as duplicates and the guest 
doesn’t have a role in cutscenes. 

WWW.gamEsradar.com/oxm
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Warzone’s  
riskY genesis
new mode Warzone is the 
most dramatic of guardians’ 
multiplayer innovations – it 
pits 12 player teams against 
both one another and ai on 
enormous maps. “Warzone 
was a lot more challenging 
than we thought,” recalls 
343 industries co-founder 
Bonnie ross. “and there 
were points where it did 
not feel like it was coming 
together. it was a huge 
bet for us. i think it was 
pretty nerve-wracking at 
some points, but there was 
a moment several months ago 
where people started getting 
good scores back from user 
research.” 343 knew from 
the outset that nailing 
down Warzone’s appeal would 
be tricky. “someone said 
‘look, it’s going to be 
really crappy until we get 
this system working, and 
then we need this netcode 
to be supporting that, blah 
blah blah...’” comments 
franchise development 
director frank o’Connor. 
“somebody in the production 
office had kinda drawn 
a line, saying: ‘this 
is roughly where it will 
start to be fun.’ if you do 
really good planning and 
production – and i think 
we pride ourselves on that 
– there shouldn’t be too 
many crazy surprises. But 
it does get nerve-wracking 
when you’re waiting for that 
breakthrough to happen, 
whether it be something 
as big as a mode or just a 
specific weapon.”

“guardians 
stars not 
one, but eight 
spartans”

Co-op will be online-only, 
with the team doing away 

with split-screen for the 
first time in the series.

nathan fillion’s Buck doing what he 
does best – laying on the attitude.

hunters are as dangerous as 
ever – shielded against shots 
from the front. Bring rockets.
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fireteams blue and osiris, by contrast, 
are fully fleshed-out personalities with 
their own subtly differentiated heads-
up displays (reflecting their variety 
of visor shapes), loadouts, tweaked 
basic traits (such as a longer radar 
range or beefier shields), and their 
very own voice actors – including a 
characteristically insouciant turn from 
Firefly actor nathan fillion as buck, 
who first took the stage in Halo 3: ODST.

Hog squad
“i think co-op has always been a big 
part of Halo’s campaign, but in the 
past it’s sort of been treated as a 
completely separate experience, where 
you just have three other clones of the 
master chief running side by side,” says 
holmes. “The narrative breaks down. 
one of the big creative goals that we 
had for Halo 5 was to bring that into 
focus and support it through the story.

“and then, from a technological 
standpoint, a huge amount of 
investment went into the ai system 
for the other fireteam members,” he 
continues. “as well as moving the 
campaign to dedicated servers to 
enable that seamless drop-in, drop-out 
experience, and allow us to deliver a 
campaign on a much greater scale. [a 
campaign] where you have the ability, 
as individual players, to split up and 
explore and support one another from 
different elevations within the level, 
and many different paths. it’s been a 
really fundamental part of the design 
process for campaign. it’s flipped the 
paradigm for the campaign in previous 
Halos, where solo was very much the 
focus and co-op was there as an add-
on, but wasn’t really embraced.”

the Promethean 
soldiers from 
halo 4 return 
– watch out for 
teleporting 
Knights.

Halo 5: Guardians is essentially 
a giant game of cat and mouse, 
where you alternate between the 
perspectives of the master chief and 
spartan locke – the former’s actions 
raise questions which the latter’s 
missions will seek to answer. it’s 
unclear why exactly master chief has 
gone rogue, though the pre-release 
gameplay demonstrations seem to 
contain a few hints. all we know at 
this point in time is that the chief’s 
being held responsible for a terrorist 
raid on human-covenant peace talks, 
supposedly killing 19 security guards 
and making off with the human 
ambassador, who is later found dead. 

have years in the trenches – and 
in particular, Halo 4’s traumatic finale 
– begun to take their toll on John-
117’s sanity? are the long-buried 
stresses of spartan-ii training, 
under which children were 
abducted by oni and surgically 
augmented, to blame? or is he the 
victim of a stitch-up job? Events in 
the wider galaxy suggest that there’s 
much more to chief’s revolt than 
meets the eye: entire solar systems 
are mysteriously falling silent, and the 
ancient forerunner general known as 
the didact is presumably still at large in 
the shadows. There’s also dr catherine 
halsey to consider – architect of the 
spartan-ii programme, nowadays to be 
found in the company of the covenant 
splinter group led by Elite zealot Jul 
‘mdama. and finally, there are the 
titular guardians, huge forerunner 
constructs looming over a number of 
planets, their function unknown.

chief’s aWol status is both an 
opportunity to widen Halo’s narrative 

LoCke on
how do you get under 
the skin of a famously 
taciturn personality like 
Master Chief? osiris team 
leader and office of naval 
intelligence manhunter 
Jameson locke is halo 5’s 
answer to that question.  
“We really liked this idea 
of introducing a stark 
contrast to Chief, and 
someone who could examine 
Chief a bit more closely 
as the focal point of his 
journey, the mystery he was 
set to solve,” says studio 
head Josh holmes. locke is 
also, he adds, a means of 
investigating “some other 

aspects of our universe 
that haven’t been 
explored as deeply in the 
other games. oni is a kind 
of shadow organisation 
that has its finger on 
a lot of the events 
that impact the unsC 
and ultimately, the 
galaxy. What would 
it mean to take 
someone from that 

organisation and have 
them make the transition 
to spartan-dom?” executive 
producer Kiki Wolfkill 
expands: “You look at 
Chief, who is sort of 
conscripted as a child 
and became a spartan not 
necessarily by choice, and 
then there’s locke, who 
chose to be that kind  
of person – those 

contrasts are really 
interesting.”

f e a t u r e
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Xbox one’s grunt is 
never more apparent 
than when marvelling 
at spartan armour.

spartan abilities or 
no, sword-wielding 

elites will shut you 
down up-close.

Packing the saW 
light machinegun  
and a launcher?  

that elite is toast.

“set-pieces 
are more 
elaborate 
and chaotic”

focus, and get to grips with aspects 
of John-117’s character that perhaps 
aren’t accessible when looking at the 
world through his eyes. “master chief 
is our icon, but the universe is so big, 
and there are so many different types 
of connections that you can make 
with those characters,” observes Kiki 
Wolfkill, executive producer and one of 
the key figures behind Halo: Nightfall. 
“it’s fun for us to explore how we can 
build other characters that are strong 
and interesting, and maybe have some 
ambiguity to them, [characters] that 
players can relate to differently than 
they do master chief.

“Even before Halo 4, we were sort 
of mapping out master chief’s arc,” 
she adds. “We had a good sense for 
where we wanted him to eventually 
end up, what his journey would loosely 
look like. i think things are culminating 
based on that arc. how we got there 
shifted a lot through the course of both 
Halo 4 and 5, but we’ve introduced a 
lot of questions throughout the years 
with the halo universe, and i think it’s 
important to start to resolve some 
of those, but also introduce 
some new threads.”

and the impact of the new story 
structure on how the game plays? Well, 
the obvious consequence of having 
three other spartans at your back 
throughout the mission is that those 
sandbox set-pieces are much more 
elaborate – and chaotic. With its floaty 
vehicle handling and taste for assaults 
on fortified outposts or arenas, its 
heavy artillery and its plethora of 
unmoored cover objects, Halo has 
always done a great line in large-scale 
battles, but Guardians threatens to set 
a hectic new standard.

new territory
The first mission from blue Team’s side 
of the campaign, aptly named, ‘blue 
Team’, takes place inside a stray oni 
research vessel, the argent moon. a 
recipe, you might have thought, for 
a suspenseful corridor crawl rather 
than a blastfest, and indeed there are 
touches of this early on. as the mission 
begins, chief and his chums smash 
through a reinforced hull window to 

surprise a batch of covenant 
interlopers, who are 

unceremoniously 
sucked out into 

halo 5: guardians
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the void. as they descend into the 
ship’s bowels, something hammers 
on the bulkheads from the other side, 
leaving visible dents. subsequently, a 
grunt scurries abruptly out of a cloud 
of steam, hefting a plasma grenade 
in each fist. it’s nothing a brisk battle 
rifle burst to the face can’t nobble, but 
it’s a pleasant shock, nonetheless.

When not in combat, the side 
characters serve a purpose familiar 
from Gears of War, here commenting 
on goings-on in a manner that raises 
tension while filling in cracks in the 
narrative. frederic, a sombre chap with 
a scar across his nose, draws your 
attention at one point to a strange 
stealth ship parked in the argent moon’s 
hangar. idle chatter of this sort helps 
make up for the absence of cortana, 
chief’s erstwhile ai comrade, though 
we suspect that the effects of her 
departure on his emotional life won’t 
dissipate so easily. (a ghostly cameo 
later in the level suggests not.)

it’s not till blue Team reaches vast 
storage bays in the vessel’s interior, 
however, that the co-op really takes 
flight. and we do mean that literally. 
a ramming charge breaches the wall 
above a giant tunnel environment, 
allowing the spartans to drop right into 
the midst of a covenant detachment. 
The squad spreads out, some using 
their thrusters to jockey with the aliens 
up close while others look for vantage 
points. The effects of Halo 5’s spartan 
abilities on the tempo and tactics of 
gunplay are vast and comprehensive. 
ground pounds are both an offensive 
tool and a means of moving quickly 
(if not quietly) between elevations. 
The aerial dash and mantling allow 
players to snake around the outsides of 
structures, latching onto facets of the 
level geometry that in previous games 
would have served only as scenery.

Plan of action
in order to host a higher headcount 
and the new ability set, the game’s 
environments are larger and more 
packed with routes than those of Halo 
4 – a real estate expansion that is most 
obvious in a later point in the level 
when blue Team stumbles on a flock of 
banshees. a couple of players promptly 
take to the air to strafe covenant 
heavies while the others engage on-
foot, cue dizzying scenes as missiles 
fired by the new hydra launcher miss 
friendly vehicles by inches. in addition 
to being much more numerous, the 
covenant have evolved a few new 
behaviours to fend off the spartan 
onslaught. hover directly behind a 
hunter in preparation for a ground-
pound, for example, and you’re asking 
to be swatted like a lumpy robot fly.

revamPing arena
if you’re a traditionalist, 
the arena playlist is where 
it’s at – “it” being no-
nonsense, 4v4 combat and a 
selection of mostly familiar 
modes, including Capture 
the flag, team slayer 
(aka, team deathmatch) and 
strongholds, where players 
fight for possession 
of scoring zones dotted 
around the map. there’s 
also Breakout, a round-
based match type in which 
no respawns are allowed. 
Players don’t get shields 
or a motion tracker, and 
everybody starts with a 
souped-up sMg, a pistol 
and a single frag grenade, 
collecting other weapons on 
the map. the result is an 
experience that’s all about 
dexterity and knowledge 
of the terrain – a nice 
alternative to the joyful 
lunacy of Warzone. fans of 
sWat mode from previous 
games should love it.

osiris Team’s missions will be no  
less frenetic, but locke’s access 
to some fancy artemis Tracking 
technology makes for a relatively 
methodical feel – closer, perhaps, to 
the outpost infiltration sections of an 
open world game like Far Cry 4. The 
technology sends out a waveform 
that flags enemies and interactive 
objectives on heads-up displays, 
allowing the wary player to assess 
the situation and plot a strategy 
before leaving cover. an example is a 
mission that takes place in a locked-
down Unsc facility. Killing all nearby 
covenant and thus resetting the 
building’s security protocols is one 
way to proceed, but you can also hunt 
down and disable the generators, 
or even hack terminals to switch on 
automatic sentry turrets. 

The new squad orders system may 
prove handy here – you can tap the 
d-pad while aiming at an object, 
character or area to issue a context-
sensitive command, such as revive or 
Pick Up Weapon. You aren’t required 
to do this to progress – Halo 5 isn’t 
rainbow six and the ai heroes can 

each spartan’s custom 
hud reflects their 
personality and 
combat style.

“environments 
are much larger 
and more packed 
with routes”
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grieFer Feature
With three other players 
around, there’s obviously 
the risk that somebody will 
spoil it for everybody 
else – we’ll admit to 
running down co-op partners 
aplenty in halo 3. how do 
you prevent such antics? 
“i don’t think you do,” 
confesses Josh holmes. “i 
think part of the fun of co-
op is empowering players to 
infuse themselves into the 
story, and there are things 
that emerge as part of 
that where you’re bouncing 
off one another, which 
can lead to some pretty 
crazy moments.” this won’t 
extend to letting people 
ruin the story, however. 
“there aren’t really ways 
that you can ‘break’ the 
narrative, but definitely 
you may miss some of the 
narrative in voiceovers if 
you’re too busy team-killing 
one another. We do see 
some pretty crazy moments 
here within the studio. 
the mean time to someone 
murdering another player in 
an elevator is, as it turns 
out, quite short!”

along with Jackals, hunters and 
grunts, elites return to the fray.

is this the 
Covenant edition 
of Cortana, or 
their equivalent 
of a hotel lobby 
fountain?

halo 5: guardians
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‘surprisingly okay’, you know? That’s 
where the pressure comes from. but 
again, it’s a much more natural and 
digestible pressure, i feel.”

Lore master
a former editor of Official Xbox 
Magazine, o’connor joined bungie 
to work on Halo 2 before leaving to 
oversee development of Halo after 
microsoft took full ownership of the 
franchise. his long experience is, of 
course, a useful resource when it 
comes to the most obvious dilemma 
of sequel development – how do 

Halo 4’s development – those were two 
big changes for the team with Halo 5.”

frank o’conner, Halo’s franchise 
development director and the man 
with the closest thing to a halo road 
map, expands on this. “i don’t want 
to use the word ‘natural’, but there’s 
something unnatural about starting up 
a studio in the middle of a franchise,” 
he says. “Whereas this process of 
moving from Halo 4 to Halo 5, from 
xbox 360 to xbox one, has actually felt 
very natural to me. it feels much more 
like regular run-a-studio business. 
but instead of the pressure coming 
off, at least as far as public scrutiny 
is concerned – i think the pressure is 
back on, because Halo 4 was pretty 
well received, but we have to one-up 
ourselves. We’re not chasing ghosts 
anymore. We have to be impressive 
with every new thing instead of 
just ‘good enough’, or instead of 

take care of themselves – but it could 
make life easier when you’re pinned 
down and bleeding, unable to reach 
the fuel rod gun on the other side of a 
room. let nathan fillion take the risk.

The orders system may reflect  
343’s hiring of Tim longo as creative 
director. longo has some fearsome 
credits, including a lengthy stint on  
the Tomb Raider franchise with 
developer crystal dynamics, but he’s 
perhaps best known for Star Wars: 
Republic Commando, an acclaimed 
first-person shooter for the original 
xbox which features some comparable 
squad commands. “he joined us back 
in 2013 and stepped into the shoes 
that i filled on Halo 4,” says holmes. 
“and he’s just been a fantastic addition 
to the team. he was able to take the 
core vision that we had right at the 
beginning of Halo 5 and really shape it 
into something incredibly special. 
he brought a lot of his own unique 
perspective to the table and some of 
his experience. That, combined 
with the trust that we’d all built 
for each other throughout 

some levels 
offer hidden 
side routes. 

the boost 
jets put the 
emphasis 
on lateral 
movement  
in duels.
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WeaPons CHeCk
halo 5 features flashy new 
models of many classic 
halo weapons, such as the 
Chief’s trusty assault rifle 
and the shield-stripping 
Covenant Pistol. But there 
are new varieties, too. 
the Covenant Plasma Caster 
is a particularly fearsome 
specimen – its bolts stick 
to targets when fired in 
smart-link mode (think 
iron sights but sexier), 
but ricochet from other 
surfaces. You can also 
charge it for a short-
ranged, high-damage blast. 
humanity’s answer? the 
hydra launcher (pictured), 
which fires homing airburst 
explosives. Characters in 
the campaign also receive 
their own custom versions  
of generic weapons, like 
Kelly shaddock’s shotgun, 
which sports a cute rabbit 
design. it won’t look so 
cute when she’s aiming it  
at you, of course.

you introduce new concepts without 
alienating fans of the previous games? 
“i’ve worked on Halo for every sequel,” 
he says. “if you remember the E3 demo 
of Halo 2, that was five minutes of non-
stop new feature introductions, things 
like dual-wielding, and some of those 
went away. Every iteration you’re trying 
new things and your devs are always 
trying to push forward. sometimes 
the biggest resistance you meet is 
tradition, and the things that fans love. 

“There’s a way to strike a balance, 
as [studio co-founder] bonnie ross 

has said, between satisfying that 
core – what people describe as the 
heart of Halo – and moving things 
forward technically in terms of scale 
and features, and certainly in terms of 
mobility. otherwise i think you can get 
mired in tradition and end up stagnating. 
You have to dance this careful dance 
of innovation and improvement. i wish 
i could tell you there’s a magic formula 
for that, but there isn’t. iteration and 
things like the pre-release beta are the 
best tools we have.”

Halo 5: Guardians is shaping up to 
be a watershed moment for a series 
that, for all the efforts of latter-day 
contenders like Titanfall, remains key 
to the xbox’s appeal. some fans have 
expressed concern that a four-player 
emphasis will take something away 
from a series so beholden to the idea 
of a lone hero, but what we’ve seen 
suggests that 343 has struck a clever 
balance – master chief’s new friends 
are as much windows into the soul 
of one of gaming’s great characters, 
as they are arresting personalities in 
their own right. The covenant may not 
be looking forward to Halo’s latest 
incarnation, but for the rest of us it 
should be an epic, exhilarating ride. ■

“what we’ve seen so far 
suggests that 343 has 
struck a clever balance”

Promethean 
foes still 
explode into 
beautiful 
flecks of 
burning 
orange. so 
satisfying.

the argent 
Moon’s 
interiors 
call to 
mind alien. 
nothing 
scares a 
spartan, 
right?

halo 5: guardians
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Expecting those headphones 
to pump out a corny JRPG 
score? Think again. Drew’s 
first fight unfolds to The 
Prodigy’s Wild Frontier.  

P R E v i E W
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I
t feels like Hideki 
Kamiya, Bayonetta 
creator and serial 
Twitter abuser, 
has been working 
towards Scalebound 
for some time. 
Through his work 
runs the theme 

of the small calling on the big, be it 
demons woven from Bayonetta’s hair 
or the tiny citizens of The Wonderful 
101 uniting into towering blades and 
whips. In the pairing of Scalebound’s 
human, Drew, and dragon, Thuban,  
we see that same relationship played 
out in frantic real time. As the former  
nimbly murders foot soldiers with 
swords, spears and other pointy 
implements, his pet crushes their 
barracks, or belches flames at giant 
insects that wander into the fray. 
Where Kamiya once used massive 
beasts as the payoff to a desperate 
struggle, here one’s on-screen at all 
times. And it is mesmerising.

Thuban’s a complex AI creation, 
with replays of the demo showing him 

tackling the same situations with all 
manner of dragon wiles. One time he 
splats down Drew’s attackers with 
mighty claw-slaps; the next he focuses 
on puffing fire through their front 
doors. He can be guided with rough 
orders, but his independent mind 
means you never quite know how 
he’ll act when he reaches the marker. 
It’s suggested that his obedience and 
abilities hinge on Drew’s bond with 
him at the given time. Squint and 
Drew’s almost the coach to Thuban’s 
heavyweight boxer, shouting out 
tactics and applying a healing touch 
when his scaly pal gets overwhelmed. 
It’s not entirely altruistic, however, as 
the two share a health bar, like a not-
duff version of Dragonheart.

It’s when the duo tag-team a larger 
praying mantis that more intricate 
interplay begins to blossom. As 
Thuban draws the creature’s attention 
with tail-slaps to the face, Drew uses 
his mystical dragon arm – another 
bonus of the shared bond with Thuban 
– to tether himself to the exposed 
flesh around the mantis’ knee, yank 

Scalebound
Where most RPGs just drag on, this one’s got a dragon

 Publisher microsoft studios / DeveloPer Platinumgames / Format xbox one

Man with big 
gob teams up 
with beast 
with fiery 
gob. Smarm  
and death 
follow in 
equal measure.

Bluffer’s 
Guide

P R E v i E W
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Develop your bond with 
Thuban and you’ll be 
able to hop on and ride 
him like the world’s 
deadliest horse. 

it’s suggested that Drew has 
travelled to Draconis from our 
modern day Earth. Explains the 
headphones and bratty attitude.

These soldiers talk in hokey Brit 
accents, playing up to dodgy JRPG 
localisation. They even quote some 
dialogue from The Wonderful 101.

Hacking away at exposed flesh lets 
you tear larger creatures limb from 
limb. With no claws to block Thuban, 
he can swoop in and finish them off.
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Lizard or lazy?
How to train your dragon
The obvious question is, why not let the dragon 
do all the hard work? He seems pretty capable 
of chewing through enemies without Drew. But 
there is a catch to letting Thuban do the heavy 
lifting. Thuban’s upgrades are bought with gems, 
and gems only emerge from enemies murdered 
with Drew’s finishing blows – Thuban will simply 
incinerate the body, reward and all. Refuse to get 
stuck in and you won’t have the currency needed 
to keep Thuban fighting fit.

//Just as Bayonetta handled as a 
different character when kitted 
out, so Thuban can be shaped//

The overblown 
colours are a 
result of the 
‘Pulse’ - the 
mystic energy 
intended as a 
parody of Star 
Wars’ Force.

himself over, and saw off the limb with 
some grisly button-mashing. Played a 
second time, and the fight unfolds very 
differently: Drew throws a stun mine 
onto the mantis’ leg, detonates it with 
a shot from his bow and sends Thuban 
to chew on the now paralysed enemy. 
A third sees both legs chopped off with 
diving cuts before Thuban torches the 
torso as it thrashes on the ground.  

Many of these ideas – limb-specific 
damage, status effects, the constant 
stream of numbers pouring from 
enemies – are common RPG tropes, 
but seeing them framed by Kamiya’s 
action-loving eye helps you push 
past the stats. Transform into Drew’s 
pumped-up dragon form and he 
can mount the mantis, bringing the 
cameraman with him as the view 
bucks around and the bug resists. 
Let Thuban deliver the flaming coup 
de grâce and the camera pulls back 
to ensure he’s captured in his full 
majesty. One benefit of moving away 
from the twitch action that defines 
many Platinum games is the ability to 
comfortably drink in the events. Like 
in Okami – until now, the odd one out 
on Kamiya’s CV – there’s a sense of 
wonder to much of Scalebound.

Dragon Quests
With so much of Kamiya’s career spent 
on blistering action games, we wonder 
how much RPG can be expected from 
his action-RPG. And just what kind of 
RPG are we talking about? The genre 
is pretty bloated, so we ask Kamiya to 
clarify. “I have not necessarily played 
many Western RPGs. My memories 
come from the Famicom era, where 
Dragon Quest was a favourite. When I 
was able to afford games as a teenager, 
there were two PC games that had a 
great influence on me and Scalebound. 
They’re not your typical RPGs: 
Sorcerian and Hydlite III. They’re 
both set in fantasy worlds and feature 
dragons; subject matters I wanted to 
realise in my own games. Drakkhen 
[also] left a strong impression.”

It’s easy to see some of that DNA 
here. Draconis is not just a procession 
of battle arenas, but an epic land to be 
explored. The way the team describes 
it makes it sound less like a sandbox, 
more like a Zelda game, with regions 
opening up as Thuban learns the tricks 
needed to reach them. Our demo 
concludes with the duo bursting into 
a dungeon that couldn’t be more Zelda 
if it tried: a linear path policed by baby 
mantis creatures leads to tangle of 
vines only Thuban can bring down. 

In a slideshow of other areas we see 
villages swarming with NPCs, ready 
to sell Drew new weapons (his kit 
degrades over time) and armour, and 
new parts for Thuban. Even better, 
you’ll be able to take your newly 
empowered dragon back to earlier 
areas to take revenge on those 
once threatening foes.

The upgrade path 
sounds very interesting, 
designed to make Drew a 
relative constant through 
the action in order to shift the 
focus onto nurturing a Thuban 
to fit your playing style. Cosmetic 
skins aside, you can tweak horns, 
claws and tail – upping the damage of 

attacks associated with those parts or 
adding elemental buffs to create new 
outcomes in battle. Just as Bayonetta 
handled as a different character when 
she was armed with guns or a scythe, 
so Thuban can be transformed. Do you 

armour him up and add weight 
to his barging attacks? Do 

you sharpen that tail and 
hope he opts to get whippy 
with it? The challenge of 
harnessing the power of a 

slightly unpredictable dragon 
sounds unlike anything else, 

although it’ll live and die on the 
sophistication of Thuban’s AI.  

It’s a tough game to demo, in this 
sense, perhaps explaining why those 
who saw Kamiya play the scenario 
a second time probably feel more 
confident about it than those who 
watched the single demo shown at 
Microsoft’s Gamescom briefing. Even 
by Kamiya’s mad standards, Scalebound 
feels barmy in its ambition, and that’s 
before factoring in the notion of three 
other Drews harnessing three other 
Thubans in a four-player co-op mode. 
There’s a lot of work to be done before 
Christmas 2016, but if anyone can tame 
this madness, it’ll be Platinum.
Matthew Castle

ETA
2016

if your eyes 
can keep up with 
Bayonetta’s 
pummellings, 
there’s no 
better action 
game out there.

DMC1 was a 
failed prototype 
for Resi 4 that 
morphed into 
the first of 
Kamiya’s action 
masterpieces.

ALSo By…
Metadata
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Y
ou’d be forgiven for 
thinking The Following 
was a sequel as opposed to 
a simple expansion. Taking 
place in the countryside 
around Harran, it presents 

rolling cornfields, forests and craggy 
cliffs over an area equal to the size 
of the city’s two regions combined. 
It’s this scale that our demo is keen 
to emphasise, as a claustrophobic 
cave network opens into a panoramic 
mountaintop view of the new 
playground. That we’re then invited to 
dive into a distant lake below suggests 
this is a slightly more fantastical trip 
than the gruelling struggle faced in 
Harran’s zombie-plagued streets.

The fear is that, well, there would 
be no fear. How do you create tension 
when you have the run of the great 
outdoors? Despite a lack of buildings, 

the infected population is still high, 
with revamped AI that quickly draws 
crowds towards any minor fracas, 
snowballing it into something much 
more substantial. On foot the smart 
situation is to dart along ditches or 
fenced off lanes, or use the returning 
parkour moves to vault onto oil 
pipelines and dart over the swarms  
of gnashing teeth below. You’re 
freer to navigate, yes, but 
there’s less high ground for 
you to safely retreat to.

Our mission is to retrieve 
a stolen car from a group of 
bandits, in doing so earning 
the trust of a new cult – it’s 
these weirdos, and their apparent 
immunity to the infection, that drives 
The Following’s story. Having more 
human foes justifies an enlarged focus 
on ranged weapons, including a meaty 
crossbow that gets introduced with 
some wanton pumpkin destruction. 
The first casualty of war is innocence, 
but the second is always gourds. Still, 
the farmer’s loss is our gain and, indeed, 
the infected’s loss, as bolts spear into 
their brains to drop them on the spot. 

The crossbow also opens a stealthier 
approach to a bandit-controlled farm. 
Sniping out their scouts lets you 
zipline to the barn roof and pick off 
stragglers below. Or it does in theory: 
our noisy co-op partner unloads an 
SMG, triggering both a firefight with 
the bandits and coaxing the undead 
horde into busting down the gate. 

The same SMG makes standing 
your ground a little easier, 

although the smart route 
out is in the now liberated 
buggy. Steering the vehicle 
feels very similar to Far Cry 

– a bouncy, arcade-y point-
and-steer setup, as opposed to 

anything too serious.
Tearing up the open terrain, 

splatting zombies on the bonnet, 
feels really far removed from our 
nervous days in Harran, but then 
shouldn’t that be the point of DLC? 
Our favourite expansions – The Ballad 
of Gay Tony; Blood Dragon – don’t 
just grow the core game, but rip them 
in totally different directions. Here, 
in the seat of the buggy, you finally 
feel empowered against the horde. 

ETA
TBC

Dying Light: The Following
Out in the sticks, hitting things with sticks

Hitting 
zombies with 
hammers and 
scrambling up 
walls is going 
to tire even 
the hardiest 
of heroes. 
Why not go for 
a relaxing 
drive in the 
countryside?

Bluffer’s 
Guide

 Publisher Warner Bros enTerTainmenT / DeveloPer TeChland / Format XBoX one

Out in the open countryside, 
the sanctuary once provided 
by higher ground is found in 
the form of a driver’s seat.

//The first casualty of 
war is innocence, but the 
second is always gourds//

P r E v i E W
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The shoe’s on the other foot and is 
stamping the gas pedal to the ground 
as heads pop and squelch under the 
wheel. At least, it is until an epic ramp 
jump sends us plummeting into a 
swarm of one hundred or more.

This 15 minute rush is cleverly 
constructed to deliver all of The 
Following’s big ideas at once, but it 
works. If Techland is able to fill its 
world with a similar concentration 
of fun, this expansion could easily 
surpass the source material.
Matthew Castle

Maciej Binkowski
how do you transplant claustrophobic horror into a 
sunny field? dying light’s lead designer reveals all...

t
his is a radically 
different space 
to harran so 
we’re curious 
how much 

carries across. how 
does parkour factor into 
endless fields?
We have these big open 
spaces but the locations 
that you’re getting to are 
all parkour based. You go 
into a farm and you can 
go all over it. in the demo 
we see people who just 
walk in the doors, but 
others will see a haystack 
and then plot a route 
into the barn roof and 
smash through a window 
to find a secret stash. 
We have big industrial 
complexes too, which 
are big parkour areas. 

how do you  
maintain tension  
in an open world?
We adapt all the ai, 
giving enemies new 
behaviours to keep 
pace with you – you’re 
not only running, but 
you’re driving. The basic 
approach is that if you 
keep moving you’re 
relatively safe, but  
the moment you stop 
you’ll find yourself 
surrounded. We’ve 
adapted all the enemy 
types so they can 
approach you in this new 

way – they know about 
your better mobility so 
they’re going to push you 
in a different direction.

Does the day/night cycle 
still play a role?
Yeah, the day and night 
keeps running. if you get 
caught at night in the 
middle of a cornfield with 
no place to hide that’s 
going to be really tough 
for you. You need to 
keep a car nearby, and 
you can customise the 
car with special UV lights 
on it, so you’re able to 

turn it into a mobile safe 
zone. at least as long  
as you have fuel to keep 
it running...

We got to try some tasty 
new weapons...
We stay close to the 
community and take 
note of what people 
want. one of the most 
requested weapons is 
the crossbow - there are 
a lot of daryl fans [The 
Walking Dead’s arrow-
slinging badass]. People 
wanted more variety in 
firearms, so we’re doing 
that too. one of the 

new guns is the smg. so 
we’re shifting gameplay 
a little bit towards 
shooting, but it’s still 
only an option. one of 
the things that defines 
an open world is the 
ability to play it your way. 
You want to be a melee 
guy, or go in rambo-
style or as a stealthy 
ninja? do it your way. 

it almost feels like a 
return to Dead island’s 
playful world...
i wouldn’t say that we 
want to go back to the 

over the top thing. it’s 
more that it’s really fun 
to destroy zombies with 
your car. We have all the 
crafting – the electric 
machetes – so it’s a 
natural fit to bring that 
to the car. But even with 
the construction of the 
story we don’t go really 
goofy. That was good for 
Dead Island, because 
it was colourful; this is 
more dark and dirty and 
we’re staying there. Yes, 
it feels more light toned, 
but it’s a different flavour 
rather than a shift 
towards the goofy stuff.

//Keep moving and you’re 
relatively safe, but as soon as 
you stop you’re surrounded//

Stop to 
admire the 
view and a 
zombie will 
open your 
skull like a 
tin of beans.

Tsk, those pylons spoil the scenery, don’t 
they? Also: the stench of rotting flesh.

Dying Light’s 
parkour-infused 
survival horror 
is stressful 
as hell, but 
finally delivers 
on Dead island’s 
promise.

Dead island 
began Techland’s 
love affair 
with spanking 
the undead, 
but a plague of 
technical issues 
let it down.

ALso BY…
Metadata
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E
lite: Dangerous has been 
available for a while as 
part of Xbox’s Game 
Preview program. But 
if you fancy taking 
advantage of the pre-
release discount then 

you’d better  get your afterburners 
out, because the full, finished game 
hits Xbox One on October 6th. There’s 
no definite timeframe as to when the  
Horizons season of expansions will 
follow, but we know for sure that it 
will, as Frontier Developments boss 
man David Braben confirmed as much 
during an ‘Ask Me Anything’ section 
on zeitgeisty internet site, Reddit. 

Up first on Horizons’ agenda is 
Planetary Landings, the expansion 
that brings… the ability to land on 
planets. But what the expansion lacks 

in crypticness, it makes up for in 
delivering a whole new way to play the 
game. By throwing in the mechanic of 
being able to touch down to a planet’s 
surface, Frontier is set to increase the 
amount of things you get to see and 
explore by a factor of billions.

There’s complex science behind 
how the numerous space-rocks in 
Planetary Landings are formed, 
but the basic principle is 
this: they’re procedurally 
simulated using scientifically 
accurate data. Their position 
relative to a sun, their age, 
their tectonic plates, even 
their tidal patterns – it all comes 
together to make the far-too-many-to-
count planets as realistic as they can 
possibly be, short of the team hand-
crafting every single one of them.

The way they fit into the existing 
Elite: Dangerous experience is simple 
enough: from Supercruise you can 
enter Planetary Cruise; this additional 
‘stage’ to your spaceflight enables 
you to approach planetary bodies, 
ultimately ending up on the surface. 
From there, you can exit your craft in  
a Surface Recon Vehicle (shortened  

to SRV, otherwise known as 
‘space car’) and explore the 

surface. The actual, planet-
sized surface. The scale is 
quite bewildering.

While Planetary Landings 
is only starting out with rocky 

planets lacking in atmosphere, 
there will still be places to go and 
people to see. Starports are on the 
surface of many a planet, while you 
will also be able to engage in a bit of 
exploration leading to – what else? – 
loot. Combat is also a concern on the 
surface, and while your SRV is capable 
of blasting away on its own, you could 
also bring in a couple of co-op chums 
to cover you from the air in their 
Cobras, Anacondas and Vipers.

It’s all sounding very exciting, and 
Braben is visibly animated when 
talking about the expansion. But 
there’s been no showing of the actual 
product yet, and ominously on PC it’ll 
set you back £40 – something sure 
to carry over to the console version. 
That’s breath-intakingly pricey 
for sure, but you do get an entire 
universe of rocky worlds to explore in 
exchange, which is pretty cool. So far, 
it sounds genuinely amazing.
Ian Dransfield

Landing on planets will be 
as simple as going up to 
them… and landing on them.

We have a hunch that 
flying into that 
orange thing won’t 
end well.

 Publisher Frontier Developments / DeveloPer Frontier Developments / Format XboX one

Elite: Dangerous – Horizons
The first stage isn’t here yet, but the second stage is already coming

ETA
tbc

//Planets are simulated using 
scientifically accurate data//

A season of 
expansions 
for Elite: 
Dangerous – 
the first of 
which will 
allow you to, 
finally, land 
on planets.

Bluffer’s 
Guide

The next Frontier
It’s a season of expansions, after all…
Frontier is remaining tight-lipped on what else 
we can expect next from the Horizons set of 
expansions, but we managed to glean some 
clues from the studio’s chief. In future there 
will be more realistic elements on planets – like 
geysers, where mineral deposits will be found – 
and in the distant future we’ll see planets with 
atmospheres to explore. There have also been 
rumblings about space-walking. As for aliens, 
well… that would be telling.

P r E v i E W
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Y
es, this is indeed the first 
game to be published 
by the developers of 
Minecraft that isn’t 
anything to do with 
the block-building 
masterpiece. And that’s 

interesting. But do you know what’s 
more interesting? The fact that Cobalt 
is a hell of a lot of fun, and exactly the 
kind of game we could see ourselves 
losing many an hour to.

It claims to be an action-platformer, 
but Cobalt’s main draw is its four-
player deathmatch mode. In it, four 
players compete for the most kills – à 
la all deathmatches ever – in various 
arena-like stages. Playing out in a  
style akin to a 2D platformer, Cobalt 
values a quick pace and flowing 
movement over things like… well, 

aiming. Instead the team at Oxeye  
(and Fatshark, working on the Xbox 
ports) has opted for a combat system 
that is pacy, kinetic and punishes those 
who stop to smell the roses.

Instead, it’s a case of running, 
jumping, grabbing any weapons or 
defensive items you can and always 
– always – remembering to roll. The 
secret weapon in Cobalt’s arsenal 
is this combat-roll ability: it 
isn’t just pretty,  it can be used 
as a defensive mechanism 
to deflect projectiles back in 
the direction they came from. 
Your pal lobbed a grenade at 
your face? Bounce that pineapple 
deathbringer right back at them.

You’re aided in this quest to deflect 
everything – seriously, it’s a valid 
(albeit difficult) tactic for winning 

matches – by a localised bullet-time 
effect. What this means is that every 
time you’re in imminent danger of 
death (which is often) the world 
around your character slows down so 
you can react. That might be a roll; it  
might be jumping out of the way; you 
might just want to unload a few  
rounds in the direction of the 

aggressor, just to make sure  
your death isn’t in vain.

Of course, Cobalt isn’t 
just about deathmatches 
– that just seems to be the 
game’s core appeal. There 

are plenty of other modes, 
such as Capture the Plug (like 

Capture The Flag, except you’re trying 
to haul an enormous plug into your 
base), survival, TeamStrike (inspired 
by Counter-Strike, no less) and even a 
single-player campaign. We weren’t 
privy to what that mode entails, but 
with Mojang informing us that the 
game was actually originally created as  
a single-player experience, it’s sure 
to be more than a mere throwaway 
distraction. Layered on top of that 
already-delicious pastry of a game is 
the promise of a powerful level editor.

We were only able to get half a 
dozen matches on Cobalt, but our  
time with it left some very positive 
feelings wafting around the room.  
So long as those things you can’t judge 
in a single day’s play – i.e. balance – is 
the right side of good by the time 
the game launches, we can easily 
see Cobalt becoming a multiplayer 
mainstay in our office.
Ian Dransfield

Whatever this is, you can 
probably ride it. You can 
ride quite a lot of things 
in Cobalt.

It’s not only about 
killing your mates 
– there’s a full 
campaign mode, too.

P r e v I e W

 Publisher Mojang / DeveloPer Fatshark/oxeye gaMe studio / Format xbox 360, xbox one

Cobalt
A game published by Mojang that isn’t Minecraft? Whatever next…

eTA
oct

//We can see Cobalt easily 
becoming a multiplayer mainstay//

A quick-paced 
shooter, 
valuing the 
classic, 
instant-
action feel 
of old-school 
deathmatches.

Bluffer’s 
Guide

Cobalt Phew
 Mojang’s community war chest
Cobalt has a simple premise, by its own creators’ 
admission. But the team looks to have enough 
up its sleeve to keep us playing for a long time. 
The main draw is user-generated content – 
levels, missions and such made by players and 
shared with the community. There’s also a ton 
of unlockable content – weapons, loadouts and 
body parts that modify performance. Combined, it 
all means there’s almost limitless scope for fresh 
experiences and new ways to play.
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I
f the multiplayer beta on 
Xbox One is anything to 
go by (and it probably is), 
Black Ops III promises 
to be one of the most 
freeform and playable 

shooters ever. By adding Titanfall-
esque wall-running and Advanced 
Warfare’s booster-pack double-jumps 
to that classic Modern Warfare-esque 
gunplay, Treyarch’s well on its way to 
creating a superb shooter.

After all the much-vaunted (and 
much-vaulted) ‘verticality’ that got 
everyone excited for last year’s CoD, 
it’s refreshing to see that Treyarch’s 
map design is comparatively simple. 
Most high areas are left deliberately 
inaccessible and the game is tighter 
for it. Most deaths come from being 
ambushed or outgunned, rather than 
being sniped from nowhere. 

The classic ‘room with three exits’ 
map design is apparent throughout,  
so there’s no such thing as a truly safe 
camping spot. Thanks to the killcam 
and the distinctive visual design that 
runs from area to area, you can easily 
recognise where your killer was hiding 
and seek them out immediately. And 
payback is so sweet.

The visuals are gorgeous, especially 
on the ‘Hunted’ map, which comes 
complete with fronds of green foliage, 
sun-baked rocks and azure waters – 

which you can not only swim in, but 
shoot people underwater in, too. The 
moment you realise that the opulent 
water fountain in the house is actually 
a hidden subterranean route to the 
outside pool is wonderful. 

The spread of match types offered 
in the beta didn’t extend to free-for-all 
deathmatches, but team deathmatch is 
the next best thing. Ironically, Kill 
Confirmed offers pretty much 
the exact same experience, 
only the chance to steal other 
people’s kills by picking up 
dropped dog tags means 
you can level up much faster 
than in the vanilla match type. 
Of the rest, Demolition is the most 
fun, with one team trying to defend 
targets while the other team attempts 
to plant explosives and blow them up. 
We also try a new variant on this idea, 
Safeguard, where the aim is to defend/
destroy a robot as it is escorted across 
the level. It’s good, frantic fun.

This being an early beta, issues are 
expected to arise, and our time in the 

game does reveal a pretty major one: 
matchmaking seriously needs to keep 
level-40+ players away from 10-30s, 
because high-level Specialists are 
basically Terminators. It simply isn’t 
fun to play in a match where one guy 
on the opposing team is annihilating 
everyone with one-burst kills.

Specialist treatment
The annoying solution is to 

level grind, and it takes 10-15 
hours to get to the upper 
20s and the first decent 
hardware. If you can avoid 

high-level players, the ‘grind’ 
is more like ‘playing and having 

fun’ – which is how it should be. 
The returning Pick 10 system, 

where you can kit out your character 
with perks and weapon bolt-ons, 
works beautifully, and there’s some 
brilliant tech to mess around with. A 
thermal scope is great if you’re a little 
bewildered by the action ( just shoot 
the red guys), and perks such as being 
able to better hear enemy movements 
make a massive difference to how you 
play. Feeling like a genuinely hyper-
alert soldier in combat works wonders 
for the atmosphere. 

Some Specialists (the game’s answer 
to character classes) are locked away 
behind level gates, but even the initial 
selection offer some frankly awesome 

ETA
6 Nov

Call of Duty: Black Ops III
Xbox One’s multiplayer beta bodes well for the full game

The most 
popular game 
on the planet, 
CoD is made 
sequentially 
by Treyarch, 
Infinity Ward 
and new boys 
Sledgehammer. 
This year is 
Treyarch’s turn 
to dazzle.

Bluffer’s 
Guide

 Publisher ActivisioN / DeveloPer treyArch / Format XboX oNe

//Nanomachines proceed 
to eat the target’s limbs 
while they scream//

This is the 
Sparrow bow.  
Lara Croft would 
love to have a go 
on this baby.
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special abilities. The Outrider’s (a chap 
with a hefty hint of Assassin’s Creed 
about him) Sparrow hunting bow is 
not only a multi-projectile one-hit-kill 
machine, but arrows detonate about 
a second after impact, gibbing your 
hapless foe – brilliant if you get the 
final kill and get to see it played out in 
slow motion for the whole lobby to see. 

Other favourites so far include the 
Prophet’s Tempest, which electrocutes 
not only your initial target, but also 
anyone dumb enough to step into the 
shock area, and Ruin’s Gravity Spikes, 
which are basically Call of Duty’s 
Hulk Smash equivalent. The Nomad – 
available at level 28 – has a really nasty 
trick called ‘H.I.V.E.’, which releases 
nanomachines from proximity mines, 
which then proceed to eat the target’s 

tasty limbs while they scream in agony. 
And yet all the beta’s headset voices 
seem to be coming from children? Do 
their mums know what they’re up to?

But the thing that really stood out 
in the beta is how the game affords 
every combatant countless different 
ways to approach what is essentially 
the same formula as always. Lining 
up crosshairs with an enemy and 
squeezing the trigger. Wall-running 
outside of a sniper’s field of vision; 
going prone to feign death (or just 
become the smallest target possible); 
lying in wait, submerged in water 
waiting for someone to run by on the 
bridge… the potential for inventive 

play is incredible. It’s amazing how 
much you can learn from watching the 
killcams, and seeing your kill/death 
ratio go from decimals to lovely whole 
numbers is massively rewarding.

The core magic of Call of Duty was 
arguably perfected when Modern 
Warfare came out back in 2007, and 
you could argue subsequent feature-
creep has merely diluted that formula. 
However, despite the countless tweaks 
and augmentations, Black Ops III’s 
multiplayer still feels like classic CoD 
– it’s just borrowed the best bits from 
everything else, too. The beta delivers 
an exciting sliver of something special.
Justin Towell

Shoot the giant metal robot! 
Go on, you know you really, 
really want to…

Are there any words more 
ominous than ‘final 
killcam’? Didn’t think so.

That beach is 
lovely… and not 
even part of 
the map. Just 
incidental 
detail. Mmmm…

There are balancing tweaks needed, 
certainly. Some guns and Specialists 
are ridiculously overpowered at 
present. A tweet from Treyarch’s 
David vonderhaar suggests the M8A7 
will be nerfed, even if only lightly.

fIx ThIS…
Metadata

Enemy UAV is offline
Smashing big boys’ toys is great fun
It’s actually not necessarily a good idea to 
carry a secondary weapon, as the slot it takes 
up could be used up making your primary 
weapon better. But if you do take one, a rocket 
launcher’s a good choice, as it allows you to  
take out Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). Just 
don’t forget when you upgrade to the BlackCell  
that it only shoots vehicles. It simply won’t fire  
at a soldier, no matter how many times you pull 
the trigger. We learned the hard way.
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T
he nemesis of Lego 
Marvel’s Avengers isn’t 
Ultron, or Thanos, or 
robots from beyond the 
stars: it’s the gnawing 
feeling we’ve seen this 
all before. Thankfully, 

despite being constructed from the 
same intuitive components as all other 
Lego games, this has some Loki-like 
tricks concealed up its armholes.

It takes in both Avengers films – the 
excellent Assemble, and the less-
excellent Age of Ultron – but features 
characters from across the movies and 
comics. The roster is bewilderingly 
huge. There are over 100 characters, 
and loads of them appear here for 
the first time. As well as all the stars 
of the movies, the modern Marvel 
line-up is present, including Ms 

Marvel, Squirrel Girl and, brilliantly 
if slightly confusingly, the Jane Foster 
Thor. There’s even room for Stan Lee 
himself, stylised here as the pulpy, 
Rocketeerish Iron Stan. You also get a 
selection of alternate costumes and, as 
you might expect, the best duds belong 
to Tony Stark. You can switch between 
a selection of Iron Man armours, from 
the built-in-a-cave-with-a-box-
of-scraps Mk.1, to the muscular 
Hulkbuster. It’s the sort of 
thing that will get the comic-
loving hardcore excited, and 
it’s wonderfully executed: 
switching gives you an cockpit 
close-up of Stark’s smooth Lego 
head, as he glances around and selects 
the armour he fancies. 

Although it’s based on the stories 
from the films, there’s still some open-

world stuff. For example, you’ll be able 
to stroll/fly/bound around Hawkeye’s 
farm – a pleasant, sedate change of 
pace, and a great place to show off the 
upgraded Hulk. He barrels around 
like a chunky green gorilla, ripping 
chunks of rock from the ground to use 
as projectiles, and there’s something 
particularly pleasing about the way he 

jumps; like a jumbo jet that keeps 
forgetting how to fly. 

The hands-on bit we saw 
took place at the end of the 
first Avengers film, during 
the bombastic battle of New 

York. It’s tightly scripted, 
which might frustrate those 

used to the open-ended heroics 
of Lego Marvel Super Heroes, but 
still immediate and satisfying. All 
the familiar series hallmarks are 
there – lovely piles of stuff to smash 
and daft, often obscure puzzles that 
utilise different characters’ powers. If 
anything, it feels like a counterpoint 
to the sprawling Lego Dimensions; a 
focused and deliberate Repulsor Blast 
of fandom, with voice acting taken 
straight from the films. 

If we’re being super-critical of the 
setting, the main worry is with timing. 
It feels musty returning to a three-
year-old film, but not distant enough 
to feel nostalgic – like finding a day-old 
biscuit between the sofa cushions, it’s 
too old to fully enjoy but not ancient 
enough to be amazing. Hopefully, 
the presence of the best characters in 
Marvel’s current lineup will be enough 
to freshen things up.
Matt Elliott

Like many Lego games, it 
feels like a more authentic 
superhero experience than 
its po-faced, grown-up 
counterparts.

If we were betting 
people, we’d wager 
that a Hulk smash is 
on the cards.

 Publisher Warner Bros InteractIve / DeveloPer tt games / Format XBoX 360, XBoX one

Lego Marvel’s Avengers
Cinematic slab of fan service includes more than just the movies

ETA
29 jan

//It’s a focused and deliberate 
Repulsor Blast of fandom//

A comic book 
made into a 
film made into 
a toy made 
into a game, 
starring five 
superheroes, 
a spy and a 
man’s whose 
special power 
is ‘arrows’.

Bluffer’s 
Guide

Avengers Assemble
Bringing the beatdowns
Some characters have special moves – flashy, 
bombastic ways to take down multiple foes, 
lifted straight from the movies. They’re all 
unique, and nippy characters look particularly 
snazzy as they smash up enemies in a blur of 
plastic and punches. Another new addition is 
team takedowns, which allow two characters to 
combine and dramatically dismantle opponents. 
It won’t make them any more dead, but it feels 
amazing. It’s not murder if they’re robots, right?
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A
t some point in the mid-
to-late 1990s the WWE 
(then WWF) underwent 
a metamorphosis so 
dramatic, even butterflies 
were like, “steady on”.  

It was out with the family-friendly 
Hulk Hogan era, which had served 
the company well in the ’80s but was 
now beginning to look cartoonish, and 
in with something ruder, cruder and 
more in touch with the mood of the 
time: the beer-swilling, trash-talking 
Attitude Era. Wrestling historians 
differ on when exactly the shift 
began, but the earliest date offered is 
23 June, 1996 – the night Stone Cold 
Steve Austin, a gifted but overlooked 

wrestler trapped in the mid-card 
doldrums, catapulted himself to 
superstardom with a single killer line.

On that night, the finals of the 
King of the Ring tournament, Austin 
scored what was considered at the 
time a mild upset, defeating Jake ‘The 
Snake’ Roberts to win the crown. But 
it was his antics during the post-
match ceremony that burned 
themselves in the memories 
of fans. Grabbing the mic and 
gesturing towards Roberts 
as he hobbled from the ring, 
Austin launched a blistering 
attack on his opponent and his 
beliefs (Roberts had recently become 
a born-again Christian in real life). 
“You sit there and you thump your 
Bible… it didn’t get you anywhere… 
talk about John 3:16… Austin 3:16 says  
I just whipped your ass!” 

For fans used to being spoonfed 
tamer fare, Austin’s wicked tirade was 
a watershed moment in wrestling 
history. As such, it’s incredible to 
think that it, like so many of Austin’s 
hellraising Attitude Era antics, has 
never been depicted in videogame 
form… until now. 

WWE 2K16’s Showcase aims to fill 
in the gaps just as comprehensively as 
Austin filled his bosses’ car with wet 
cement that one time on Raw, and 
where better for his story to begin than 
the fateful night the world first heard 
the catchphrase ‘Austin 3:16'?

Circumstance also makes the match 
in question an ideal training 

ground for 2K16’s gameplay 
alterations. In a pre-match 
cutscene, mirroring the 
night’s real-life shenanigans, 
Austin unleashes a vicious 

assault on a stricken Roberts, 
already nursing injuries 

suffered in an earlier match (which is 
recapped in handy video package form 
as Roberts limps towards the ring). 
When the bell rings and you resume 
control, Roberts is as flat as a pancake 
on the ring canvas and the stage is set 
for an easy Austin win.

One of the first things we noticed as 
we bounced Roberts’ broken carcass 
around the ring is Yuke’s revamped 
animation engine. A minor cosmetic 
alteration, yes, but also one that makes 
matches flow more smoothly than 
ever before. Working in tandem with 

ETA
30 Oct

WWE 2K16
Stone Cold Steve Austin opens up a 1996-vintage can of whoopass

This year’s 
title focuses 
on the WWE 
career of 
Stone Cold 
Steve Austin 
– the beer-
chugging face 
of wrestling’s 
rowdy boom 
period of the 
late ’90s.

Bluffer’s 
Guide

 Publisher 2K SpOrtS / DeveloPer YuKe’S / Format XbOX One

The Lucha Dragons are just 
two of a raft of former and 
current NXT talent to make WWE 
2K16’s (expansive) roster.

Entrances are much improved this 
year; clunky loading times have 
been stripped out and replaced with 
slick cutaways to the announce team, 
who interject their thoughts on the 
upcoming match.

ThE prEsEnTATion
Metadata
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a refined context-sensitive grapple 
system, it enabled us to chain together 
impact moves fluidly and with an ease 
that belied the streamlined controls. 
The other detail that pricked our 
ears was the semi-hysterical tones 
of veteran ring announcer Jim Ross. 
Good Ol’ JR has been out in the cold 
since being fired back in 2013, but 
Austin’s landmark moments  
wouldn’t have had anywhere near  
the same energy or emotion without 
Ross’ impassioned commentary, so  
it’s welcome news indeed that the 
troubled relations between WWE and 
JR have seemingly thawed.

Graphical tweaks and a sizeable 
bump in content (120+ Superstars will 
be playable at launch, and numerous 
match and customisation options have 
been restored) address two of the 
biggest concerns we had after WWE 
2K15. But it’s a more subtle change that 

may yet prove to be the game’s  
Austin 3:16 moment: reversals are  
now strictly rationed and tied to 
a gradually refilling meter, which 
prevents players from spamming 
reversals and forces them to approach 
matches more tactically. It also 
serves to help differentiate between 

various wrestler types; technicians 
such as Daniel Bryan have as many 
as five reversal bars, making them 
tricky to pin down, while one-
dimensional brawlers are lumbered 
with a more modest three, forcing 
them to persevere with primitive 
hit-and-run tactics. It’s not a dramatic 
metamorphosis for a series that has 
essentially remained unchanged for 
the last decade, but by improving the 
fundamentals in all the right places, 
WWE 2K16 proves that sometimes 
evolution is as good as revolution.
Alex Dale

//Graphical tweaks and a sizeable 
bump in content address two of 
our biggest concerns after 2K15//

Presumably, the addition of 
1996-era Jake roberts means 
we’ll also see his albino 
python, revelations.

The objectives in Austin’s 
first 2K Showcase match are 
easy to meet: deal heavy 
damage, hit a Stunner, win.

The guy 
holding 
the mic is 
Freebird 
Michael ‘P.S.’ 
Hayes, trivia 
fans.

Better together
Breathing new life into tag teams
new Day, Dudley Boyz, The Usos – it’s officially 
cool to be a tag team again. To celebrate the 
renaissance, Yuke’s has decided to revamp its 
long-stagnant tag team engine. Teams such as 
the Lucha Dragons now get their own entrances, 
and during matches you’ll be rewarded for 
staying outside the ring in position to make the 
tag. if you really can’t resist the temptation to 
get your lumps in, the returning Tornado tag-
team match type might be more your style.

P r E v i E W
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T
he word ‘charm’ is horribly 
overused when it comes 
to indie games. It’s almost 
as bad as ‘quirky’. (Don’t 
even get us started on 
‘whimsical’.) Yet when 

it comes to describing the adorable 
Yarny, a knitted character who leaves 
a trail of wool behind him, there just 
aren’t many words that suit Unravel 
better. Charm positively seeps out the 
screen during our extended hands-on. 
We’re immediately powerless to resist 
feelings of distinct fuzziness as we trot 
through a garden filled with fluttering 
butterflies and surprisingly satisfying 
Limbo-esque physics puzzles

Yarny is all about, well, yarn. He 
leaves behind a trail of the red stuff 
as he wanders through the world, 
literally unwinding his own body in 
order to explore. To stop yourself from 

fully unravelling, you need to collect 
more yarn as you progress and that 
means puzzling your way towards 
knots of extra string scattered around 
the delightful countryside of northern 
Sweden. It might layer on the cute – 
awww, he’s rubbing his head where 
it got hit by a tumbling apple! – but 
Unravel’s mind exercises are suitably 
crunchy from the start. You can 
throw yarn like a lasso to snag 
pointy objects in levels to pull 
yourself up, and attach string 
to two points to use as a 
bridge or even a trampoline to 
bounce to inaccessible areas. 

The controls are pleasantly 
intuitive, too. Swinging on a piece 
of yarn but want to make it shorter? 

The left trigger will gather your yarn 
back to your body, while the right will 
unravel a little more to give you a bit 
of extra leverage. Add in the fact that 
you can drag items, and things get 
significantly more complex. We fall 
out of a tree with some apples, before 
ignoring the fruit altogether and 
wandering further through the level. 

Pulling a lever fills a pool with 
water, only for us to make the 

unfortunate discovery that 
Yarny deals with the wet 
stuff about as well as the 
Wicked Witch of the West. It 

takes a few minutes before the 
lightbulb goes off and we realise 

we need to create a bridge of string 
to bounce the apples over to the pool, 
then use them as flotation devices.

Coldwood Interactive is focusing 
on emotion and the beauty of the 
world around us as Yarny embraces a 
mission to let a grandmother see her 
children again – but there’s plenty 
of challenging game here, too. We 
clamber up a tree with some complex 
trampolining and swinging, only to 
find a kite at the top. Grabbing on 

ETA
Winter

Unravel
Sew much more than your average platformer

Ultra-cute 
platformer 
Unravel 
appeared in 
the mind of 
developer 
Martin Sahlin 
when he was 
camping with 
his family. 
He instantly 
crafted a 
physical 
Yarny and took 
pictures of 
him in the 
woods (but  
not in a 
creepy way).

Bluffer’s 
Guide

 Publisher eA / DeveloPer ColdWood interACtive / Format XboX one

Yarny can fasten himself  
to various fixed points 
around the world. Handy  
for bridge-building and 
instant trampolines. 

//We’re totally powerless 
to resist feelings of 
distinct fuzziness//
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Q A&

lets us float through the treetops but 
it takes some precise dodging and 
juggling of the string’s length. Add in 
the fact that Yarny is just so appealing 
to watch and it’s horribly disturbing to 
let him die. A beautiful art style and the 
instant attachment to Yarny means this 
will be tugging at your heart strings far 
faster than you’d like. Knot bad at all.
Louise Blain

Martin Sahlin
Unravel’s creator on the game’s emotional e3 reveal 
and how he wants people to, er, struggle

You were a big surprise 
in the middle of ea’s 
conference. What was 
that experience like? 
it was quite 
overwhelming. it was 
absolutely not what i 
expected – it was so 
beyond anything you 
could ever imagine. it’s 
interesting; i saw the 
video of it afterwards 
and i look really terrified, 
but the thing is, i totally 
wasn’t. Yes, you’re 
nervous, of course, 
but most of all i was so 
excited about it. i mean, 
we’ve been working on 
the game for two years 
now and it gets better 
and better. it gets to 
the point you have to 
share this with someone 
because this is so cool. 

What do you think it is 
about Yarny that really 
attracts people?
it might be something 
about that perspective. 
that they are looking at 
things from a different 
angle and seeing this 
little character who’s in 
this environment that 
perhaps doesn’t look like 
you’d expect it to look. i 
think it’s pretty close to 
home for a lot of people. 
they start to recognise 
and identify with it. i 
think it’s also something 

about the character that 
makes people develop 
this sort of empathy.

What kind of atmosphere 
did you want to bring to 
the game? 
i wanted to share a piece 
of home, i guess. i think 
there’s nothing wrong 
with videogames being 
sort of fantastical, but  
every game doesn’t have 
to be like that. i wanted 
to make something 
that was just about 
appreciating the beauty 

that’s outside your door. 
You don’t have to go to 
space, you don’t have 
to go to a fairytale land 
because all you need to 
do is go into the woods 
and look at stuff, be near 
stuff, experience stuff. 

i come from a really 
small city in the north 
of sweden, and i would 
say that most of the 
company are really 
outdoors people – 
because that’s the type 
of area we live in. there’s 
a lot of countryside 
around. i guess we just 
wanted to capture that 
sort of atmosphere, 

that spirit you’re getting 
when in those places. 

We’ve got lots of 
puzzling to contend 
with – is there a balance 
between difficulty and 
telling the story?  
definitely. At Coldwood 
we like making difficult 
things. We like the 
challenge, but when 
you’re doing something 
like this it’s important to 
make sure that the game 
and the gameplay don’t 
say different things. 

A large part of what 
we do is to create 
empathy with the 
character and make 
you really want to finish 
this quest. that means 
we can’t really go too 
far, because if we start 
getting the feeling of 
frustration rather than 
concern then we’ve 
gone overboard. instead, 
we sometimes introduce 
optional puzzles that 
might be more difficult. 
We don’t want players 
to just give up. We want 
them to struggle, but  
we want them to make  
it through.

//I think it’s pretty close 
to home for a lot of people. 
They identify with it//

Collecting 
new balls 
of yarn is 
essential to 
keep going. 

Beware of crabs. No. really. They can cut 
your string when you least expect it. 

How can shapes be 
so personable? 
Thomas was 
Alone’s cast of 
anthropomorphic 
blocks put most 
human characters 
to shame. it’s a 
reasonably sound 
puzzler to boot.

when it comes to 
lush environments 
and super tricksy 
puzzling, The 
Swapper’s mind-
bending clone-
filled nightmare 
should warm your 
brain and chill 
the blood nicely.

Or Try…
Metadata
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T
wo decades of Worms. 
Incredible. Like 
cockroaches, the worms 
will probably outlive us 
all. They’ll stare out at 
the barren wastes of a 
post-human Earth and 

victoriously squeak, “Revenge!”
This 740th game in the series could 

well revitalise Worms for another 20 
years. Team17 is being endearingly 
apologetic about past gameplay 
missteps: WMD recycles actual 
code from 1999 fan favourite Worms 
Armageddon in order to resurrect that 
authentic feel: it’s jettisoned boring 
old real-world maths in favour of 
weightier, wilder cartoon physics. 
Playing an early version, we definitely 
felt we were reconnecting with the 
Worms of old – and not only because 

every other turn saw us make a 
panicky mistake and somersault into 
the drink or blow ourselves up.

WMD looks fantastic. The wormy 
warzones are still randomly generated, 
but the scenery is all hand-drawn: 
maps are more solid, intricately 
detailed and naturalistically lit, so 
that you’re not a million miles  
away from Rayman’s UbiArt-
powered lushness. We only 
saw one world style – the 
abandoned US city from 
these screenshots. But the 
painted look and lack of 
background clutter meant 
that when you zoomed all 
the way out, there was something 
impressively Chuck Jones about it all – 
you wouldn’t be surprised to see Road 
Runner darting all over it.

Just a shame the whole lot’s likely 
to be flattened by a war machine, 
then. Worms can now clamber into 
tanks or turrets, and reality is quickly 
compacted under the treads: tanks zip 
along like they’re skating on ice cream, 
can jump, and pack enough artillery 
oomph to blast clean through an entire 
skyscraper and still have a shot left 

over to pick off some poor pink 
blob hiding behind. We’ve seen 

a tank climb vertically up a 
thin tower spire, zip around 
the top and then roll down 
the other side. Bonkers.

If you’re spineless (and 
what worm isn’t?), you can hide: 

buildings have interiors now. It’s a neat 
solution to the problem of cover being 
hit-and-miss in earlier games – the 
tactical options explode when you 
can cower inside scenery as well as 
under it. And if you’re online, there’s 
the chance to create proper ambushes. 
Your online rivals don’t get to see 
the foreground scenery peel away to 
reveal the platforms hidden behind, 
so they’ll have no idea where exactly 
you’ve wormed yourself away.

It’s early days, but WMD has already 
begun to banish the Worms fatigue 
we’d developed from years of sub-par 
sequels. We still can’t aim a bazooka 
properly after 20 years, but seeing 
Worms in crisp, clean 2D again means 
we’re not done trying.

Oh and, surprisingly, the subtitle 
doesn’t stand for ‘Weapons of Mass 
Destruction’, apparently. Worms 
Mend Dignity? Here’s hoping.
Mark Green

The tank lets rip, and 
BunnyKins on the right 
there won’t be enjoying  
the view much longer.

A nightmare vision of  
the future: the worms  
are as tall as petrol 
pumps. Mummy!

 Publisher Team17 / DeveloPer Team17 / Format XboX one

Worms WMD
20 years on and the inverte-brats are still behaving badly

ETA
2016

//We’ve seen a tank climb 
vertically up a thin tower spire//

The 22nd (or 
thereabouts) 
iteration of 
the turn-based 
slapfest that 
features the 
tiniest of 
combatants and 
the hugest of 
arsenals.

Bluffer’s 
Guide

The worm burns…
…it blew itself up with its own grenade
It’s a legal obligation for a Worms game preview 
to tell you that “all your favourite weapons are 
back”, so here we are. Concrete Donkey! Holy 
Hand Grenade! Etc! The developer is especially 
proud of a return-to-form Ninja Rope – and 
inadvertently demonstrated its authenticity with 
the same mistake players have made throughout 
history: getting too cocky with spidey-swings 
across half the level, then losing their grip and 
plunging to an instant end of turn. Ha!
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W
ell, if anything proves 
The Escapists is all 
about bizarre crafting 
combinations, this is 
it. Team17 has taken 
February’s pixel-
prison indie smash 

and duct-taped it to seemingly the 
nearest random thing to hand: a set of 
Walking Dead comic books. It really 
shouldn’t work. And yet!

Unlike Telltale’s side-stories, this 
is ripped straight from the comic’s 
pages – kicking off with cop Rick 
Grimes’ hospital escape, then racing 
across issues to take in key scenes such 
as Hershel’s farm. But the narrative 

backbone isn’t allowed to mess with 
The Escapists’ winning formula: 
there’s all the planning, discovery, 
crafting and – let’s face it – sometimes 
mind-numbing routine that made the 
original. But this time with guns.

In fact, it’s taken real 
braaains (you knew it was 
coming) to make the prison-
break sandbox style fit with 
a serial structure. You’re still 
escaping places, but there’s 
more focus on goals in each safe 
zone – such as battering all the brain-
gobblers infesting Hershel’s barn. The 
original prison routine of roll calls and 
mealtimes is back, but centres around 

being a good leader (seemingly using 
choice phrases such as “settle down”.)

By keeping everyone calm, and your 
base clean and well-protected, your 
ragtag band’s morale stays high and 

the ‘zombie threat’ stays low – 
which in turn helps everyone 

live to see another day. High-
morale mates will trust you 
enough that you can, say, 
hand them a shotgun and 

frogmarch them directly into a 
barn full of zombies. 

Team17 is promising a Who’s Who 
of comic characters – plus lots of 
nudge-wink references – but it’s the 
prospect of an entire new Escapists’ 
worth of experimentation that truly 
tantalises. This edition feels a bit 
kinder when it comes to tutorials, but 
it’ll still leave plenty of room for you to 
discover surprising item interactions.

And, just like the original, this really 
is being published by Team17. You 
might think of the studio as ‘those 
Worms guys’ (not helped by the game 
across the page), but chatting to the 
team at Gamescom, it’s clear that 
they’re secret indie heroes behind 
the scenes: locating, nurturing and 
supporting a bunch of unconventional 
little gems. In some ways, The Escapists: 
The Walking Dead is the oddest of the 
lot – but it still makes more sense than 
bolt-cutters crafted from two metal 
files and a square of duct tape.
Mark Green

One of Rick’s legendary pep 
talks. Floating smileys 
mean you’re in the gang’s 
good books. He has none.

Run, Rick, run! Run from the terror of 
seasick humans with slightly tousled hair! P R e v i e w

 Publisher Team17 / DeveloPer Team17 / Format XboX one

The Escapists: 
The Walking Dead
Those prison guards are suddenly looking a bit peaky

eTA
2015

//The narrative backbone doesn’t 
mess with the winning formula//

A standalone 
spin-off of 
February’s 
indie prison-
break sandbox. 
Now you’re 
plotting your 
way around 
zombies 
instead of 
prison guards.

Bluffer’s 
Guide

Undead in your sights
Making walking dead lying-down dead
The Walking Dead brings two meaty changes 
to The Escapists’ combat. First: no need to 
‘toggle’ combat on and off anymore – fighting is 
real-time and all the more frenetic for it. Second: 
proper guns are in play – so there’s less need to 
walk barefoot and dirty because you’ve used all 
your socks and soap bars to craft maces. Rick 
will tote rifles, shotguns and more, and there’s 
auto-aim to help you avoid getting overwhelmed 
by zombie love-hugs.
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E
asily written off as a 
Battlefield production 
line, dice has been 
rocking up at 2015’s 
gaming shows with 
nary a bullish soldier to 
be seen. You’re more 
likely to find them 

rubbing shoulders with alien bears or 
squeaking said shoulder against the 
sterile glass of a future city. how does 
a war machine re-equip itself for the 
whimsical and the weird? with Star 
Wars Battlefront and Mirror’s Edge 
Catalyst both on the final straight,  
OXM talked to studio general manager 
Patrick bach to find out.

I’m interested how DICE came to make 
Battlefront. Is it as obvious as ‘EA gets 
the Star Wars licence and says DICE is 
obviously going to make a shooter’, or 
is it more complex?
it’s actually even more obvious than 
that. disney came to ea looking for a 
partner to make games and suggested, 
“maybe dice should make a Battlefront 
game.” on our side, we had this 
opportunity but were fully booked with 
other work and thought, ‘argh, we 

Writer: Matthew Castle

2015 is the year DICE swapped the M16 for laser 
blasters and running shoes. Studio general 

manager Patrick Bach reveals  
the thinking behind the fun

The 
Diceman
comeTh

can’t do that!’ but then the heart kicks 
in, says ‘we will figure it out’, and we 
figured it out. because you can’t say 
no to a project like that. we’ve been 
working really closely with lucasfilm 
on everything – going to the archives, 
scanning all the props, going to the 
locations… everything has been a tight 
collaboration. we talk to them every 
day – they’re here [at gamescom] now, 
lurking in the background! 

You say you’re fully booked, so what 
is the makeup of the Battlefront team? 
Where does it come from?
i wish there was an easy answer to 
that. You piece it together based on 
competence, passion, availability – 
although that’s easier to fix. You need 
the right people in the right place to 
do the right ‘thing’. even though you 
don’t know what that is yet, you still 
have an idea of the concept. from that 
you say, “okay, we need this person 
or that person.” then, of course, you 
have to hire a lot of people; you swap 
people around. some people just won’t 
be interested; other people have been 
building Battlefield games for ten years 
and want to try something else. and 

other people say, “i would love to work 
on Star Wars, but… i don’t work for 
[dice].” so it’s a mix of everything, a 
very organic process. 
 
DICE has an obvious heritage with 
Battlefield and people will always be 
looking for similarities in Battlefront… 
the misconception is sometimes 
that ‘even though i don’t think it’s 
Battlefield… it probably is and they’re 
just hiding it really well’. but that’s not 
the way it is. Battlefield is not a puzzle 
– you can’t just take a piece and move 
it elsewhere. You have to build things 
from scratch. a game is like an ant 
farm, where everything is built so it  
fits in a weird way because that’s 
the way it’s supposed to be. building 
Battlefront means going back to 
the roots and building it up from the 
ground. that doesn’t mean you start 
with nothing, but it doesn’t mean 
you can reskin things. it doesn’t 
really matter if you’re, say, using the 
frostbite engine. games do not feel 
the same because of that. some 
people think, ‘of course it’ll feel the 
same – it’s the frostbite engine.’ but 
so is Plants vs Zombies, and so is Rory 
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because it works. it’s like using tomato 
in food – you don’t think, ‘oh, you have 
tomato in that dish meaning that it’s 
the same as this different dish.’ a great 
ingredient is a great ingredient.

and i think that’s the kind of thing 
we’ve been cringing over, as people 
have been worried about it. i can’t tell 
you you’re wrong – i have to prove it 
to you by letting you go hands-on or 
letting someone you trust, a friend 
or a journalist, tell you. if i say it, it 
won’t come out right. then you’re 
back to games overpromising and 
not delivering, and i don’t want to be 
that person. i’d rather have people 
being upset with us until they get 
to know the game. we knew from 
the start that it involved that risk [of 

confusion] and we knew that when 
people went hands-on they would 
agree with us. that period between 
the announcement and letting people 
play felt like forever, but the doubt is 
fading now. there are still people who 
still don’t believe it, but more and more 
people have played it and see there 
are no similarities when it comes to the 
flavour of the game. 

then, of course, people find other 
things to complain about, because 
that’s human nature. but in general we 
felt very confident in the game and now 
we feel even more confident, because 
now people are agreeing with us.

Mirror’s Edge is surely at the other end 
of the spectrum, because it’s an open 
world, something DICE has never done 
before. How do you tackle that?
well, it’s the naive idea of [just 
wanting] to do it! i think that churning 
through and not being too afraid of 
trying has taught us a lot of things. it’s 
like when you’re a child and you just do 
it – and you learn really fast. the older 
you get, the more you feel, ‘i know i 
won’t be able to do it, i won’t even try.’ 
attempting to get rid of that stiffness 
is hard, but i think we earned the 
right to do that because we’ve been 
successful, and i think we have been 
consistent. You could argue that it is, 
in a way, boring to be successful, like 
Usain bolt always winning – you want 
someone else to win.  

we’ve been wanting to build Catalyst 
for a very long time, but not made the 
leap because we didn’t want to screw 
up. now is the time not to worry about 

McIlroy PGA Tour. frostbite is just an 
engine, and doesn’t do anything unless 
you tell it to. it’s like how a hammer 
doesn’t build houses automatically. 

Did you have to unlearn Battlefield 
thinking to make Battlefront?
we don’t throw away the learning 
we’ve done from Battlefield. You still 
know what you know, but if you base 
your decisions on something else, 
it’ll turn into something else. with 
Battlefront we asked, ‘what is the Star 
Wars universe about?’ it’s an epic story, 
technology, characters, accessibility 
– the story is not complicated. so we 
took a lot of the values from the movies 
and said, ‘if this was a game, what 
would i build?’ and that changed a lot 
of decisions we would make. You can 
see that when you play the game. ‘oh, 
this is nothing like Battlefield; it has 
nothing to do with Battlefield.’ and 
then there are other things where it’s 
kinda like Battlefield, but in a different 
way – because it was a great idea, or 

“you CoulD arguE It 
IS, In a way, BorIng 
to BE SuCCESSful”

Wall-running: 
it’ll be coming 

to a WWe ring near 
you soon,honest.
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that – if we screw up, we’d be able to 
fix it, because we have the knowledge 
and we also have the rest of ea. we 
can just pick up the phone and call 
someone who can tell us how to do 
it. the huge benefit of having ea as a 
safety net is the ability to try different 
things. and the lessons we get from 
making the game we can use in all 
our games. we have three big projects 
running at the same time and they 
cross-pollinate. creating something 
better here because we’re doing crazy 
shit over there. that’s a strength we 
didn’t have before and it’s not very 
common in the gaming industry. 

Mirror’s Edge has a cult following, but 
it has its fair share of critics. Where 
do you start development with a 
background like that? Because so many 
sequels can just follow the successful 
template of what came before…
i think it’s actually really simple. what 
you do is you more or less take the 
first Mirror’s Edge and say what was 
good, what was okay and what was 
bad. what if we then kept the good, fix 
the okay and cut out the bad? or we 
just add something else to turn it into 
what it should have been. and i think 
that, in the beginning of the process of 
Catalyst, maybe we thought in the way 
you described – how do you take the 
first game and simply make more of it 
and stick to the formula? but we went 
at it like that and saw you can’t just 
take this game and make it awesome. 

by putting it to rest and looking at 
it again with fresh eyes with a new 
team – consisting of a lot of members 

of the old team, as well – we actually 
got to a place where we thought, ‘okay, 
this is maybe the game the first game 
should have been.’ but we couldn’t 
build it at that earlier time, because the 
technology, knowledge and experience 
that we have now lets us do something 
that is way bigger and better as a 
concept. of course, we keep the core 
of the concept, the promise of the 
concept – we often talk about the 
promise of Mirror’s Edge, because 
when you looked at the first game at 
a glance, at the key art, the cover and 
the idea, it was brilliant. 

it’s actually a bit like what i 
described with Battlefront, where we 
don’t look at the old games, but ask 
‘what is Star Wars?’ – take it back 

expect to find out 
more about faith’s 
past in Mirror’s 
edge catalyst.

couriers sure have 
snazzy outfits in 
the future.
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“thE BEnEfIt of  
Ea IS thErE’S a lot 
of CuShIonIng”

we are in a position to do that. that’s 
the benefit of the ea mentality where 
you understand [what it means] to be 
big. rather than do less and less crazy 
stuff, you do more and more because 
you can – instead of thinking that if 
we do more of the safe stuff we will be 
a lot a bigger and better. no, if we do 
more of the crazy stuff we’ll be bigger 
and better. that’s one of the benefits 
of being big.

I think it comes in waves with EA. 
Mirror’s Edge came out around the 
same time as Dead Space, Brütal 
Legend and Boom Blox. Now we have 
Catalyst and Unravel…
i think you’re right, and i think it’s 
probably about how hard the backlash 
is and whether you really had a proper 
strategy? i wouldn’t say it’s a huge 
difference, but i know today there is 

a strategy behind doing what we’re 
doing. to me, ea feels confident and 
it feels comfortable, because dice 
is doing – you could argue – safer 
things… but we’re still going crazy 
with it, right? safe? Star Wars is safe. 
You could have done Battlefield with 
a Star Wars skin; that would be safe. 
that would be the sane and sober 
thing to do if you just want to make 
money. that’s the money-grab; go for 
it. but that’s not very strategic in the 
long term. think where you want to 
be in five years and you won’t want 
that reputation behind you because 
that would be a burden rather than 
a benefit. You want a fresh start so 
you can go in a new direction. that’s 
exactly what we’re doing. the first Star 
Wars movie was in the same place. 
when you look at it now, it was the 
safest bet ever – but that’s easy to say 
now. back then, why would you want 
this space opera? 

   
How do you deliver an authentic 
Star Wars experience and make it a 
competitive game? How can we all be 
the hero, and enjoy that power fantasy, 
when there has to be a loser? 

to the concept rather than building 
off of something. that thinking can 
sometimes be scary, because you’re 
stepping out into the unknown, but it’s 
actually the only way to break out of 
the mundane and get off the track that 
would lead you where you don’t want 
to go. i think that’s something more 
games should do.

DICE arguably stepped out by doing 
Mirror’s Edge in the first place…
taking that risk was great, right? 
it doesn’t mean it was the most 
successful thing ever, but it’s still 
trying. and i think you should get a gold 
star for trying. there are some games 
that are quite crap, but they try and 
they don’t get the respect they should. 
that’s upsetting because the world is 
harsh. if you fail, you’re out. and failing 
means many things, but it means 
you’re out of business. You don’t have 
a job. the reality is, you need to at 
least make your money back – and if 
you fail to do that, no one will rescue 
you. i think that’s also the benefit of 
ea today – there’s a lot of cushioning 
when it comes to taking a risk. like, 
we wanted to do crazy shit because 

Yeah, we’ll 
take that 
big ship, 
please. ta!
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the short spawn times compared to 
Battlefield, where there’s very little 
punishment for dying – you just get 
straight back into it. on top of that, 
for instance, fighter squadron has ai 
players in it. there are 20 real players 
and 20 ai – they don’t have a problem 
dying so you can shoot them down. 
they’re easier than real players and 
they will not be upset with you and 
rage-quit the game. then you have  
real players who might be better and 
cause problems for you if you’re not  
a great pilot, so there are different 
ways to immerse people without them 
being the best players. 

we have the pick-up system, which 
is another way to celebrate something 
other than shooting and killing. all the 
pick-ups give you a power fantasy of 
picking up this awesome gun and, of 
course, the ultimate reward is turning 
into one of the heroes. then you’re like, 
‘a-ha! i’m an imbecile but i get to swat 
people as darth Vader. i’m awesome!’ 
and you get to be awesome and better 
than everyone else for a short period of 
time, then you’re back to being a grunt. 
but then you start exploring the map 
to get back to that fantasy of being a 
hero. we’ve been trying really hard to 
find different ways of having fun in the 
game that aren’t shooting, because if 
it’s only about shooting, it will turn into 
exactly what i described. ■

that’s a clever question, because that 
is the big struggle with any competitive 
multiplayer game: how can it feel okay 
to lose? how does that make you want 
to try again? how does losing make 
you want to continue to get better 
and to eventually strike back at your 
opponent? and in Star Wars films you 
could argue that a lot of stormtroopers 
always miss, but you can’t have a game 
like this. they have to be able to shoot 
straight. and the balancing is based 
on that understanding, that it needs to 
feel okay to fail. 

a lot of the ‘epic’-ness of the game 
is that you should feel powerful just 
walking around. it should feel cool just 
to be there, because that will make you 

feel some kind of awe, of just being 
immersed in the Star Wars universe. 
because if the only celebration is 
killing, then you don’t have a great 
shooter because it’s only the guy who 
wins that will feel good and want to 
keep playing. eventually that person 
will have no one to play with. so the 
ecosystem needs to work to support 
everyone to have fun. 

there are a lot of big and small 
things in the game. i talk about the 
immersion; i talk about the universe; i 
talk about the feeling of holding and 
firing a blaster and any of the weapons 
we have. flying in the vehicles should 
be cool – it’s even cool to be hunted 
by someone else. another example is 

Luke there, 
using that 
force we 
hear so 
much about. 
Nothing a 
laser blast 
can’t fix.  
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Oh yes, we are so  
ready to pilot an  
X-wing in battlefront.

for now, you’ll have 
to insert your own 
sound effects. pew-
pew-pew-SchWOOMp!



 Adventure... 
like it’s 1989!
Next year, gaming legend Ron Gilbert brings adventures to the 
couch with Thimbleweed Park. Here’s why you should care
Writer: richard Cobbett
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W
ay back in 1990,  
a young man 
looking to make 
his fortune 
declared: “my 
name’s Guybrush 
Threepwood, and 
i want to be a 

pirate.” His game, The Secret of Monkey 
Island, wasn’t the first graphical 
adventure, but few others have 
embedded themselves so deeply in 
players’ hearts. fast forward to today, 
and its creator, Ron Gilbert, is bringing 
that era of gaming to xbox one with  
his latest adventure, Thimbleweed 
Park. Think Twin Peaks, with more 
jokes. and shades of blue.

everything about it should be 
familiar to fans of the genre. it uses 
the graphical style of early lucasarts 
games like Maniac Mansion and Zak 
McKracken, and an interface modelled 
after its famous scUmm engine (script 
creation Utility for Maniac Mansion). 
These are mechanically simple games: 
you select verbs, you click them on 
bits of scenery, and you have funny 
conversations with crazy people by 
selecting dialogue options. more than 
most genres though, adventures aren’t 
just the sum of their parts – done right, 
everything bleeds together to create 
a coherent world to explore and poke 
around. classics of the genre include 
time-travel adventure Day of the 
Tentacle, the comic insanity of Sam and 
Max Hit the Road, history diving epic 
Broken Sword, and many more. few 
genres have so many beloved games 
that still hold their magic decades after 
release, to say nothing of still looking 
as good as, say, Sam and Max Hit the 
Road or Kyrandia 2 still do.

use X on Y
but we’re getting ahead of ourselves. 
what is an adventure? “an adventure to 
me is a game that’s maybe equal parts 
story and narrative and puzzles,” says 
Gilbert himself. “You’ve got this strong 
story and you work through it by solving 
puzzles – the puzzles become the 
mechanism that moves you through the 
narrative. in other genres, it’s shooting 
or platforming, but here, it’s puzzles.”

Those puzzles can take many 
different forms. on the ‘bad’ side are 
the ‘elder Puzzles’ – tiresome affairs 
where an old logic conundrum like 
the Towers of Hanoi or some sliding 
blocks are dusted off and shoved 
into the game just to fill space. Good 
puzzles, however, are a true artform, 
usually combining sharp observation, 
experimentation and a little lateral 
thinking. back in Monkey Island, for 
instance, there’s one where you’re 
trying to find the swordmaster of melee 

island, but the only person who knows 
where she lives is a storekeeper. He’ll 
take a message, disappear for a while, 
and then return to say she doesn’t 
want to meet with you. The trick, which 
was revolutionary design for 1990, was 
to realise that you could follow him and 
let him lead you to her house.

Unfortunately, part of the reason 
adventure games faded from popularity 
is that there’s nothing easier than 
writing a bad puzzle – something 
unfair, something poorly explained, 
something that gets in the way rather 
than being a reason to actually play. 
This is especially problematic now 
that online walkthroughs make being 
‘stuck’ a choice rather than a problem. 
Thimbleweed Park is one of the few 
games to focus on them, with most 
current adventures following the 
Telltale model of offering big but simple 
choices instead. sneak into the barn 
or fight your way there? accuse the 
corrupt mayor or not? it keeps things 
flowing, but still on rails.

“a puzzle to me isn’t just ‘a puzzle’ – 
it’s something that tells you about the 
story, the world, the characters,” says 
Gilbert. “every puzzle has to tell you 
something about one of those things, 
or it’s just a puzzle for a puzzle’s sake. 
i think that’s what frustrates a lot of 
people – that they’re having to do 
something because the designer has 
thrown it down there. but if the puzzle 
informs something else, it feels like 
you’re uncovering something. i do know 
some people who design adventures, 
and they do it very combatively – player 

versus designer, not player versus the 
game – but i think that’s the wrong 
way to go about it. You want to make it 
challenging, but not unfair.”

Adventure time
despite what some fans like to say, 
adventures never ‘died’. There’s no 
arguing, though, that their golden age 
was in the early ‘90s, when not only 
the genre’s classics hit the shelves, 
but adventures were the go-to genre 
for every major new technology that 
came along. King’s Quest sold the 
ibm Pcjr, King’s Quest IV was the first 
game to demonstrate the adlib music 
card, and King’s Quest V was one of 
the showcases for VGa graphics – 256 
glorious colours! (it was a big deal back 
in 1990. some of us only had four – and 
two of those were cyan and magenta.)

other games were used to show 
that games could have full speech, 
videos of Hollywood stars looking 
uncomfortable in front of bad 
greenscreen backgrounds, and 
more. on top of technology, they 
were culturally hugely important. The 
first female game star? adventures. 
(either infocom’s Plundered Hearts, or 
sierra’s King’s Quest IV). first 15/18 
rated games? adventures. The only 
genre pushing the boundaries in 
terms of mature content, from the 
language of The Orion Conspiracy 
to having a bisexual leading man in 
Phantasmagoria 2? adventures. 

sadly, adventure games lost this 
position with the rise of 3d, as well as 
other genres developing the ability to 
tell stories on top of providing their 
action, but let nobody tell you that they 
weren’t influential. when you watch a 
cutscene, for instance, the original term 
‘cutscene’ actually comes from Maniac 
Mansion – its name coming from the 
fact that the game ‘cut’ away from the 
player characters to elsewhere.

“think twin peaks, 
with more jokes. 
and shades of blue” 

More than 
15,000 backers 
helped 
thimbleweed 
Park smash its 
Kickstarter 
goal of 
$375,000.
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“when we were doing Maniac 
Mansion and Monkey Island, those were 
very technologically advanced games. 
They were pushing the hardware a 
lot – a lot of graphics that needed 
to move and scroll… and that stuff 
was really hard back then. Now you 
can have thousands of sprites and 
your computer won’t even sweat, but 
back then it was really hard to do,” 
says Gilbert. which begs the obvious 
question – could Thimbleweed Park 
actually have been made back in 1989?

“well, there are two answers. You 
could take our exact game and story 
and puzzles, and it could have been 
made in 1989. There’s nothing weird 
going on there. but, that said, we’re 
relying on modern hardware. as an 
example, there’s lighting in the game: 
walk under street lamps and your 
character is lit, because we have 
shaders and we can do that to enhance 
it. but at its core, it’s still a game  
that’s faithful to all that stuff. i’ve 
always thought of it as not building 
a game like you would have played in 
1989, but like you’d imagine playing 
in 1989. That’s where the nostalgia 
comes in. You remember things being 
better than they were. but now we are 
able to live up to that.”

Back to the future
Nostalgia has been the genre’s best 
friend and worst enemy in recent 
years. with the exception of Telltale, 
which found a new direction with The 
Walking Dead and is now milking it with 
different licences until the cash-cow’s 
udders drip blood, most adventures 
are more or less based on the same 
designs and concepts laid out in the 
late ‘80s and early ‘90s. mouse cursor. 
Verbs. Though most have cut these 
down to just ‘look’ and ‘use’ based on 

which mouse button the player clicks, 
and others just have the one option: 
‘interact’. This involves using items on 
things in the world to solve puzzles, 
and trying not to think about how fast 
most of them could be solved with £10 
and a trip to a local diY store.

even if you have never played an 
adventure, you’ll have seen the genre’s 
impact at some point. Monkey Island 
2, for instance, introduced the idea 
of an opening chapter, then a hunt 
for four map pieces leading (past 
another obstacle) to the end of the 
game. sound familiar? it’s been the 
structure of every bioware RPG since 
Knights of the Old Republic, as well as 
heavily used elsewhere. ‘Three Trials’ 
design – splitting up an objective into 
three individual goals that can be 
pursued in any order, so you always 
have something else to work on if 
you get stuck or bored – also started 
here. These are both as embedded 
into gaming right now as the idea 
of having three lives. (“a magical 
number. Two isn’t enough, four is too 
many,” comments Gilbert. “You see it 
all over the place. a three-act play, 
jokes coming in threes… there’s just 
something about three.”)

The catch is that while it’s easy to 
see all of the elements, it’s far harder 
to combine them into an interesting 
game than to take the best bits and 
sprinkle them onto something else. 
Role-playing games in particular 
borrowed much from the genre, but 
were able to combine it with swords, 
sorcery, dragon fights and rather more 
important quests than whether or not 
some kid gets to become a pirate, 
so adventures quickly got pushed 
off to one side. This led to a lack of 
innovation, with most designers still 
working in the genre following the 

templates laid down by the old games 
without the same desire to innovate 
and break the rules. for starters, you 
couldn’t die in Monkey Island. well, 
technically, you could, but you really 
had to work at it, which was a huge 
departure from how most adventures 
played at the time. Take games such 
as Police Quest 2, Leisure Suit Larry 2 
and Shadowgate: you could die by not 
looking left and right before crossing a 
road; eating a sandwich that turned out 
to have a pin in it; and opening a door 
with deep space behind it. 

Puzzles, right and wrong
The best games were always the ones 
that not only avoided that, but took 
what worked in a clever direction. 
lucasarts’ biker game Full Throttle, 
for instance, was still in every way an 
adventure, but with puzzles geared 
more around the biker mindset – the 
ability to kick down a door rather than 
find the key. The Dig was largely built 
around archeology, its puzzles about 
picking through the ruins of a lost 
civilisation. most famously, Monkey 
Island featured sword-fighting, 
but instead of doing it as arcade 
sequences, the mechanics were based 
around the scenes in classic movies. 
fighters traded barbs as well as blows, 
with the whole thing becoming insult 
swordfighting, where the clank of 
blades depends on how well you match 
witticisms. “There are no words for how 
disgusting you are!” “There are, you 
just never learned them!” (clash clash)

The games that followed – not all, 
by any stretch – tended to forget this 
bit, focusing just on puzzles and often 
missing the point of those. far too 
many were just roadblocks, and often 
very stupid ones. even good designers 
fell into the twin-trap of seeing the 

t h e  b e s t  o f  r o n  g i l b e r t

Maniac Mansion
one house. one mad scientist. seven 
kids. You chose three of them to 
enter and tangle with the twisted 
edison family in this parody of 
1980s horror films. still one of 
the most ambitious adventures ever 
made, with each kid having their 
own skills and puzzles, multiple 
endings, and real-time elements.

the secret of MonKeY island
gilbert’s most beloved game, 
impossible to compress into this 
space. brilliant puzzles that made a 
rubber chicken with a pulley in the 
middle seem useful, unforgettable 
characters, brilliant dialogue… it 
broke the mould, reforged the pieces 
into a new mould, then repeatedly 
smashed it with a hammer.

MonKeY island 2
bigger, better, and darker than the 
first one, Monkey island 2 offered 
three islands to explore at will. 
its cynicism and menacing villains 
contrasted beautifully with the 
silly humour. the series later 
continued without gilbert, though 
he’d love to make a third game of 
his own if he ever gets the rights.
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lucasarts games particularly as the 
apex of the genre rather than simply 
the best that their creators could do 
at the time. They didn’t want to do 
anything that might offend fans who 
saw their beloved genre being stolen 
and were sick of being told RPGs 
and the like were inherently better. 
This lead to severe stagnation, and 
games that could never live up to fond 
memories of the original titles.

“a lot of people who are trying to 
capture that nostalgia or pay homage 
to it, if they weren’t part of it initially 
then they tend to build something 
that looks like the old games but 
doesn’t play like them. it doesn’t 
have the same humour, the way the 
puzzles were done, all those elements 
that gave those games their flavour. 
i think they’re missing what made 
those games special,” says Gilbert, 
who codified his design philosophy 
in a set of rules written in 1989 and 
called it ‘why adventure Games suck 
and what we can do about it’. it’s still 
depressingly relevant today.

the classics prevail
There are still great adventures being 
made today, however, from nostalgic 
ones largely funded by crowdfunding 
site Kickstarter, to indie games, to the 
return of old classics like King’s Quest. 
in look, they can vary from classic 
pixel art (as with wadjet eye Games’ 
fantastic Blackwell series) to 3d and 
traditional artwork (German publisher 
daedalic being the most prolific, with 
Germany having long been a huge 

adventure game market). but what 
all of them have in common is that 
they’re made for the Pc/iPad market. 
on console, alas, we only really get 
Telltale’s offerings.

something like Thimbleweed Park, 
with its ‘80s aesthetic, might not 
immediately look like a great fit on 
xbox one, and it’s certainly not going 
to strain our next gen console too 
hard. Gilbert was keen to bring it 
across though, not least in the hope of 
recapturing the social element that’s 
long been missing from adventure 
games. “i remember my first experience 
of them was on a college computer, 
which was a text game in junior high, 
and it was me and my friends. i never 

Putt-Putt/sPY fox/fattY bear
after lucasarts, gilbert made 
educational adventure games for 
kids. these respected the audience, 
serving up cartoon adventures 
that are as well remembered by 
many younger players as the ‘real’ 
adventures are for the previous 
generation. sigh. at this point, 
your writer feels very, very old.

the cave
gilbert’s most recent game stripped 
much of the adventure trappings 
back, but their dna is still present 
in this tale of lost souls given a 
chance to redeem themselves in a 
purgatory-style cave. it received 
mixed reviews, but there’s no 
knocking the imagination on display 
throughout these silent tales.

“part of the fun and charm of 
the genre is discovering things”

played that alone. The thing that 
interests me most about the xbox one 
isn’t the console itself, but where it’s 
played. Pc games are still traditionally 
played at a desk, a home office, 
something like that. with a console, 
you play on a couch – more relaxed, 
more public, with people around. it’s an 
intriguing environment to be in.”

The hope is that this will return us 
to one of the best, and most forgotten 
parts of adventure gaming – working 
with friends to solve puzzles and 
experience the world, to find new jokes 
and responses, and to recapture the 
fun of solving tricky problems instead of 
just going online and having someone 
give you the answer. “They’re not as 
interesting if you’re just sitting there 
with a walkthrough. Part of the fun and 
the charm of the genre is in discovering 
things.” as just one example: “There 
are 3,000 books in Thimbleweed 
Park’s library right now, and every one 
of them has a name! You can’t open 
the books and read them, of course, 
but they all have a name, and as you 
scroll around you’re going to find some 
really interesting and funny things. 
i’ve always said that an adventure’s 
main character is its world. You need 
to develop that, let people explore it 
and poke around. whether it’s leafing 
through police reports or finding a joke 
in a library book in the background of 
a scene, we’ve got a lot of that stuff 
because it’s fun and builds the world.”

Thimbleweed Park’s charms await to 
be either discovered or rediscovered 
early next year. meanwhile, if you want 
to get up to speed with the genre and 
don’t mind taking a break from your TV, 
many classic adventures have recently 
been re-released over on GoG.com, 
on iPad and on steam. Point, click, 
prepare. it’ll be 1989 again before you 
know it. in a good way, that is. ■

in the 
world of ron 
gilbert every 
combination, 
no matter how 
ridiculous, 
just might 
work.
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THIS MONTH WE…

Burned rubber. Literally p70 Burned spectators’ retinas p76Caused sneaky carnage p73 Blurted out ‘Oh, brother’ p78Went London fright-seeing p72

THIS MONTH 
IN facTS

Matthew: Mr Potato Head 
from Toy Story. Does  

he count?

alex: The worryingly 
fanciable lady fox from 

Robin Hood

Emma: Pocahontas

Tom: WaLL-E

Rob: That red car from 
cars. You know the one
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TIME WE SPENT IN 
MaDDEN 16

THE TEaM’S favOuRITE 
DISNEY cHaRacTER

Gears of war: 
ultimate edition
Revisiting 2006 with a bang, not a whimper (p66)

75% Not 
understanding 
the rules

15% Sort of 
understanding 
the rules

10% “Why is he 
picking it up with 
his hands?”
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Cool guys don’t look at explosions. Or the  
burning ruins of their planet. Or us.
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S
ometimes our memories 
of a distant game can 
be about as reliable as a 
concrete parachute. we 
all have favourites that 
we remember looking 
incredible, stunningly 
realistic. they’ll never top 

that, we think. but booting up 
an old classic is almost always 
a nasty slap to nostalgia. we 
may claim to look past graphics 
if the gameplay impresses, but 
99% of us can’t get through 
an early xbox game without 
our eyes wanting to be sick. 
that’s the coalition’s greatest 
achievement – it’s given us  
the Gears of War we remember, 
and then some.

Gears of War is the story of 
marcus fenix, a gravel-voiced 
solider imprisoned on the 
planet sera. once a pleasant, 
human-populated planet, sera 
has been devastated in a war 
with underground monsters 
called the locust horde. for at 
least nine years, humans have 
falsely remembered sera as a 
nice-enough-looking destroyed 
world, but one that relied a bit 
too much on grey. they’ll be in 
for a shock when they see how 
it looks on xbox one.

fenix and his allies have to battle the 
locust with a weapons arsenal that’s 
aged beautifully. there’s the boltok 
Pistol, a handgun with the wallop of a 
cannon blast. the torque bow, which shot 
explosive arrows into foes before it was 
cool. there are also the usual shotguns 
and sniper rifles, but the real star of 
the show is the lancer assault rifle – a 
machine gun with a chainsaw attachment, 
perfect for punishing drones who get too 
close by slicing them clean in half. the 
controller shakes and limbs gyrate across 
the screen as screams boom out of your 
speakers for a properly new-gen kill. we 
won’t judge you for enjoying one of 2006’s 
guiltiest pleasures just as much today.

locust come in many forms, but the 
most common you’ll fight are drones. 

these are armed soldiers, somewhat 
humanoid in appearance but made just 
monstrous enough for you not to feel 
bad about chainsawing their faces off. 
typically you’ll face them in groups – 
surrounded by wrecked cars, concrete 
slabs and pillars, with fenix always just 
a button-tap away from snapping behind 

them for cover. ducking out 
to shoot is as simple as an 
analogue-stick nudge, and 
leaving cover is just a tap of 
the same button again. simple, 
intuitive and easily mastered, 
it set a new bar for console 
controls and is unmatched to 
this day, giving us some of the 
tensest face-offs in any shooter.

if you don’t want to get into 
cover then we suggest getting 
into a body bag and zipping 
it up instead, because you’re 
not going to survive. health 
regenerates, but bullets blow 
it off much faster. You can take 
a few hits, but leaving cover 
never feels safe – tricky, as 
that’s the  only way to finish off 
wounded rivals. this risk/reward 
mechanic is the heart of Gears 
of War, still inherently playable 
nine years on. it’s clear why the 
sequels didn’t deviate far – epic 
games got it right first time.

not that this Ultimate Edition is 
repetitive. there are multi-floored stages 
where you have to defend yourself from 
above while covering your squad below 
and a weapon that relies on open skies, 
forcing you to lure enemies out into the 
open. the nightfall section remains a 
favourite, as deadly Kryll swarms destroy 
anyone foolish enough to step into the 
darkness, forcing you to create pockets 
of light, while still defending yourself from 
drones (not that they’ll survive a wander 
into the dark – Gears is nothing if not fair).

twists like these keep the fantastic 
campaign feeling fresh, even if a few dud 
ideas still underwhelm. a lame driving 
section at least has the decency to be 
brief, and also seems more forgiving in this 
incarnation. could we suggest just taking 
it out entirely for 2025’s Ultra-Ultimate 

 PubliSher microsoft game stUdios / DeveloPer the coalition/sPlash damage  
Format xbox one / releaSe Date oUt now

GearS oF War: 
ultimate eDitioN
If only the people who write about 
games aged this well…

tom StoNe
live oxm tom stone 
@thetomstrange

the kNoWleDGe
What iS it?
1080p, 60fps (online, 
anyway) remake of 
the xbox 360’s first 
essential game.

What’S it like?
anyone with fond 
memories of the 
original, plus 
it’s perfect for 
newcomers.

Who’S it For?
shooter fans who 
want to see cover-
based gunplay  
done right.

revieWer
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Edition? sections such as this fall flat 
because they deviate too far from the 
team vs team, peekaboo-with-heavy-
artillery that is Gears at its finest. boss 
fights suffer the same problem: they’re 
either far too easy, or irritating bullet-
sponges that take ages to kill.

these are minor issues, however, a 
tiny percentage of an otherwise great 
campaign that now includes several 
once-Pc-exclusive stages. far from 
the padding we feared, they’re well-
designed and make the single-player 
more substantial. a common complaint 
of the original was that the campaign 
felt too short. no longer such an issue.

the extreme violence could come 
across as unpleasant, but the tone 
of the game turned out to be our first 
major memory lapse. nine years of bad 
Gears of War knock-offs had led us to 
remember this as the overly serious 
story of gruff space marines in a tragic 

(i.e. pretentious) space war. actually, 
Gears rarely takes itself so seriously. 
“this is going to be awesome!” is one 
of the game’s first lines. characters 
openly admit they’re having great fun, 
ridicule each other, and make lame 
quips after kills. short of saying, “can 
we skip the vehicle section?” they talk 
just like the average player. the battle 
music also has a fun, ‘John williams in 
Star Wars mode’ sensibility. the game 
may look gritty and harsh, but that’s 
the coating on a b-movie romp full of 
cheesy one-liners and ott action.

there are four tweaked difficulty 
modes – casual, normal, hardcore 
and insane. Play on casual or normal 
and a lot of what makes Gears special 
is lost. drones take far fewer shots 
to finish off, with it possible to play 
dumb and still survive. including a new, 
wimp-friendly difficulty is welcome, 
but it feels like the balance is off. 

normal lacks real challenge, whereas 
encounters on hardcore initially feel 
like too big a leap up in difficulty. it’s 
perfectly playable once you’ve spent 
a few hours acclimatising, but it’s a 
shame the perfect difficulty setting still 
seems to have eluded this remake.

two’s company
Playing the whole campaign in co-op is 
still the ideal way to experience Gears 
of War. it gets a bit easier – you can 
revive each other when down, and your 
partner is (hopefully) smarter and more 
responsive to your demands than the ai. 
few things are as satisfying as saving 
a friend from a fatal drone attack with 
the ol’ ‘chainsaw to the back’ routine. 
there’s a slight visual downgrade to 
keep it running at a smooth 30fps, but 
co-op or not, Ultimate Edition never falls 
short of looking magnificent.

this is no upscaled port of an xbox 
360 game: it’s one of the best-looking 
titles on xbox one. every penny spent 
on this remake has reached the screen. 
sera finally feels like an actual planet. 
ruined architecture no longer seems 
like background – more like real 
buildings that could collapse at any 
moment. grey skies have been rubbed 
out, replaced with stunning landscapes 
and rich sea views. remembered and 
ridiculed as a game overly fond of grey, 

The award for best frown goes to Augustus  
Cole, too furious to even look at the camera.

it was 
someone’s 
job to 
design those 
innards. 
They should 
be promoted, 
or maybe 
locked up.

 Missing multiplayer?
No, The Coalition hasn’t been suicidal 
enough to try releasing an Ultimate 
Edition of Gears of War with no 
multiplayer. There are actually several 
new modes, including King of the Hill 
and Gnasher Extinction. We’ll be going 
in-depth with verdicts on all the new 
modes in next month’s online verdict.
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You’ll need the Hammer of Dawn – a satellite 
laserbeam – to take out Locust of this scale.

Ultimate Edition only wants for colour if 
you’re not playing it properly.

slaughtered drones send blood 
and gore flying, coating the screen in 
violent red. lambent wretches explode 
in a splash of neon yellow. golden 
sunlight beams down on vine-draped 
ruins.  black ink trails flow behind flying 
foes, swimming through burnt-orange 
skies. whenever the campaign does 
leave you in the dark, there’s always 
something to stare at, some detail we 
couldn’t have noticed on last-gen. 
besides, it only makes the moments 
when you do return to the light all the 
visually sweeter. cutscenes particularly 

impress, with subtle facial animation 
making characters expressive in ways 
that were impossible on xbox 360.

but as outstanding a visual update 
as this is, the best surprise is seeing 
how well the game itself has stood the 
test of time. in fact, we kept seeing 
ideas and features that we wish more 
games had stolen. active reloading 
(well-timed button-presses will halve 
reload times, a perfectly timed press 
adds a damage boost) is as fantastic 
an idea now as it was in 2006, so why 
haven’t more shooters copied it?

it’s not like games have been shy 
in stealing elsewhere. few of the 

copycats managed anything close to 
Gears’ quality, but a glut of cover-
based shooters did a great job of 
poisoning its legacy. fact is, the reason 
this is to blame for a whole generation 
of me-too shooters is because it was 
done so brilliantly here. we remember 
the gameplay being rock solid and, for 
once, nostalgia hasn’t failed us.

we urge you to play the original 
Gears first. the shock will be nasty, 
but good for you. flat textures, grey 
skies, dark environments and stiff 
animation jar with memories of this 
being the best-looking game in the 
world. the original isn’t the Gears of 
War we remember stunning us in 2006, 
but now it doesn’t have to be. a whole 
generation of gamers are going to grow 
up with Ultimate Edition as their first 
experience of the first Gears of War. 
as for the rest of us, we can’t wait to 
make new memories..oXm

“We remember the gameplay being 
rock solid – nostalgia hasn’t lied”

winners take 
cover behind 
gravestones. 
Losers… 
well, who 
do you think 
those graves 
are for?

At a time when lazy ports 
test our patience, trust the 
Xbox 360’s first classic to 
show the competition how 
a remake is done. Bloody, 
beautiful and still brilliant 
almost a decade later. 

OverALL

9
The OXM verdict

Chainsaw kills on Xbox One put the Xbox 360 
finishers well and truly to shame. 

THe besT biT

You have to stop the car to kill enemies. 
What nonsense. Drive this bit off a cliff.

THe wOrsT biT COMPLeTiON 
CLOCK 

10 
hoUrs
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W
alking really should be 
obsolete in 2015. We’ve 
had cars for at least 
ten years now, so why 
are we still using our 

ghastly legs to limp us from A to B? If 
WALL-E taught us anything, it’s that 
when we start getting everywhere in 
hover chairs, we’re all going to be a lot 
happier and more comfortable about 
our weight. We might as well just snap 
our legs off now and be done with it.

Avalanche clearly agrees, as a good 
90% of Mad Max is spent behind the 
wheel. Max and his freakish sidekick, 
Chumbucket (less Charlize Theron in 
Fury Road, more Charlize Theron in 
Monster) are working together to build 
the ‘Magnum Opus’, a car capable of 
crushing all competitors. However you 

build her, she’s an impressive machine. 
Car combat starts rough and intense as 
you crudely bash rivals off the roads, 
and gets better with each new tool 
you unlock. Enemies jumping on your 
bonnet? Cover it in barbed spikes. Burly 
four-wheeler smashing you into scrap? 
Use a harpoon gun to spear the driver 
and yank him out into the sand.

Whenever we got bored of driving 
around the Wasteland, the game would 
win us back with a sniper rifle, or a 
flamethrower, or a mine-detecting 
dog. Not that it’s an ugly place to 
drive through. It looks great, from 
the sunrise over the desert, to the 
ships and cars you see buried in the 
desert and the, er… nightfall over the 
desert… Pretty as it is, variety isn’t a 
strong point. Although we get that the 

Mad Max universe is mostly sand and 
death, we’d still have liked a change of 
scenery from time to time. 

But a lot of effort has gone into 
filling that world with things to do. 
Oil rigs to blow up, watchtowers to 
knock down, thirsty moochers begging 
for your precious water. These tasks 
can get a little repetitive and spoiling 
where all the ‘secrets’ are on the map 
means the thrill of discovery is lacking. 
But obsessive collector-types will be 
in heaven, with a staggering amount of 
extras to seek and destroy.

Best of all is the constant presence 
of other cars, always keen to run Max 
down. You’re rarely far from another 
encounter, whether it’s chasing down 
a guarded convoy, or bashing into a car 
before the goons next to it have even 
had a chance to get behind the wheel. 
Broken motors burst into flames, with 
explosions as satisfying as you’d hope 
from the developer of Just Cause. 

If Max’s Magnum Opus takes too 
much of a beating, he’ll have seconds 
to get the hell out before it cremates 
him. Then you’ll have to wait outside 
while Chumbucket oh-so-slowly repairs 
the car. Unlike that repulsive slowpoke, 
this is a brilliant mechanic, leaving 

Despite starring in a fun game, Max never 
smiles. Bet his surname is ‘Payne’.

MAD MAX
 Publisher WARNER BROS INTERACTIVE / DeveloPer AVALANCHE STUDIOS / ForMAt XBOX ONE / releAse DAte OUT NOW

Shiny and chrome, or a burnt-out wreck?
toM stoNe
live OXM Tom Stone 
@TheTomStrange

the kNoWleDge
WhAt is it?
The 2015 post-
apocalypse open-
world game that  
isn’t Fallout 4.

WhAt’s it like?
A barren GTA, but 
with no pesky law 
and order to spoil 
your fun.

Who’s it For?  
Road-rage sufferers 
who dream of running 
other cars off cliffs.

revieWer

 Up, up and away! 
Assassin’s Creed has its vantage points, 
Far Cry has its radio towers and Mad 
Max has… hot-air balloons. After slowly 
ascending, you have to use binoculars 
to tediously fill in the map, then slowly 
descend again. We’re going to treat 
whoever’s idea this was to a balloon 
ride, just so we can shoot it down.
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eating dog food to survive. Clearly Max lives 
on the budget of your average games journalist.

Blowing up a 
rival’s car 
= hilarious.
Our car being 
blown up = 
senseless 
tragedy.

you running around totally exposed to 
cars as you scream at Chumbucket to 
hurry up. It’s in demented moments 
like these that Avalanche captures the 
insane spirit of the movies.

Shame the team didn’t manage it 
with the story, one we wish had taken 
more from the films. Characters look 
the part, but fail to match the lunacy 
of george Miller’s creations. Instead 
of quotable dialogue, we get endless 
philosophising about cars, like we’re 
trapped in the world’s most pretentious 
Top Gear episode. 

Played on foot, the game stumbles. 
Being forced to leave the car because 
you’ve taken too much damage makes 
sense as a panicked punishment, but 
it’s frustrating how often you’re forced 
to walk for stupid reasons. Smashing 

other vehicles lets you collect scrap – 
the game’s currency – but you’ll have 
to get out and manually pick it up. It’s 
annoying when you destroy a lone car, 
and maddening when the whole fleet 
you’re chasing drives off as you do so, 
taking all the fun with them. Couldn’t 
the scrap just automatically line Max’s 
pockets whenever he blows up a rival? 
It’s not ‘realistic’, but neither is having 
fun in a post-apocalyptic wasteland. 

Design niggles like this are constant. 
Out of ammo? Drive around until you find 
somewhere ammo might be, then get 
out and search on foot. Low on fuel? 
Time for another tedious walk-and-
search. We’re all for survival games 
that make you watch your resources, 
but this just feels like an action-
adventure with annoying restrictions. 

Exploring caves and oil rigs starts 
out interesting, but these locations 
repeat – we were less inclined to 
explore when we felt severe déjà vu in 
each ‘new’ area. These are defended 
by War Boys, triggering hand-to-hand 
combat that’s disappointingly style 
over substance. It’s similar to Arkham 
Knight’s freeflow brawling, but far more 
simplistic and button-mashy. It never 
comes close to matching the impact 
of the average Bat-punch, or running 
someone down in the Magnum Opus.

Mad Max gets a lot right. When 
you’re roaring through the desert, 
shooting thugs and smashing cars 
aside, it’s hard not to start cheering 
“witness me!” while humming the Fury 
Road theme (you’ll have to, as neither 
of those things appear in the game). 
Seeing some of the average scores 
it’s received from colleagues surprised 
us – we wish this is what an average 
game played like. Ignore the walking 
and keep Max behind the wheel, and 
this is as good a licensed adventure as 
you could ask for. oXM

“Explosions are as satisfying as 
you’d expect from Avalanche”

Repetitive missions and 
some odd design choices 
aren’t enough to spoil a 
great drive. What this lacks 
in originality, it makes up 
for in the ability to shoot 
harpoons into people.

Overall

7
The OXM verdict

Ka-BOOM. Blowing up War Boys’ cars never 
gets old, no matter how often you do it.

The BesT BiT

Always drive around during storms – they’re 
great opportunities for finding scrap.

PrO TiP DiD yOu 
knOw?

? The first 
Mad Max 
game was 
released on 

the NES way back 
in 1990. We don’t 
recommend going 
back to try it.
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Z
ombies have become a joke. A 
shambling, groaning punchline 
– cannon-fodder for lazy devs. 
So Zombi deserves credit from 
the off for reminding us why 

we feared gaming’s most frequent 
foes in the first place. These are the 
sprinting, 28 Days flavour of undead 
and they’re not to be taken lightly.

See one alone and you should be 
able to take it out with your humble 
cricket bat. Two earns a gulp and a 
reach for the gun holster. Three or 
more and it’s time to flee or be fed on. 
Unoriginal they may be, we’re just glad 
to see zombies as a threat again.

Get overwhelmed and your character 
gets a permanent game over. You’ll 
respawn at a safe house, but as a new 
survivor. It’s startling the first time it 

happens, especially when you find the 
zombie that used to be you.

It’s hard not to warm to someone 
who whimpers in fear as zombies run 
towards them, who cries out when 
forced to smash skulls. So the longer 
you survive, the more invested you 
become. Ammo is limited, so you’re 
forced to rely on melee attacks 90% of 
the time, making you get dangerously 
close to the infected. When you’re 
on your last pinch of health, every 
encounter becomes intense, and it 
hurts losing someone you’ve kept 
alive for a decent chunk of the game. 
It’s a survival horror title where dying 
actually feels like death.

London’s an excellent choice of 
setting. Its murky streets, cramped 
flats and even Buckingham Palace 

don’t look a lot better than the Wii 
U original, but it’s still a convincing 
depiction. There’s more backtracking 
and sewer-diving than we’d like, but 
it’s nicely varied, with a creepy nursery 
and third act in the palace standing out 
as particular highlights.

Checking your inventory works just 
as well without the Wii U’s touchpad 
rummaging; missing multiplayer mode 
aside, this has been ported seamlessly. 
But it’s still a 2012 game competing 
in a year that’s already seen Dying 
Light and Resident Evil Revelations 2. 
Against those games, Zombi can feel a 
little dated, although that’s not always 
a bad thing. With no patchy parkour 
or swearing sidekicks, we’d argue its 
back-to-basics approach makes it the 
scariest of the three. OXM

Scary? Sure, but it is nice to see the 
London Underground so undercrowded.

Kill your 
undead corpse 
if you want 
your bag back. 
Even Dark 
Souls would 
think that’s a 
bit much.

TOM STONE
Live OXM Tom Stone 
@TheTomStrange

ThE kNOwLEdgE
whaT iS iT?
The Wii U survival 
horror, ported to  
Xbox One.

whaT’S iT LikE?
Xbox 360’s 
Condemned, a game 
that still inspires 
nightmares today.

whO’S iT fOr?  
Horror fans who miss 
a time when a zombie 
bite was the scariest 
thing in the world.

rEviEwEr Fun fact! 18 people died in the making of this review

 PubLiShEr UBISOFT / dEvELOPEr STRAIGHT RIGHT / fOrMaT XBOX ONE / rELEaSE daTE OUT NOW

ZOMbi

Zombi loses its gimmicks, 
yet still works as a brutal 
survival horror. Ignore the 
lame story and focus on 
keeping alive, and you’ve  
plenty to suffer through 
here. In a good way.

OvEraLL

7
The OXM verdict

Losing a survivor, then realising you’d long 
forgotten their name. You monster.

ThE wOrST biTThE rivaLS

8

7

6

ResIdent evIL ReveLatIons 2 

ZoMBIe aRMY tRILoGY 

dYInG LIGHt

DiD yOU 
KnOw?

? a sequel was 
planned, but 
scrapped 
after low 

sales on Wii U. 
Could huge Xbox 
one sales give it 
another chance?
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T
he beauty of Dishonored lies 
in how much freedom you’re 
given. You’re a supernatural 
assassin, but you don’t have 
to kill a soul. Every target can 

be neutralised non-lethally – although, 
arguably, these are often fates worse 
than death. It’s a stealth game, but 
sneaking can consist of anything from 
short-range teleportation to bending 
time to possessing a guard and using 
his body as a vehicle to forbidden 
areas. You can murder people with a 
pistol, or summon up a swarm of rats 
to nibble them down to the bones. It’s 
hide and seek, played by your own 
rules – and those rules have a knock-
on effect on the world around you. 

It is, however, hide and seek we first 
played on Xbox 360 back in late 2012. 

Three years is an awkward amount 
of time for a re-release – it’s long 
enough that you might fancy another 
playthrough of one of last-gen’s best 
stealth offerings, but by no means 
enough time for a new-gen graphical 
spit-and-polish to have a radical 
effect, à la Gears of War: Ultimate 
Edition (reviewed on page 66). 

In addition to the main game, this 
package includes the three main 
pieces of DLC released on last-gen. 
The Knife of Dunwall and The Brigmore 
Witches are narrative chunks that 
place you in the bloody shoes of 
Empress Kaldwin’s killer, Daud. There’s 
some overlap between his power’s 
and Corvo’s, but enough difference 
that things feel suitably freshened up. 
Dunwall City Trials introduces bite-

sized challenges of movement, murder 
and so on. It’s a neat way of expanding 
on a game that, at its core, is about the 
interaction of these satisfying systems 
– especially if you’re a perfectionist.

So is Dishonored: Definitive Edition 
worth strapping the hideous mask back 
on for? At £30 for the main game plus 
hours of DLC, it’s certainly an attractive 
package for those who’ve yet to dip 
into its dark delights. What’s more, if 
you bought the original game digitally 
(it was on Games with Gold last August, 
so you’ve really no excuse) you can 
pick this up for half price – roughly 
about as much as you’d spend on 
buying the DLC. For newbie wetworkers, 
then, a definite must; for old hands 
who’ve already bled Dunwall dry, we’d 
advise a more cautious approach. OXM

Hey, we never said that this was going to be  
pretty. Being an assassin is a dirty job…

Whale oil tanks 
are highly 
explosive – a 
fact you can 
certainly turn 
to your own 
advantage.

EMMa DaviEs
Live OXM Emma 
@emcetera

ThE knOwLEDgE
whaT is iT?
One of last-gen’s 
most enjoyable 
stealth games, 
repackaged with DLC.

whaT’s iT LikE?
Murderous or merciful 
– it’s entirely up 
to you – in a world 
crammed with detail.

whO’s iT fOr?  
Anyone who didn’t 
play Dishonored on 
360, or those  
wanting a recap 
ahead of the sequel.

rEviEwEr Cor-vo, this is still a stealthy stunner

 PubLishEr BEThESDA SOFTWOrKS / DEvELOPEr ArKAnE STuDIOS / fOrMaT XBOX OnE / rELEasE DaTE  OuT nOW

DishOnOrED: DE

It may not be as sprawling 
as The Phantom Pain, but 
this is one of Xbox 360’s 
greatest sneakathons and 
plays as well as it ever did. 
If you didn’t buy it before, 
reach for your wallet now.

Overall

8
The OXM verdict

Invest some runes in the Shadow Kill ability 
– enemies turn to ash when you off them.

prO Tip

The Boyle party mixes things up, letting you 
act as a spy at a fancy masked soiree.

THe BesT BiT WHaT HappeNs 
NeXT?

? Dishonored 2 
is due early 
next year, 
and will let 

you play as the 
empress’ daughter 
Emily Kaldwin or as 
a now-aging Corvo.
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G
ames are either turn-based 
or real-time. We’ve created 
whole genres based on this 
assumption. Sometimes the 
boundaries are bent, but they 

are never broken. Yet somehow Nova-
111 is both types simultaneously. It has 
its cake and eats it and, for once, that 
saying makes sense because the game 
promotes this weird double-think as 
part of its design.

You are a spaceship, set in a gridded 
world. Every move you make to get to 
the level exit takes a turn. When you 
take a turn, everything else living in it 
takes a turn. Except when it doesn’t. 
For instance, you’re moving in to kill a 
turn-based Chomper enemy – a simple 
case of spotting its “I’m about to 
attack” tell, moving backwards to avoid 

it that turn, then running into it as it 
recovers in the next. In the process 
of moving backwards, you disturb a 
stalactite hanging above your ship – 
stalactites behave in real time. You have 
a second to get out of the way, so you 
dodge backwards again – the Chomper 
follows and the rule-disobeying mineral 
formation lands on the enemy’s head.

This paints a very clever picture of 
my strategic mind, so let me assure you 
that, usually, the mixture of the two 
systems causes total panic, as some 
enemies explode in real time while 
turn-based beasts batter into your ship 
while you haphazardly escape.

It’s brilliant, in the beginning – the 
sort of system that bewilders, then 
settles in your head, then becomes 
open to all sorts of new strategy. Sadly, 

Nova-111 falls down when it comes to 
less original elements. Latter parts of 
the game start to introduce inelegant 
mechanics – one area that turns 
enemies to stone in certain locations 
still makes no sense to us – and long 
stretches are spent negotiating non-
time-related filler puzzles. It suffers 
from being both short enough to make 
us want more, and bemoan the time we 
spent not wrestling with its best ideas.

Even for its flaws it is, ultimately, 
an experiment gone horribly right – a 
puzzle platformer that thinks inside and 
outside the box, using old ideas to make 
new ones and then throwing them at 
you with “take a look at this” abandon. 
There’s little else like Nova, and there 
probably still won’t be after this - but 
that’s very much its charm. OXM

The story’s told in charming, silent chunks by Dr. Science, 
the first of many scientists you’re tasked with rescuing.

It’s turn-
based and real 
time, all at 
the same time.
Take that, 
fabric of time! 

JOe SkrebelS
live OXM Joe 
@2plus2isjoe

the knOwledGe
what iS it?
A stop-start 
adventure that 
doesn’t want to 
decide what it is.

what’S it like?
A cheery dungeon 
crawler but one  
with no patience  
for your dawdling.

whO’S it fOr?  
Fiendish mechanical 
explorers who  
can multitask.

reviewer As The Byrds sang: “Turn! Turn! Agh, that jellyfish is bursting! Turn!”

 PubliSher CurvE DIgITAL / develOPer FunkTrOnIC LAbS / fOrMat XbOX OnE / releaSe date  OuT nOW

nOva-111

Weirdo mechanics can only 
get you so far on their own, 
but that’s not to say this 
little science experiment 
doesn’t take you 
somewhere new. A joyous 
diversion, while it lasts.

Overall

7
The OXM verdict

A lovely story twist hidden in the  
New Game Plus mode.

The beST bIT

Ice puzzles. They’re dull, and in the context 
of a spaceship game, they make no sense.

The wOrST bIT COMPleTION 
ClOCK 

5 
hOurS
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S
urvival games ask a tough 
question of their players. 
Can you, when faced with 
a fantastical situation – 
dinosaur worlds! Arctic 

isolation! – be bothered to stop 
doing amazing things and make sure 
your character is warm enough? This 
micromanagement will thrill some, but 
stop less masochistic players before 
they start. The problem, most often, is 
it’s just not clear enough how those 
steadily emptying meters can be filled. 

Klei performed visual magic with 
Mark of the Ninja, with every element of 
the game apparent to the player at first 
glance. The studio performs the same 
trick here. Don’t Starve is a top-down 
chicken-scratch cartoon, as to the 
point as it is rich in homebrew charm.

You’ll know when you’re in range of a 
fire’s safe glow because its gradations 
of light are drawn onto the world. You 
can tell you’re too close to that circle 
of pigs’ heads on spikes because the 
shifting constellations of eyes in the 
darkness that show you’re gradually 
becoming unhinged have suddenly 
become attached to real monsters 
and… you’re dead. Time to start over.

The beauty of Klei’s forthright 
presentation is that it allows the 
world to be as weird as it wants. Your 
character’s transported to a wilderness 
and told simply to find somewhere safe 
to sleep when night comes. Some will 
cast out into that wilderness, carving 
coloured lines through the game’s 
procedurally generated map, finding 
talking pig people and monsters galore.

Others will go full Minecraft, using 
the game’s enormous crafting system. 
Both approaches reveal Don’t Starve’s 
rich vein of alternating humour and 
horror. Those meters are always 
hanging there, but instead of holding 
you back, they force you deeper into 
the game’s systems. And if you do die, 
the unlockable characters help you 
push on further the next time.

It remains staggeringly difficult 
at times, but that this comes from 
its ideas, rather than presentation 
problems, is definitely a compliment. 
Don’t Starve won’t sway those who 
can’t stand the idea of stopping to 
take care, but it’s a survival game that 
rewards that care with a true sense of 
achievement, and the kinds of sights 
most games can’t muster. OXM

It’s possible to make a full base – but it’s easier to 
find a randomly generated one in the wild and steal it.

Fire’s your 
friend, but 
the first time 
you burn down 
a forest, 
you’ll curse 
yourself.

JOe SkrebelS
live OXM Joe 
@2plus2isjoe

the knOwledge
what iS it?
A horror-comedy 
survival game with a 
charming aesthetic 
and gruesome 
difficulty.

what’S it like?
The terror of night-
time in Minecraft, but 
all the time.

whO’S it fOr?  
Crafting enthusiasts 
and people who need 
to be told not to die.

reviewer Also: Don’t go mad, don’t attack spiders, don’t trust the devil

 PubliSher KleI enTerTAInMenT / develOPer KleI enTerTAInMenT / fOrMat XBOX One / releaSe date  OuT nOw

dOn’t Starve: ge

Klei boils a genre down to 
its component parts, making 
something better than almost 
anyone can muster. If you 
can stomach a few setbacks, 
this is funny, intriguing, 
caustic and rewarding.

Overall

8
The OXM verdict

gentleMan 
ScientiSt
Your wordless 
first protagonist 
grows an 
incredible beard 
as you play. 
Instant winner.

COOleST CHaraCTer

Turn off the Reign of Giants expansion on 
your first go. It makes the game very tough.

prO TIp WHaT HappeNS 
NeXT?

? An expansion, 
Shipwrecked 
(in alliance 
with Below 

dev, Capy), is coming 
– here’s hoping that 
doesn’t take two 
years to arrive, too.
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W
hile the opening credits 
say this is a Turn 10 
production, there’s DNA 
from Playground Games’ 
cheekier Forza Horizon 2 

stuffed inside Microsoft’s racing sim. 
Don’t be too alarmed: Forza 6 is still more 
about tearing up tarmac than prancing 
through poppy fields, but its influence 
has led to a more joyful, generous racer 
that thunders onto your screen in full, 
fist-pumping 1080p/60fps.

Forza 5 may have been a welcome 
launch title, but it’ll go down in history 
as one of Xbox’s more tight-fisted 
racers, both in terms of its track and 
car rosters, and the way it doled them 
out – Turn 10 wanted people to race 
the machines they had, rather than 
filling their garage with rusting cars 
they weren’t using. No such dramas 
with Forza 6, however, which is far 
more generous with its contents, 
and pulls the handbrake up on those 
egregious transactions to boot.

If you’ve put time into previous Forzas 
on Xbox One, your loyalty is rewarded 
with a decent wedge of cars in your 
garage from the moment you hit ‘A’ on the 
Start screen. And your cache only grows 
from there as the return of Forza Horizon 
2’s credit- or car-rewarding Lucky Spin 
means every new Driver Level offers 
a sweet jackpot. It’s entirely possible 
to win a Bugatti Veyron after reaching 
Driver Level 2, depending on your luck.

Turn 10 is also boldly experimenting 
with a Call of Duty-style mod system. 
There are still the usual sliders and 
switches for altering Drivatar difficulty, 
or turning off the stability management 
and driving line from the pre-race 
menu, but the mod system fiddles with 
your camera settings, traction control 
and more, and also offers substantial 
gains by augmenting your grip level 
or power output. In exchange, you 
get more credits or improved specs 
on a one-off basis or permanently, 
depending on the equipped mod.

These are doled out as rewards in 
the prize spinner, or you can spend 
credits (anywhere from 12,000 all the 
way up to a budget-busting 300,000) 
to buy a pack. It’s certainly something 
to get used to, and while some seem 
like little more than cheats (move up 
the starting grid by three places) or are 
questionable gimmicks (no traction 
control, no stability management, 20% 
reduction in grip for 50% more credits), 
many more provide an opportunity to 
better yourself, and be rewarded for it 
(forced cockpit mode, no racing line 
for a 20% credit boost). You can, if you 

want, completely ignore the mods and 
focus on the pure racing.

In that respect, Forza’s the best 
it has ever been, offering more and 
doing it better than the instalments 
that came before it. Cars feel a touch 
lighter compared to Forza 5 – keener, 
more responsive and, crucially, more 
fun. They’re also slightly more forgiving 
if you clip a wall, though anything over 
a ton on the speedo will see essential 
bits of metal and plastic shred away. 
It doesn’t take long to adjust to the 
tweaked handling model, and going 
back to Forza 5 after a couple of hours 
feels like you’re playing through a layer 
of anaesthetic. 

Real racing roots
There’s a stack of new locations, 
including Brands Hatch and Watkins 
Glen in amongst real-world locales 
Long Beach and Spa, with Rio de 
Janiero making a comeback from the 
original Xbox (we still pine for a bit 
of Camino Viejo). All the tracks have 
been given a good polish with more 
environmental effects thrown in: fog 
lazily hanging around the dip of a hill; 

Closed or open 
cockpit endurance 
racing in the wet at 
the Nordschleife. 
The most fun we’ve 
had with puddles 
since we were six.

FoRza MotoRspoRt 6
 publisheR MICROSOfT STuDIOS / DevelopeR TuRN 10 STuDIOS / FoRMat XBOX ONe / Release Date OuT NOW

Bigger, brighter and better for it
paul tayloR
live Paulus McT 
@mynameispt

the knoWleDge
What is it?
Microsoft’s premier 
racing series 
returns, replacing 
microtransactions 
with personality.

What’s it like?
Getting the keys to a 
billionaire’s garage, 
mashed in with the 
best bits from Forza 5 
and Horizon 2.

Who’s it FoR?  
Car bores, the car 
curious, and anyone 
who appreciates 
shiny metal.

RevieWeR

“The rainy tracks are terrifying, with 
3D puddles that are utterly ruinous”
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sunshine filtering through the buildings 
and trees; better foliage scattered over 
the crisp fields. Simple, but sweet. Tyre 
walls actually have some give in them, 
and you’ll see white and red rubber 
littered across the blacktop from earlier 
collisions. It all adds to the atmosphere, 
something sorely lacking in the past.

Then you have the terrifying rainy 
tracks where the wet stuff comes down 
hard and fast. It’s impressive to see 
wipers furiously swatting it away to 
reveal even more downpour blotting 
the view past the windscreen. Turn 10’s 
promise of 3D puddles delivers, too: 
they’re utterly ruinous, forcing daring, 
new racing lines to avoid aquaplaning 
and skittering out of control.

They’re not as ferocious as the night 
tracks, however, where you’re often 
relying on either your car’s headlights 
or the pinpricks of a competitor’s tail 
light to see where the tarmac ends. 
Prang your motor hard enough and 
you’ll lose your low beams, leaving you 

to limp on, rewind or restart – equal 
parts terrifying and glorious.

Pleasingly, you get the opportunity 
to jump behind exotic and rare cars 
with showcase events right from the 
off. They throw you into ferocious ‘70s 
Group 5 monsters, one-lap supercar 
showdowns, endurance races, but also 
indulge in Bondurant Autocross and 
Top Gear-style ten-pin bowling for a 
bit of colour. They’re also a welcome 
respite from the career, which has 
been overhauled with themed events 
but tends to drag on. Promotional spiel 
boasts a 70-hour-plus career – expect 
to do a lot of grinding if you want to 
see all that racing ticked off.

The score’s already said it, but this 
isn’t perfect. Night racing and wet 
weather variations are limited to a 
handful of tracks, and the lighting and 
effects are baked in. You can race 
Catalunya for 35 laps in one sitting, or 
rip round Daytona several dozen times 
to best the endurance event, but the 

sun will stay in the exact same place, 
and the rain at Brands Hatch never 
dissipates (at least that’s authentic). 
Something had to give for that full-
screen resolution and framerate, and 
it’s this. Nor do all the tracks get the 
night-time or wet weather treatment, 
which is disappointing, and Drivatars 
are still up to their wonky tricks. You’ll 
see them get stuck on barriers, unsure 
how to reverse properly before driving 
in circles looking for the exit, like a moth 
desperately trying to reach a lightbulb, 
before the AI warps them back on track.

All that aside, Forza Motorsport 6 
offers the best racing experience you 
can get on Xbox One, bar none. Your 
garage will be flooded with cars, and 
they look and sound the best they 
ever have. It’s a brilliant technical 
achievement that’s dripping with 
personality. Here’s hoping that on the 
next lap around, the series can push  
a bit harder to take the top spot on  
the podium. oXM

Although night racing and 
wet weather effects don’t 
quite go far enough, Turn 
10 knows how to celebrate 
cars, and it has made its 
best game yet. An enormous 
amount of driving fun.

Overall

8
The OXM verdict

Slipstreaming the pack to hit terminal speed down  
the back straight at le Mans in an audi lMP1. Fun!

This muscle car heaven sees Dodge, 
Pontiac and Corvette going head to 
head. Hear those engines roar.

Spin to win! 
Spin to win! 
Spin to win! 
Spin to win! 
Spin to win!

Completing a lap of Nürburgring in the dark 
without pranging it once. Intense.

THe beST biT

Splurging 300,000 credits on a mod pack for 
a bunch of mods you already own.

THe wOrST biT beST 
PriCe

£
37.69
BASe.COM
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S
weden is often rather 
underrated for its myriad 
contributions to the cultural 
landscape: melancholic crime 
drama, ABBA, Ikea meatballs. 

And now this, a fairy tale-esque puzzler 
in which you guide the titular siblings 
through an oh-so-Nordic environment 
on a quest to find a special spring that 
might cure their ailing father. Well, we 
say ‘now’, but Brothers was originally 
released on Xbox 360 back in 2013 – 
proving one of the surprise critical hits 
of that year, and deservedly so.

You take the reins of both of these 
siblings – and rather than swapping 
between the two, the elder is moved 
using the left analogue stick, the 
younger with the right. The only other 
control is a generic ‘interact’ for each 

brother, mapped to the triggers. The 
simplicity is a virtue, as navigating 
both characters at the same time 
initially feels unintuitive. Over time, 
however, you acclimatise to their bond, 
which means they can’t be more than 
a screen’s width apart, and to using 
their differing abilities in tandem. You 
might need the older brother’s heft to 
yank on a lever, say, while the younger 
slips through bars to taunt foes into 
giving chase. It’s a lovely marriage of 
mechanics and narrative that really 
underlines the pair’s relationship.

This is a game packed with deft 
touches – even how the boys interact 
with the elements that surround them 
add detail to their personalities. Where 
the elder might utter a few words to 
a caged bird, say, his more impulsive 

sibling will set it free. That you get a 
sense of them as distinct characters 
in a game that uses only a gibberish 
language [I hope this isn’t Swedish - 
Ed] is impressive, and testament to 
creator Josef Fares’ past work as a 
film director. The result is charming, 
akin to a storybook come to life.

But it was equally charming on Xbox 
360, two years ago. Sure, it looks pretty 
running on new-gen tech, but it was 
no ugly duckling before. This edition 
comes with a director’s commentary, 
soundtrack and artwork galleries, 
but these aren’t enough to warrant a 
repurchase. On Xbox 360 this was an 
unusual, inventive and wholly welcome 
surprise – we’d prefer to see more 
efforts follow in its footsteps, rather 
than a straightforward re-release. OXM

EMMa DaviES
Live OXM Emma 
@emcetera

thE knOwLEDgE
what iS it?
A puzzler in which 
you control one 
character on each 
analogue stick.

what’S it LikE?
A beautiful, inventive 
and thoroughly 
charming test of co-
ordination.

whO’S it fOr?  
Anyone who didn’t 
experience this on 
Xbox 360.

rEviEwEr

Family matters in this enchanting saga

BrOthErS:  
a taLE Of twO SOnS

Loses a point for being 
essentially the same game 
as on last-gen, but this 
is nonetheless a unique 
adventure that tugs on the 
heartstrings as much as the 
analogue sticks.

Overall

8
The OXM verdict

Hamster wheels: the perfect way to entertain children 
during those long weeks of the summer holidays.

When we have kids, we plan  
to make them cart us about 
like this, too.

 PuBLiShEr 505 GAMES / DEvELOPEr STArBrEEzE STudIOS / fOrMat XBOX ONE / rELEaSE DatE OuT NOW

For the full effect, play this in one sitting. At 
four or so hours, it’s certainly manageable.

prO Tip

Stopping to enjoy the stunning views at one 
of the many benches dotted around.

THe besT biT DiD yOu 
knOW?

? Josef Fares 
won the 
Nordic 
Council Film 

Prize in 2006 for his 
film Zozo, about a 
young boy in the 
Lebanese civil war. 
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A
nakin Skywalker seems an 
odd choice of hero for a kids’ 
videogame. Doesn’t Disney 
remember the scene in 
Revenge of the Sith where he 

decided to kill some younglings? Shady 
protagonist aside, this is easily the 
best Disney Infinity game yet.

With this Star Wars starter pack you 
get two new figures, Ahsoka Tano and 
Anakin Skywalker (better characters 
sold separately) and the Twilight of the 
Republic campaign. It’s a mix of light 
platforming, so-so space battles that 
play a bit like my-first-Battlefront, and 
hack-and-slash lightsaber combat. 
The latter makes up the bulk of the 

campaign, which is great because 
it’s far more engaging than combat in 
the average action-platformer. Simply 
mashing ‘attack’ won’t cut it. You have 
to use the force to break defences, 
dodge incoming attacks and use your 
lightsaber to deflect laser blasts. 
Basically, all the cool moves you see in 
movies, but that few games get right. 

Multiple planets can be explored, 
with lots of NPCs and flying ships 
making it feel like you’re walking 
around in the Star Wars universe, 
backed by that unmatchable score. 

Twilight of the Republic does get 
repetitive during its short campaign. It 
also plays its story surprisingly straight, 

with little of the wit that made Lego 
Star Wars shine. Maybe that wouldn’t 
be such a problem if it wasn’t set 
during the plodding prequels’ timeline. 

Toy Box mode lets you mix different 
Disney toys from the different films/
universes and create your own levels. 
It’s been improved massively for 3.0, 
with handy sidekicks, music creation 
and clearer tutorials. It still leaves us a 
little cold – it’s basically a production 
line for 6/10 licensed platformers – but 
this is the most generous, accessible 
Toy Box yet, and there’s a lot to enjoy 
before you have to start shelling out for 
more playsets. Disney Infinity is finally 
starting to fulfil its potential. OXM

You can throw your sidekicks into obstacles 
and enemies. Good moral for the children.

The Star Wars 
universe fits 
well with 
Infinity’s 
visual style.

TOM STONE
Live OXM Tom Stone
@TheTomStrange

ThE kNOwLEdgE
whAT iS iT?
The third Disney 
Infinity game, now 
with Star Wars 
characters.

whAT’S iT LikE?
Playing as  
characters from the 
prequel trilogy but 
actually having fun.  
A paradox? 

whO’S iT fOr?  
Younger fans who 
aren’t ready for 
Battlefront. Wait, Star 
Wars is for children?

rEviEwEr

Third time’s the charm in a galaxy far, far away…

 PubLiShEr DISNEY INTERACTIVE STUDIOS / dEvELOPEr AVALANCHE SOFTWARE / fOrMAT XBOX ONE / rELEASE dATE OUT NOW

diSNEY iNfiNiTY 3.0:  
STAr wArS STArTEr PAck

With Lego Dimensions just 
around the corner, Disney 
ups its game. Not quite the 
best family Star Wars game 
out there, but this is a fun 
action-platformer and the 
most substantial Infinity yet.

Overall

7
The OXM verdict

What’s lazier than writing nasty words about 
Jar-Jar? Nevertheless, what a dope.

The WOrST bIT WhaT haPPeNS 
NeXT?

? A playset 
based on 
the original 
trilogy is 

incoming, with 
another based on 
The Force Awakens 
later this year. 

hAN SOLO
You get to play as 
Han for all of two 
minutes during 
the opening of 
the game. Then 
you’ll have to  
pay for him. 

COOleST CharaCTer
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W
e’re no experts when it 
comes to hunting. But 
even we could do better 
than the ‘hunter’ you 
play as in The Deer God. 

He’s so focused on shooting his prey, 
he doesn’t even notice a freaking wolf 
attacking him. Instead of deservedly 
dying of idiocy, the titular Deer God 
punishes you for killing an animal by 
reincarnating you as a deer until you’ve 
learnt your lesson. And so you stroll 
through an average platformer, often 
engaging in rubbish beast-on-beast 
combat that involves slaughtering 
most of the animal kingdom. Apparently 
murdering animals is no longer a big 
deal now that you’re a deer…

Maybe it’s that beauty is only skin 
deep. The Deer God’s beautiful pixel art 

has been wowing us for a while now, 
and it looks even better in motion, even 
managing to outshine Fez. Galloping 
across desert landscapes at sunrise is 
enchanting enough for us to burn down 
all the three-dimensional churches and 
start bowing at this temple of 2.5D.

But the game underneath that 
beauty is blander than stale gruel. 
You run along randomised terrain, 
fighting animals, jumping spike pits 
and wondering if you’ve accidentally 
stumbled into an arcade in 1987. 
Unlockable powers (shootable fireballs, 
a dash that breaks blocks and so on) 
do little to liven things up, with the 
games one semi-original idea being  
the ability to procreate.

Catch the eye of a doe and a small 
heart will start filling between you. 

Once it’s full, your offspring will pop 
into existence, ready to travel by your 
side. Not quite how we remember 
learning the birds and the bees in 
school. If you perish, the new deer will 
take your place. Better die quick then, 
as the offspring AI is suicidally stupid. 
Watching Tom Jr happily leap into an 
insta-death spike pit was hard, but 
witnessing Tom the 46th stroll into 
easily avoided fires was enough to put 
us off parenthood for good.

The game barely outlives the dumb 
doe. Several fetch-and-carry missions, 
a few lame boss fights and that’s your 
lot. It’s a short, generic NES adventure 
that’s had amazing plastic surgery to 
hide dated gameplay underneath. Only 
consider playing The Deer God if you’re 
looking to reaffirm your atheism. OXM

This priest is very open-minded. Wonder what his thoughts 
are on deer-human marriage? Asking for a friend.

Find deer 
statue. Do 
sliding block 
puzzle. Unlock 
new power. 
Wake us when 
you’re done.

TOM STONE
Live OXM Tom Stone 
@TheTomStrange

ThE kNOWLEdgE
WhaT iS iT?
Gorgeous but  
shallow 2.5D 
platformer that sticks 
a flame-firing deer 
atop the food chain.

WhaT’S iT LikE?
Plugging your 
controller into some 
beautiful artwork.

WhO’S iT fOr?  
Those who want to 
role-play Bambi’s 
mother getting  
brutal revenge.

rEviEWEr Forgive us, father, for we have played this

 PubLiShEr CRESCENT MOON GAMES / dEvELOPEr CRESCENT MOON GAMES / fOrMaT XBOX ONE / rELEaSE daTE OUT NOW

ThE dEEr gOd

Why are pretty people so 
ugly on the inside? Glorious 
art is a feast for the eyes, 
but if you’ve ever played a 
platformer, you won’t be 
able to shake the feeling 
you’ve seen this all before.

OverAll

5
The OXM verdict

DiD yOU 
knOW?

? The game is 
dedicated 
to a cardinal 
(the bird, 

not the Catholic 
– we think) that 
the developer ran 
over. Oh.

LIMBO
This is how the Deer God 
should have punished  
that stupid hunter – by 
sticking him in this  
utterly brutal (not to 
mention far superior)
monochrome nightmare.

WOrse ThAn…

Animals can hurt each other, as well as  
you. Use that to your advantage.

prO Tip
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T
o the untrained eye, it would 
appear Konami’s Pro Evolution 
Soccer series hasn’t done that 
much actual evolving over the 
course of its lifespan. Sure, 

the boots have gotten more colourful 
and the haircuts sillier, but it’s still 
basically the same game that wowed 
PS2 owners 14 years ago, isn’t it?

Maybe, maybe not. But the fact 
remains that although PES is seemingly 
as unchanging as Steven Gerrard’s 
haircut, every Autumn we feverishly 
await the latest game all the same. And 
that’s because, despite their broad 
year-on-year similarities, each PES 
game is balanced differently from the 
last. Each one offers a fresh challenge 
that needs to be broken into like a new 
pair of football boots. And this year’s 

offering delivers arguably the most 
compelling battles between free-flowing 
offence and stifling defence we’ve ever 
seen in a football video game.

Buoyed by a new collision engine 
that allows for greater separation 
between the player and the ball, 
defenders are given carte blanche to 
play more physically than ever. Line up 
against an AI team on Pro or higher and 
you’ll immediately notice their change 
in attitude; defenders press and dog 
you relentlessly while you’re on the 
ball, choking the life out of hesitant 
attacks and forcing midfielders into 
making hasty decisions on the ball. 
Sloppy attacks are quickly snuffed out 
by defenders, who use their bulk to 
muscle marauding forwards off the ball 
and break up counter-attacks.

Defending will always be inherently 
less exciting than attacking, but at 
least this year it’s empowering. The 
collision engine breeds a sense that 
as long as you’re disciplined enough at 
the back, you have the tools to keep 
attackers out of danger areas without 
resorting to desperado tackles. Instead 
of being deployed as the first line of 
defence, here you’re encouraged to 
keep sliding tackles holstered unless 
absolutely necessary, resulting in 
games of football that flow freely and 
aren’t broken up by whistle-happy refs.

Alas, defenders quickly discover 
that PES 2016’s more sophisticated 
physics engine proves a double-edged 
sword. Picture the outcome of an 
aerial skirmish between two opposing 
midfield generals; once a header has 
been won, instead of gravitating its 
way to the nearest player as if drawn by 
magnets, there are far more instances 
of the ball dropping into no-man’s land, 
allowing alert forwards to nip in and 
close in on goal. When we had the ball 
in advanced positions, we also felt far 
more confident in our ability to take on 
defenders. Realistic ball physics mean 
you can ride challenges and embark on 
thrilling forays into the box. 

Probably the only time you’ll see the Netherlands  
and France in the same pic in 2016. Zing!

Pro EvoluTion SoccEr 2016
 PubliShEr KonAMI / DEvEloPEr PES PRoDucTIonS / FormaT XBoX 360, XBoX onE (REvIEWED) / rElEaSE DaTE  ouT noW

Football evolves into its final form
alEx DalE
live chocoboofDoom 
@SporadicDaler

ThE knowlEDgE
whaT iS iT?
PES Productions 
celebrates its 20th 
anniversary with the 
best PES yet.

whaT’S iT likE?
Silky-smooth on 
offense, crunchingly 
thuggish on defence.

who’S iT For?  
Football fans who 
knows thair cabayes 
from their Kouyatés.

rEviEwEr

 Leagues apart
PES’ life-absorbing Master League 
mode, which allows you to live the life 
of a football manager (with a comedy 
haircut), is now even more life-absorbier, 
thanks to a revamped transfer system 
that allows you to delve deeper into 
scouting and negotiations rabbit holes 
in your quest to build the perfect side.
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if you need to press for an equaliser you can risk  
asking your defenders to play with a high line.

with both 
long and 
short passes 
refined, 
there are 
numerous 
ways to 
break down 
congested 
midfields.  If you’re worried that this set up 

seems to lend itself to ugly long-ball 
tactics, then you’re only right to an 
extent. hoofing the ball blindly up the 
field can be effective, particularly if you 
pack the midfield, but PES’s passing 
game is so effective that you’ll actively 
choose to begin attacks from the back. 
In particular, your AI teammate’s off-the-
ball movement is superb, allowing you, 
with practice, to chain together thrilling 
passing moves that swashbuckle 
through the opposition. If you desire 
an extra level of control, there are 
further advanced button combos that 
can be deployed to send teammates on 
particular runs, but the dozy-of-thumb 
need not fear: the core movement is 
so strong that it allows savvy players 
to score beautiful goals organically 

without having to get bogged down 
with the minutiae of the control system. 

But as tidy and fun as chaining short, 
sharp passes can be, sometimes you 
need to stretch the play. Long passes 
are an area where PES 2016 has notably 
made strides. There’s a lot more finesse 
in the way the game judges what you’re 
attempting to do. If you’re just outside 
the range where you’d normally whip 
a cross into the box, holding down 
the pass button will instead initiate 
a diagonal cross-field pass, instead 
of crudely hoofing the ball into Row z. 
Mastering long passes is an essential 
skill when weather conditions take 
a turn for the worse; wind conditions 
affect the flight of the ball and 
downpours quickly saturate the pitch, 
reducing the distance the ball travels, 

necessitating either a tactical reshuffle, 
or a shift to more direct tactics.

But despite the Fox Engine’s best 
efforts, PES 2016’s weather effects lack 
the sodden, grimy feel of FIFA’s howling 
wind and rain; this is representative of 
the presentation woes that continue to 
be the series’ Achilles heel. Stadiums 
lack the thumping match day feel 
of FIFA, and in places there’s just a 
general lack of interest in maintaining 
the suspension of disbelief – take the 
giant, obtrusive celebration menu that 
now pops up when you score a goal.

But then, PES’s heart has never been 
in the Sky Sports studio, exchanging 
pleasantries with Jamie Redknapp. PES 
has always felt like it’s more at home 
in the blood and thunder trenches of 
Sunday park football – a real sim for 
real fans. And fittingly, in a year where 
PES Productions celebrates its 20th 
anniversary making football games, all 
those years of quiet evolutions have 
coalesced into this, the best pure 
football game we’ve ever played. Pro 
Evolution Soccer, indeed. oxm

“Defenders are given carte blanche 
to act more physically than ever”

This year’s PES has improved 
its game in all the right 
areas of the pitch, resulting 
in a pulsating, best-in-class 
football sim – although 
there’s room for improvement 
presentation-wise.

Overall

9
The OXM verdict

Send an AI teammate in to pressure an 
attacker and make sure you stay in position.

PrO TiP

The Xbox version of the game lacks the 
PS4/PC’s powerful kit-editing suite. Boo! 

The wOrsT biT besT 
Price

£
32.99

zAvvI
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O
n 23 November 2014, in a 
match between the New 
York Giants and the Dallas 
Cowboys, rookie wide receiver 
Odell Beckham Jr made a 

spectacular one-handed reception 
that was immediately dubbed ‘the 
touchdown of the century’ by pundits. 
A video clip of the play went viral 
around the world – even in countries 
that wouldn’t normally know the end 
zone from their elbow.

In recognition, this year’s Madden 
pays tribute to the art of the wide 
receiver with a thoughtful and 
engaging update to the oft-ignored 
catching side of the game. Now, when 
the quarterback releases the ball and 
control switches to the WR, you have 
a split second to decide which one of 

three ‘types’ of catch you’re going to 
attempt. Will you play the percentages 
by going for a possession catch? Or 
will you attempt to gain an extra yard 
or two using the RAC (run after catch)? 
It’s riskier, but then football is a game 
of inches and that extra step or two 
could be the difference between a first 
down and a punt. Or will you attempt 
to apprehend it like Beckham with an 
aggressive, highlight reel catch? It’s far 
from a sure-fire thing, but if your WR 
is skilled enough, and he finds himself 
under immense pressure, it could be 
the way to go. Muck it up however and 
you’ll rack up interceptions like they’re 
going out of fashion. 

Fortunately, you can make the WR’s 
life a little easier thanks to some new 
weapons in your throwing arsenal. 

If you like how your WR matches up 
against the defence, you can throw the 
ball high by holding down LB, or feather 
a pass over defender’s heads by 
double-tapping the receiver icon. But 
if the odds aren’t in your favour, you 
can deliberately throw the ball low by 
holding LT. It makes life difficult for the 
receiver, but you’ll decrease the risk of 
conceding a costly interception, too.

These changes tighten up a 
template that was beginning to sag 
with age, making each play feel 
dynamic and physical. It comes at the 
cost of some immediacy, and you’ll 
need to put time into the tutorials 
before your more ambitious ideas bear 
fruit, but put in the graft, and Madden 
16 will give you all the tools you’ll need 
to trend in Lithuania. OXM

The game often throws up suggestions while the ball’s 
still in flight, which can throw you off your game.

If Madden 15 
was an 8 and 
long, then  
this is an  
8 and inches.

AleX DAle
live ChocoboOfDoom 
@SporadicDaler

the knOwleDge
whAt is it?
It’s EA’s 28th(!) 
consecutive 
American football 
game. Madden- 
ingly prolific.

whAt’s it like?
New catching options 
force you to approach 
old situations in  
new ways.

whO’s it fOr?  
Despite the bump 
in showstopping 
catches, this  
is a Madden for  
the tacticians.

reviewer Catch as catch can

 Publisher EA / DevelOPer EA TIBuRON / fOrMAt XBOX ONE / releAse DAte  OuT NOW

MADDen nfl 16

Smart alterations to the 
throwing and catching 
game shake up the Madden 
formula enough to pass 
the taste test, without 
necessarily adding any  
new ingredients. 

Overall

8
The OXM verdict

Draft Champions is sharp and punchy, and 
finally brings Fantasy Football to Madden.

The besT bIT

Presentation is slick, but dodgy commentary 
and unskippable cut-aways begin to grate.

The wOrsT bIT besT 
prIce

£
41.99
365games.co.uk
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V
elocity 2X straddles two 
genres – top-down shooter 
and side-scrolling action-
platformer – expertly. As Lt 
Kai Tana, you’ll zip around 

in a nippy little craft, blasting nasties 
and rescuing survivors. Occasionally 
the labyrinthine levels require you to 
trigger gates to deactivate energy 
barriers, and often that requires you 
to dock, whereupon Tana exits her 
ship to sprint, slide and leap around a 
2D stage. The controls are gratifyingly 
responsive, the action fast and fluid 
and the strikingly angular art ensures 
it looks as good as it plays. The story, 
told in comic-book panels, is fairly 
superfluous, but it’s not bad – and if 
you’d rather get on with the business 
of shooting stuff you can skip all of it.

In either mode you can trigger a 
short-range teleport. It’s perfectly 
calibrated when you’re inside the 
cockpit – hold the button, nudge the 
stick and release – though during side-
scrolling sections it’s a little trickier. 
Tana’s jump is reliable but leaves very 
little leeway when it comes to timing. 
The absence of a health gauge or lives 
systems is a double-edged sword. On 
the one hand, dying is rarely much of 
a setback, with generous checkpoints 
and almost instantaneous restarts. 
Yet as a result there’s little sense of 
tension when you’re attempting a tricky 
section – unless you’re aiming for a 
gold badge on one of the longer levels. 

Once you know a stage inside out, 
it’s properly thrilling to whizz through 
at high speed, achieving a sense of 

flow that can be dazzling to witness. So 
it’s a pity FuturLab seems so keen to 
disrupt that rhythm. The more elaborate 
stages are fun to negotiate on a first 
attempt, but to speedrun? Not so 
much. Similarly, the introduction of a 
handheld teleportation device, which 
at times requires pixel-perfect throws, 
kills the momentum stone dead. Most 
players will be happy to repeat the first 
few stages until they beat the par time, 
but as courses grow more drawn-out, 
silver and bronze will begin to suffice. 

If Velocity 2X serves as a reminder 
that less sometimes really is more, for 
the most part it’s an absolute delight. 
Polished, smartly assembled and 
rarely short of ideas, it compensates 
for its few shortcomings with style, 
confidence and explosive pace. OXM

The Critical Urgency and Dual Core add-on packs feature 
challenges even tougher than any found in the campaign.

Daily sprint 
challenges 
offer an 
incentive to 
return: you’ve 
one shot at the 
leaderboard.

Chris sChilling
live Rockin Stroll 
@schillingc

the knOwledge
what is it?
A jet-heeled 
Jack of all trades: 
platforming, puzzling 
and shooting.

what’s it like?
Did we say it was 
fast? It’s fast. 
And sometimes 
frustrating.

whO’s it fOr?  
Got quick reflexes 
and plenty of 
patience? Here’s your 
dream game.

reViewer A spiky challenge for speed freaks

 Publisher SIeRRA / deVelOPer FuTuRLAb / fOrMat XbOX ONe / release date  OuT NOw

VelOCity 2X

By turns breathless, 
brilliant and fist-chewingly 
demanding, this might allow 
its tempo to drop too often, 
but if you can cope with its 
most stringent demands, 
you might just fall in love.

Overall

8
The OXM verdict

WHaT HaPPeNS 
NeXT?

? Futurlab has 
released a 
brief teaser 
of a 3D model 

of Kai Tana. Could 
be a figurine, or is 
Velocity 3D on the 
way? Could be fun.

Completing a tricky bit without stopping. 
The game makes mastery look cool.

THe beST biT

The despair of reaching the end of a lengthy 
stage a few seconds shy of a ‘gold’ time.

THe WOrST biT
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ALSO
 RELEASED
Condensed criticism of  
the other new games in 
shops and on Xbox Live

6

 FORmAt XboX one / REviEwER Chris sChiLLing /  
PRicE £15.99

PuRE HOLD’Em

3

 FORmAt XboX one / REviEwER Chris sChiLLing /  
PRicE £7.99

GiAnA SiStERS: 
DREAm RunnERS

After 2013’s Twisted Dreams suggested 
black Forest had the talent to make 
the Giana Sisters revival worthwhile, it 

makes this multiplayer platformer-cum-racer, 
one of the worst games we’ve played all year. 
it’s a solid idea: a racing game in the vein of 
Micro Machines where the objective is to get 
far enough ahead of opponents to push them 
off the screen – in the form of a platformer. 
but none of it works. each stage has to 
function as both platform stage and race 
track, but the design doesn’t satisfy on either 
front. Dreadful feedback and environments not 
conducive to flow mean every race 
has a halting, staccato rhythm. 
Most of the time, it looks like four 
drunks with hamstring injuries 
trying parkour for the first time. 

7

 FORmAt XboX one / REviEwER Chris sChiLLing /  
PRicE £7.99

tHE BRiDGE

t his puzzle game explores a dreamlike 
world based around buildings clearly 
inspired by the works of MC escher, all 

mirrors, spirals and impossible structures. 
Puzzles grow from a single, simple idea: 
the power to rotate the level as you guide a 
shuffling avatar towards the exit. often there 
are keys to grab, and the space is shared 
with a spherical rock – ominously referred to 
as The Menace – that is equal part crushing 
threat and solution-enabler. it’s often possible 
to stumble on answers with haphazard 
rotations, with the real head-scratchers 
consigned to the game’s final third. ironically, 
come the difficulty spike, our sluggish hero 
proves he isn’t quite up to the task. 
Persevere, however, and the final 
run of mirrored stages, remixing 
what came before, are ample 
reward for earlier frustrations. 

Do you like your card games served with 
a helping of dystopian horror? Pure 
Hold’em has you covered. it presents a 

disturbing vision where the titular pastime is 
enjoyed not by human beings but by sentient 
tablets, which gather together to play a few 
hands, using advanced nanotech to invisibly 
move chips and shuffle cards. Look at the 
mahogany tables with their expensive baize 
and injection-moulded chips and it’s clear this 
is a class act, but that inability to see your 
opponent makes it a poor substitute for the 
real thing. hold’em is a game about reading 
tells and learning behaviours, here the other 
humans are rendered as a progress bar. We’re 
sure there’s an audience out there 
for a game of digital poker that’s 
put a little effort into dressing for 
the occasion, but we wish this 
had a little more soul. 

OctODAD: DADLiESt cAtcH

this salty but sweet tale about an 
octopus trying to pass himself off 
as human has it all: adventure, 
romance, subterfuge. After a chaotic 

wedding – turns out putting on a ring with 
analogue-controlled tentacles is no small 
task – our hero us plunged into a suburban 
gauntlet of lawns, bbQs and family dinners, 
hiding that eight-legged truth bomb as 
mundane chores mutate into tests of skill. 

beyond those slapstick elements are 
some tender moments that lend the game 

a Pixar-like sheen; a flashback revealing 
the origins of octodad is certain to shiver 
your timbers. of course, you’re only ever 
one arm-flail away from throwing a table 
at your kids and spoiling the moment. even 
more so when legs are divvied up in co-op 
mode. You’ll welcome that extra obstacle, 
because this is not a long game 
– and what is here is prone to 
repetition. it has buckets of 
humour and spades of heart, 
but ironically lacks the legs.

7

This is pretty much how we do our own grocery shopping. So 
much healthy produce, we can’t decide what to grab first!

 FORmAt XboX one / REviEwER JennY bAker / PRicE £11.99

Visit gamesradar.com/oxm 
for the full reviews
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A tower defence-cum-third-person 
shooter hybrid, Toy Soldiers: War 
Chest offers factions ranging from the 

straight-laced (mopey WWI Germans) to the 
outrageous (an ultra-camp Care Bears/My 
Little Pony knock-off faction). They all look 
great and have real flourishes of character 
about them, even down to things like reload 
animations. But in practice, having direct 
control over the units and turrets isn’t as 
exciting a twist on the tower defence formula 
as it sounds. Instead, it mostly involves aiming 
in a general direction and holding the right 
trigger until things stop moving. 
There’s a hypnotic satisfaction to 
be had in racking up kills, but it’s 
not exactly exciting. However, on 
balance, it’s still a fair bit of fun.

MegA MAn LegAcy coLLection

Historical accuracy was high on Digital 
Eclipse’s checklist when it was 
tasked with porting all six NES-era 
Mega Man titles to Xbox One – so 

much so that they’ve been drafted over warts 
and all, with slowdown and screen flicker 
afflicting the later titles. Perhaps a little 
creative licence wouldn’t have gone amiss?

At £2 a pop, this seems great value on 
the surface, but not so much when you 
realise all six games follow the same dog-
eared formula. In each game all available 

levels are unlocked from the get-go, so 
you’re asked to pick one blindly, plough 
through it and (hopefully) defeat the boss 
at the end, claiming his special power. But 
the stages are designed to be attempted 
in a very specific order, and you’ll either 
find the amount of trial-and-error involved 
endearing or infuriating, 
depending on your persuasion. 
It’s a decent tribute to an 
overrated series, and the ports 
are accurate – to a fault.

5

There’s fun to be had in the Challenge mode, which  
remixes old gameplay slices into new courses.

 ForMAt XBOX ONE / reviewer ALEX DALE / Price £11.99

6 5

7

 ForMAt XBOX ONE / reviewer IAN DrANSfIELD /  
Price £11.99

 ForMAt XBOX ONE / reviewer EMMA DAvIES /  
Price £7.99

 ForMAt XBOX ONE / reviewer IAN DrANSfIELD /  
Price £11.99

 ForMAt XBOX ONE / reviewer MATTHEW CASTLE /  
Price £19.99

toy SoLdierS:  
wAr cHeSt

wHiSPering 
wiLLowS

MAgnetic:  
cAge cLoSed

Broken Sword 5

on the surface, Whispering Willows 
resembles an adventure game. You 
move through environments, picking up 

notes and objects, which unlock snippets 
of plot and allow you to progress. However, 
there are none of the normal point-and-click 
shenanigans of using combinations of items 
in bizarre ways. You don’t even need to open 
your inventory to use them; doors will unlock 
if you have the key, and ghosts who’ve asked 
for specific objects simply appropriate them 
once you strike up a conversation. The facile 
puzzles mean there’s a lack of need for 
lateral thinking, and unrewarding 
exploration means that this is 
more of a My first Point-and- 
Click than its great settings  
and story deserve.

the seductively-named Magnetic: Cage 
Closed is a puzzle game in the mould 
of valve’s Portal, but its equivalent of 

the portal gun, a push-or-pull magnet gun, 
is woolly and the root of most of the game’s 
irritations. Using magnetism to, for example, 
launch yourself over a sea of chlorine gas 
below would be pretty neat, if only it actually 
worked. It has physics that feel loose and 
controls that you find yourself mistrusting. 
for a game so reliant on accurate, considered 
play, this is unforgivable. for every one 
success, there are four other times when 
the game gets it wrong through no 
fault of your own, and you end up 
drowning in toxic guff. Which, 
coincidentally, is exactly what 
this game is.

Broken Sword is about weirdo cults 
practising arcane rituals (in this fifth 
episode, the Gnostics) built for a weirdo 

cult practising arcane rituals (playing point-
and-click adventures). After two ill-advised 
trips into 3D, George and Nico return to both 
2D and their kleptomaniac ways, swiping 
anything that isn’t nailed down and pranging 
it together until it solves their problem of the 
moment. It can be a little hokey, and the gags 
would have felt dated in the 1996 original. 
But in the age of Telltale’s histrionic life-and-
death decisions, it’s comforting to be in a 
world where the biggest threat is 
an ill-tempered goat. It’s comfy 
like a pair of old slippers; before 
you combine them with bagels to 
make rollerskates, of course.
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1  ARKHAM KNIGHT -  
1989 MOVIE BATMOBILE PACK

Comes with two Batman Returns-themed 
racetracks. Still can’t believe the Arkham 
Knight turned out to be Michael Keaton.

Price: £1.59

2   ARKHAM KNIGHT –  
1sT APPEARANCE BATMAN sKIN

Dress as Batman from his Detective Comics 
debut, back when it looked like Alfred 

knitted his outfit from a load of grey socks.
Price: £0.79

3   ARKHAM KNIGHT –  
BAT-FAMILY sKIN PACK

Three Batman outfits, one Catwoman, two 
Nightwing. How about an outfit for the 

Arkham Knight that makes him interesting? 
Price: £1.59

4   ARKHAM KNIGHT –  
RED HOOD sTORY PACK

Pre-order DLC now available to all. We 
wouldn’t bother, being that it’s even 

shorter than the Harley Quinn DLC.
Price: £1.59

5   ARKHAM KNIGHT – 
PROTOTYPE BATMOBILE sKIN

Looks alright, but we suggest holding out 
for the Prototype Batsuit, which Bruce 
stitched from actual live bats. Or not.

Price: £1.59

6   THE WITCHER 3 – NEW GAME +
That’s more than enough Batman. Restart 

your Witcher 3 save  with all your skills 
carrying over - but not your Gwent cards.

Price: FRee

W
here The Jaws 
of Hakkon was 
an exercise in 
tying up loose 
ends, The 

Descent feels as though it’s 
fashioning new ends and 
leaving them loose as anything. 
earthquakes are rocking 
ferelden’s underworld, spilling 
the underused darkspawn back 
into the dwarven deep roads – 
typically, the inquisitor is called 
in to find out what’s causing the 
tectonic-demonic kerfuffle. 

it’s clear where bioware’s 
priorities lie – this is as linear 
as Inquisition has ever been, a 
three-hour spelunk down six 
levels of mineshaft. You’ll mop 
up most collectibles on your first 
run, unlocking extra operations 
for a deep road-specific take 
on the war table as you go. 
bioware wants you to reach 

the end in as efficient a way 
as possible – but that doesn’t 
mean there isn’t resistance.

Unlike Hakkon, this pack’s 
designed to be played at any 
time during the main game, 
meaning it scales depending 
on your level, with each floor 
becoming tougher. there’s a 
lot to chew into, combat-wise, 
and the loot 
is plentiful, 
but whether 
it’s satisfying 
is a trickier 
question. 
that comes 
into sharp focus with a frankly 
terrible final boss, a huge step 
down from the main game’s 
large-scale battles. 

but we’d wager that some of 
bioware would tell us that’s not 
the point. the dlc’s storyline 
is laser-targeted at lore lovers, 

simultaneously introducing 
old enemies and delving back 
into the history of cloistered 
dwarven kingdom of orzammar – 
before, halfway through, flipping 
both elements on their head and 
creating brand new implications 
for thedas and its inhabitants.

it’s a neat tale, but it’s 
also purposely vague at its 

conclusion. 
some will find 
that enthralling, 
others 
infuriating. still 
more will be 
upset that it 

comes at the cost of Inquisition’s 
freewheeling exploration. how 
you play will be the deciding 
factor – taken amongst the 
sprawl of the full game this 
could be a fascinating aside, but 
played as a postscript, it feels 
appropriately tacked-on. OXM

//it’s a neat tale, 
and could even be 
seen as set-up for 
the next game//

DRAGON AGE: INquIsITION – 
THE DEsCENT
The only way back up is down

 PuBLIsHER ea / DEVELOPER bioware / FORMAT xbox one / REVIEWER Joe skrebels / PRICE £11.99

Make sure you’ve got some crowd control abilities 
– things are about to get very crowded.

ALSO  
ReLeASeD

From best to worst,  
the latest additions to  
Xbox Live Marketplace

Another flawed 
piece of DLC for 
Inquisition, 
but one with 
redeeming 
features for the 
right fans.

the oXM Verdict

6operations let you build bridges between out-of-
the-way architecture – time to go treasure hunting.
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CRYPT OF THE sERPENT KING
Very basic action-RPG. Squint, and 
you could be playing Dark Souls. On 
second thoughts, shut your eyes.

 *****

REALLY sCARY 3
Cook eggs, check emails, go to bed 
in this fright-free bore. That there’s 
three of these is truly scary.

 *****

MAIsON KANRAKu
Detailed pixel-art and good level 
design show a lot of effort went into 
making us deeply uncomfortable.

 *****

GAME OF HORROR
Recommends you turn up the 
volume and turn off the lights. We 
recommend turning off the game.

 *****

sPACE BATTLE
Woefully generic Star-Wars-was-
taken title aside this is a fun take on 
Asteroids with a decent soundtrack.

 *****

Indie Roundup / A look at those hidden indie gems and DIY disasters

Track editors 
looking for new 
tools might 
want to buy, but 
otherwise try 
the community 
courses.

An old favourite map 
has been given 
an excellent 
new twist. 
Battlefield 4 
looks pretty 
special in the dark.

the oXM Verdict the oXM Verdict

6 7

A gun-toting cat riding a 
purple-maned unicorn 
that breathes fire. that’s 

an instant red flag that a game 
might be trying a bit too hard to 
prove how crazy it is, not helped 
by a title that sounds like your 
granddad trying to be hip. 

it wouldn’t be an issue if the 
mystical stallion was a fun lead, 
but after months of playing with 
Trials bikes, a hoof landing on the 
track instead of 
a tyre just feels 
wrong. the six 
stages (of 30 
new here) that 
you play as the 
unicorn are a 
mixed bag, too. 
for us, the best Trials tracks have 
you inventing solutions on the 
fly. that’s made a lot trickier by 
levels that constantly teleport 
you between locations and ott 
visual design that can feel like 
your eyeballs are being assaulted 
by a kaleidoscope. the internal 
logic of the wackier stages also 
irritates. getting set on fire? 

Perfect, keep going! slight knock 
on the scenery? instant failUre.

shame, because when stages 
stick to a few focused ideas, 
they’re as fun as Trials has ever 
been. the goal is to get from a 
to b, or pull off as many tricks as 
possible. once you get used to 
the mad physics, it’s a great mix 
of score attack and time trial, with 
a just-one-more-go appeal that’s 
doomed many to playing until 

sunrise. one 
excellent new 
stage has you 
falling from a 
ramp in space all 
the way back to 
earth, with time 
for some huge 

scoring tricks in between.
the dlc also gives you over 

130 items for the track editor. 
Problem is, that track editor 
has made dlc like this a little 
obsolete. 30 tracks is nice, but 
when you can currently play 
28,263 user-created ones for 
nothing, it’s a little harder to 
justify ponying up. OXM

It’s a sign of the times when an 
online game being supported 
with patches and updates 

two whole years after release is 
seen as something uncommonly 
praiseworthy. we’re more 
accustomed to servers being 
turned off around this point, or to 
last year’s instalment becoming a 
wasteland of hackers and cheats.

in the case of Battlefield 4, the 
motive may well be to cultivate 
goodwill – the 
game launched 
in a rather sorry 
state. these days 
it’s healthier than 
it’s ever been, 
and the dev has 
seen fit to release 
a bonus map, free of charge.

zavod: graveyard shift is a 
reworked version of one of the 
base game’s best maps, taking 
the sunny environment of zavod 
311 and turning out the lights. the 
minimal emergency lighting found 
inside buildings is completely 
destructible, and indoor areas 
are inevitably plunged into almost 

total darkness over the course 
of a round. if you manage to feel 
your way back outside you’ll 
find it’s still gloomy but with just 
enough moonlight for snipers to 
headshot you as you emerge.

a floodlit area by the railway 
forms a high-vis play area for 
anyone who forgot to bring an 
infrared scope to the party, 
while the spotting distance has 
been heavily reduced to ensure 

anyone who 
wants to stay 
hidden can’t 
be tagged by 
campers sitting 
on rooftops.

it’s fun, 
although it isn’t 

really that much easier to sneak 
into a capture point undetected. 
the darkness seems to bring out 
the inner schwarzenegger in a lot 
of players, and vehicles equipped 
with thermal cameras find rich 
pickings as a dozen one-man 
armies go shotgun-crazy in the 
night. You certainly can’t fault it 
for value, though. OXM

TRIALs FusION –  
AWEsOME LEVEL MAX

BATTLEFIELD 4 – 
NIGHT OPERATIONs

 FORMAT xbox one  / REVIEWER tom stone / PRICE £7.99  FORMAT xbox one, xbox 360  / REVIEWER martin kitts / PRICE free

we used to think unicorns looked nice. Until we 
looked into those eyes. those cold, dead eyes...

it’s not easy being green. 
especially in a war zone.

//set on fire? keep 
going! slight knock 
on the scenery? 
instant failUre//

//the darkness 
seems to bring 
out players’ inner 
schwarzenegger//
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It claims to have over 400 hours of gameplay. It’s out in just a  
few months. Yet there’s still so much unknown about Fallout 4 that 
Bethesda has forced us to scavenge the information wasteland.  
Our journey has not been in vain, as we present 15 features of the 

biggest RPG of the year you might have missed

THINGS YOU 
DIDN’T KNOW 

ABOUT FALLOUT 4

Writer: Tom Stone
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IT reWArDS YOU 
FOr GOING SOLO

at least a dozen companions have been 
confirmed for Fallout 4, including a faithful 

hound, a humanitarian gunslinger and a robot 
butler. a great feature no doubt, but a big 

part of what made Fallout 3 special was the 
isolation. humanity had almost been wiped 

out, you were one of the few left alive, a 
feeling that really sank in when crossing the 
hostile wasteland alone. So it’s to Bethesda’s 
credit that you can still explore the wasteland 

that way if that’s how you want to live your 
post-apocalyptic life. You won’t be punished 
for the lonesome approach either – instead, 

you’ll be granted access to unique perks.

IT’LL Be SUNNY WITH A 
CHANCe OF rAIN. AND 
rADIATION STOrMS

Versatile, ever-changing weather is nothing 
new to open-world games, but they’re not 

usually set in a state that was hit by a nuclear 
weapon. living in a world with more water may 
sound ideal, but it puts you worryingly close 
to the Glowing Sea – so named because it’s 

where the bomb dropped. Storms that flare up 
from here are radioactive and could potentially 
hit you anywhere in the commonwealth at any 
time. Toxic water raining from above sounds 

like the ideal time to invest in a metal coat, but 
that may be unwise when irradiated lightning 

starts shooting from the skies.

THe SKY’S NO 
LONGer THe LIMIT 

Brilliant as Fallout 3 was, it rarely makes 
anyone’s Top Platformers list. a horribly 
limited jump aside, the game kept your 
feet firmly rooted to the ground. Fallout 
4, on the other hand, seems to judge 
us for every moment we don’t spend 

airborne. Using smoke signals calls down 
a Vertibird, a military aircraft usually used 
by the enclave. Once you’re in the air, why 
not celebrate by raining death from above 
with the Vertibird’s mounted gatling gun? 
and if you’re not a fan of aircraft travel, 
you can always snatch yourself some 

power armour with a jetpack…

MACHINe TO THe COre
 

We’re sure that some people will be more 
than happy to treat their robot butler,  

mr handy, with dignity and respect. most 
of us, however, are already planning to 
test the new V.a.T.S. system by blowing 

him to butler bits. The high level of detail 
in Fallout 4 includes the inside of the 

machines, so when you shoot chunks off 
robots, you’ll be able to see the circuitry 

whirring beneath the surface. a small 
but inspired touch – making androids go 
boom is so much more satisfying when  
we can see how hard it must have been  

to construct them. 

We’LL LeArN MOre ABOUT ‘THe INSTITUTe’

The Institute is a secret organisation with access to incredibly advanced technology. Those 
who dug deep into Fallout 3 will have learnt that The Institute is capable of building androids 

that resemble humans (and androids have been confirmed for Fallout 4). One Fallout 3 
character, Victoria Watts, was a member of the Railroad – a movement that aimed to free 
androids from their commonwealth-imposed slavery. Being that Boston is famous for its 

advanced technology and Fallout 4 is set in the commonwealth, we’re expecting a clash with 
The Institute to be in our future. If we’re wrong, you can have us institutionalised as revenge.

#02

#05

#04

#03

#01
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IT’S NOT reSTrICTeD 
TO YOUr XBOX ONe

 
Using your smartphone, you can download 

a Pip-Boy companion app, which 
functions as the Pip-Boy you use in the 
game. You can browse menus, upgrades 

and hopefully even play the various 
arcade-style games like Red Menace and 

Atomic Command (think Donkey Kong 
and Missile Command). a little gimmicky 
perhaps, but still a smart feature that’ll 
make it easier to navigate options for 

those used to being glued to their mobile. 
You could even tape it to your wrist  
for extra immersion. duct tape and 

stupidity sold separately.

#08

NOTHING’S LeFT TO CHANCe

much as we enjoyed V.a.T.S. in previous Fallouts, it did feel like playing with the cheats on.  
It paused the game, let us pick exactly where to shoot, and there was even a random chance 
of scoring a critical hit. Fallout 4 V.a.T.S. simply slows down time, so enemies are still a threat. 
The randomness of critical hits has also been dismissed, replaced with a critical bar. Once the 
bar is full, you can execute a critical hit, which could be the difference between victory or death. 
Filling that bar will depend on what perks and stats you have, but it adds a welcome layer of 

strategy. We’ll take this more tactical Fallout over its winning-by-random-chance predecessors.

#10

YOU CAN STAY 
OUT OF IT 

a great way of making an open world feel 
more real is the idea that citizens’ lives 

continue when you’re not around. Fallout 
3 often felt like everyone was just stood 
still, waiting for you to show up. now it’s 
possible to stumble on conflicts all over 
Boston. a pack of feral ghouls could run 

down some unfortunate raiders, and 
whether you get in on the action will be 

up to you (so long as you’re not spotted). 
Best of all, there’s nothing stopping 

you watching from the sidelines, then 
picking off the weakened survivors of the 

‘winning’ side and looting the corpses.

#06

YOU NeVer SHUT UP

The voice actors for both protagonists each 
recorded more than 13 thousand lines of 

dialogue, and the whole game has more talk 
than Fallout 3 and Skyrim put together. With 

that much conversation in the bank, this 
could risk becoming more chat-heavy than a 
Telltale game set in a debating society. avoid 
prolonged conversations by ignoring nPcs, 
walking off mid-chat or even shooting them 

straight in their jabbering jaws. If you’re feeling 
more social, you can talk to multiple nPcs 

simultaneously. That’s a potentially huge leap 
up from the limited storytelling options of the 
always one-on-one discussions in Fallout 3 

(and almost every RPG ever).

#07

IT KNOWS WHO YOU Are

It’s fair to say that Fallout 4 has a higher 
budget and longer development time than 
most games, allowing Bethesda to record 

real names for your robot butler to call you. 
There’s a good chance mr handy will refer to 

you personally, as over a thousand of the most 
popular western names have been recorded. 
We reckon Tom, alex, matthew and emma are 
pretty likely, but any adolfs out there might 
be in for some disappointment. There’ll also 
be plenty of ridiculous names in mr handy’s 
programming, so you can have your robot 

butler refer to you as ‘mr F**kface’ if you’re so 
inclined. We’ll pass. Some of us get insulted 

enough in real life.

#09

F e A T U r e
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WHeN IT ALL GeTS 
TOO MUCH, TALK 

TO A DOG
 

no offence to any of our canine readers, 
but dogmeat initially seemed to us to be 
one of the lesser companions on offer. 

how can he compete with a robot butler 
that once shot fire, or a sassy journo in 
search of a hot scoop? Well, along with 
helping in combat and looting, dogmeat  
is also a surprisingly good listener. You 

can stop and converse with him any time 
you want, complete with a variety of 

dialogue options. dogmeat will even bark 
back. With a friend like that, who needs 

human companionship anyway?

#15

THe FUTUre’S BrIGHT(ISH)

The Washington of Fallout 3 was designed to be a depressing-looking wasteland, which 
made sense for the story that game was trying to tell you. Your father, and later you, were 
trying to save humanity, which wouldn’t have seemed nearly as crucial if humanity hadn’t 
looked like it really, really needed saving. Fallout 4, on the other hand, is about a society 

that’s adjusted to the new world. For the population of post-war Boston, this is the only world 
they’ve ever known, and civilisation is starting to rebuild itself. So expect to explore a slightly 

lighter, brighter world. Full of feral ghouls and radiation poisoning. hey, it’s still Fallout.

#11

IT’LL TAKe US OUT 
TO THe BALL GAMe 

Fenway Park was the home stadium of 
the Boston Red Sox baseball team. In the 
post-apocalyptic world, it’s home to the 
citizens of diamond city, a new fortified 

settlement. like any flourishing city, it has 
a schoolhouse (the home of students), a 
food stall called Power noodles (the diet 
of students), a chem-I-care (for all your 
urgent medical needs), a commonwealth 

Weaponry (so you can inflict urgent medical 
needs) and Swatters, which specialises 
in baseball equipment. This might be the 

first Fallout game where we actually use a 
baseball bat for its intended purpose.

#13

YOU’re NOT JUST 
reSPONSIBLe FOr 

YOUrSeLF

constructing your own buildings and settlements 
has been one of the more controversial new 

features of Fallout 4. do we really want Minecraft: 
Nuclear Edition? But this is still town planning 
in the hostile, Fallout universe, so building a 

settlement is more violent than it first appears. 
Once you have settlers staying within your walls, 
you’ll start attracting raiders. Building weapons 
and defensive structures is critical to ensuring 
the survival of your people. Setting up traps 

should keep raiders at bay, and we’re already 
planning a frag mine trench for anyone foolish 
enough to consider knocking on our front door.

#14

 IT’LL Be ONe OF THe 
BeST SHOOTerS ON XBOX

having 50 weapons is impressive. having 
over 700 mods even more so, but it all means 

nothing if the combat isn’t up to scratch.  
a lot of effort has gone into making Fallout 4 

a great first-person shooter as well as a great 
RPG. Some Bungie talent was hired to help 
remodel the shooting, as well as closer-to-
home developers from machineGames and 
id. We’ll be able to mix and match scopes, 

muzzles, barrels, stocks and scrap old 
weapons to get parts for our beloved master 
weapon. Forget building a settlement, this 
is the kind of crafting that makes our inner 

psychopath oh so happy.

#12

FALLOUT 4





Squeezing more from your machine every month

metal gear solid v
top tips to turn you into a pro snake charmer.

98 oXm investigates 
We’ve got the best intel to keep MGS V from 
being a Phantom Pain in the bum. 

100 Now Playing:  
Perfect dark 
shooters didn’t always used to hold you so 
tightly by the hand, you know.

102 Now Playing:  
grabbed by the ghoulies 
Justin towell doesn’t want any trouble; he just 
wants to party on down with the reaper.

104 oXm investigates 
the terminator in WWE 2K16 is by no means the 
weirdest wrestler to enter the videogame ring…

106 oXm replay 
our tom explains why Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 3 
will alway be the king of the skate park. 

108 live spotlight 
the Spelunky speedrun that will make your 
attempts look like a snail on sleeping pills.

114 Best Forza 6  
driving surfaces 
roads? Where we’re going, we don’t need roads 
– there’s wedding cake to drive over instead.
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We take Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain by 
the throat and extract its juiciest secrets

How to be a bigger 
and better boss 

Unsurprisingly for a game 
concerning covert 
operations, Metal Gear 
Solid V is not the most 

transparent of experiences. 
It’s deeper than just about any 
title on Xbox One, but does a 
poor job of explaining those 
depths – leaving Big Boss to 
discover much for himself. 

Happening upon some hidden 
tactic or skill is a big part of the 
game’s appeal, but when you’re 
still learning how to play after 
40 hours it’s okay to ask for a 
few pointers. We’ve compiled 
the information we wish we’d 
known at the outset, as well as 
highlighting a few Easter eggs 
you might enjoy along the way.

Save yoUr 
bUlletS

Sneaking behind a guard with your 
weapon drawn lets you hold them up 

and issue commands to the now-cowering 
goon. Bring up the interaction menu with the 

left bumper and select ‘get down’ to force him 
to lie on his belly. He’ll stay down until found by 

another guard or you trigger a combat alert. 
So, er, avoid that. Another fun ammo-saving 

trick: during Reflex mode you can throw 
an empty magazine at a guard’s 
head to knock them out. Just 

don’t mess up your aim. 

travel in Style
Look around larger outposts 

and you’ll find a yellow triangular 
sign with a delivery manifest  

attached to it. Pick this up and you’ll  
be able to post yourself to that location. 

Simply equip the cardboard box, wait in the 
pick-up space next to the sign and  

you’ll have the option to get yourself delivered  
to any other point on the map for which 
you’ve already collected the manifest.  

It certainly beats having to call  
the helicopter and flying all the 

way back to the Aerial 
Command Centre.

eaSy QUiet 
takedown

Is your quivering aim  
preventing you from taking down 
Quiet? You can take her out in just  
two moves. Look out for her telltale  

glint with the binoculars and you’ll mark her on 
your map. Go into the iDroid, order a supply drop  

and place the delivery marker on her  
position – now denoted by a red triangle. 
When the package lands on her head, it 

takes off 50% of her ‘stun bar’. She’ll 
move to a new location and you 

only need repeat the trick to 
knock her out.

keep clean
Being in the field is seriously 

messy work, and the more missions 
you complete, the more Big Boss will 

accrue blood, dirt and general viscera 
stains. Leave it long enough and you’ll be 

forced to shower in a silly cutscene, but it’s worth 
taking a shower before then – dirt reduces his 
mental contentment and shortens the length 

of his Reflex ability. You can force Big Boss 
to smarten up his act by flying back  

to Mother Base and using one  
of the portable showers found on 

each of the main platforms.

tHe 
interrogation 

game
While the temptation is there  

to try to lure soldiers to shadowy places 
so they can be interrogated, it’s far more 

efficient to knock them out with a tranquilliser 
dart, pick up the body and carry it to a more 
secluded spot. Lay them down and press the 

right trigger by their head and you’ll kick 
them awake. Grab them as they get back 

to their feet and you can interrogate 
them without worrying about 
prying eyes. Put them back to 
sleep at the end, of course. 
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decorate  
yoUr box

It’s not just Official Xbox Magazine 
that is obsessed with free posters.  

Big Boss loves the things! Once you’ve 
swiped a poster – just hold the B button by 
a poster to grab it – you can attach it to the 
cardboard box for a range of effects. Press  

X when you have the inventory open and the  
box selected to attach a poster to the 
outside. A picture of a bikini-clad lady  

will make those Soviet horndogs 
salivate, while an image of a 

saluting soldier will force them 
to respond in kind. 

danger, men  
at work

In the early stages of Mother  
Base development, you’ll see yellow  
posters warning you of boxes falling  

from above. If you stand against the poster 
and zoom in (click the right stick) a heavy box 
will fall on your head, complete with a comedy 

 ‘boing’ sound effect. What, that’s not a  
useful tip? Okay, while you’re on Mother  
Base, grab and interrogate your men and 

they’ll reveal the location of rough 
diamonds hidden around your 
headquarters. Useful, but not 

as fun as the box thing.

USe SoUnd 
effectS

Developing the speaker for the  
iDroid enables you to play tapes out  
loud. While most will simply draw a  

guard’s attention, you can find one use  
tapes that have beneficial effects. The  

various animal-noise tapes (found by cages  
on the Animal Conservation Platform once said 

animal has been caught) can be played out 
loud to cancel a soldier’s suspicion. The 

Afghan Lullaby, found in the Wakh  
Sind Barracks, will put nearby 
soldiers to sleep. Sadly, A-Ha 

has no obvious effect.

an eaSy 
extraction

Question: why doesn’t Big Boss just 
tie a balloon to his own waist 

 and extract himself, rather than  
sneak out of the hot zone at the end of  
every level? Well, there is one way to  

manage it. When you have researched a  
level two fulton – able to lift the heaviest of 

objects – just climb on top of a shipping  
container, attach the fulton balloon and 

then hit the Y button to hold onto the 
balloon. You’ll be whisked out of 
the area without having to pay 

for a helicopter.

ocelot  
eaSter eggS

In Mission Two, where you first 
arrive at Mother Base to learn the 
basics of fulton extraction, ignore 
Ocelot’s instructions and use your 

tranquilliser gun on him. You’ll hear him utter 
some goofy lines about his power to resist the 

drugs and hear him mutter “La li lu le lo” several 
times. In other Ocelot Easter egg news, when 

you collect rough diamonds in the field 
you’ll occasionally hear him remark 

“That’ll fetch a high price” in an 
affectionate nod to Resident 

Evil 4’s Merchant.

find tHe 
legendary 
gUnSmitH

With over 100 side ops to complete,  
it’s easy to push them aside and focus  
on the main story. Once you’ve reached  

the Africa portion of the game, one side op will 
ask you to ‘Hunt the Legendary Gunsmith’.  

Complete this three-part mission as soon as  
you can, as it opens up gun customisation 

back at Mother Base, allowing you to 
cook up some useful combinations 
– such as a silenced tranquilliser 

rifle – long before you’ll have 
the R&D requirements.

danger, HigH 
voltage!

Heavy rainfall is useful for  
deafening nearby enemies, but it  

can be used for deadlier purposes, too.  
Collapse overhead power lines – just use  
an explosive on a support strut – during  

rainfall, and the exposed wires will combine  
with the wet floor to electrify the ground  

and stun any nearby enemies.  
Admittedly, all the chaos of bringing 
down the wires will likely draw even 

more attention, but it’s pretty 
darn satisfying to make those 

soldiers fry.

play witH a  
kid’S toy

After your first fight with Eli, 
you’ll be able to develop a water 

pistol. It doesn’t appear to have many 
great uses at first, but if you fire it at small 

electrical devices – such as antennae and radio 
transmitters – it will destroy them without making 

a decibel of noise. Also, during Reflex mode, 
squirt a soldier in the head with it and you’ll 

temporarily blind them, letting you run 
over and perform close-quarters 

combat without activating an alert 
phase. not bad for a piece of 

plastic junk, eh?

Starve enemy 
SUpplieS

Enemy forces adapt to the way 
you play as the game goes on – keep 

landing headshots and more soldiers will 
wear helmets; opt for night operations and 

more flashlights will appear in battle. Handily, 
this can be countered using the combat unit’s 

Deployment options. Scroll down the  
Deployment mission list and you’ll find 

operations to attack factories and 
production lines, clearly stating which 

piece of enemy equipment it  
will remove from the field. 

Handy stuff.
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Keep an eye out  
for the hidden  
bonus levels 
starring Conker. 
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beCaUSe… “i want soul, not just a soldier”
 Loving Having the freedom to figure things out for myself    Hating the ultra-whiffy ai  

o
riginally released on n64 in  
may 2000, Perfect Dark is 
almost old enough to get 
married, or drive a moped, 
or, er, both at the same 
time. it was born into a world 

before Halo and Call of Duty stomped 
their authority all over the first-person 
shooter genre, and that leaves it feeling 
oddly dated – even though so many of 
its ideas were ahead of its time.

the lack of iron sights and jumping is 
jarring, even though there’s no practical 
need for either. and even right to the 
end i was tapping both trigger buttons 
to shoot while dual-wielding, a neural 
misfire that cost Joanna dark a few 
brain cells of her own. but if there’s one 
aspect of Perfect Dark that wouldn’t 
look out of place today, it’s the mission 
objectives. take this example: sneak 
into an airport facility, shoot your way 

moment she strolls into check-in, 
security enters lockdown before she 
can get within sniffing distance of the 
shuttle. the solution? take a stroll 
around the building perimeter until you 
find a stewardess. a tranquilliser dart 
later, you’ve bagged yourself a disguise.

but before you can shut down security 
and go weapons-free, you need to get 
your equipment past a metal detector; 
swiping a suitcase from some suits on 
the top floor allows you to check your 
spy wares in as cargo. but this makeshift 
solution simply has you lurch to the 
next crisis, as you sprint to reach the 
observation room before they can alert 
the complex that you’re packing enough 
heat to take down australia.

Perfect Dark may be 15 years old, but 
it plays like a bold experimental game 
from the near future – a fusion of Halo’s 
energetic combat and Hitman’s real-time 
3d puzzle-solving. it’s an oldie younger 
generations should definitely strive to 
play; get past the control quirks and 
you’ll be rewarded with a game that 
shows shooters can offer so much more 
than hollywood bombast. ■ 

//it may be 15 years old, but it plays 
like a bold, experimental game from the 
near future – fusing Halo and Hitman//

Released
March 2010

Dev
rare/4J 
Studios

Pub
Microsoft 
game Studios

Format  
xbox 360

Score n/a

Recap 
Structured 
differently 
to today’s 
shooters, 
perfect Dark 
cuts the 
action up 
into little 
segments 
of problem-
solving.

DetaiLSthrough security and bust your way on 
to the presidential plane. Pretty sure i’ve 
done that in a Call of Duty game before. 
or was it Battlefield? maybe Homefront.

regardless, you can imagine how this 
level plays out in Call of Honor: Advanced 
Battlefront; a limp stealth section where 
you shadow another agent; firefights 
down a succession of corridors; if you’re 
lucky, a slow-motion breach at the end. 

nothing wrong with any of that, of 
course, but you’re being led by the nose 
the whole time. the designers never give 
you enough credit to find your own way 
to the goal; they’re probably too worried 
you’ll muck up the big set-piece they 
have planned at the end. You’re a soldier. 
Your job is to follow orders unflinchingly.

but Joanna dark isn’t a soldier; she’s a 
spy. and that means sourcing solutions 
on-site. the problem facing her in the 
aforementioned scenario is that the 

typical spy 
attire, we’re sure 
you’ll agree.

Alex Dale is playing… 

 Perfect Dark
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B
ack when Grabbed by the 
Ghoulies was new, something 
always saddened me: the 
ballroom scene. There are 
zombies and skeletons all 
dancing really happily to an 

electric-guitar version of the theme 
tune, complete with vinyl scratches from 
a badass mummy on the turntable. So 
cool. But when I try to join in, I always 
seem to get into a scuffle on the 
dancefloor and ruin everyone’s fun.

Sure enough, making my way across 
the now-HD dancefloor in Rare Replay, 
remastered in glorious 1080p, the final 
skeleton is indeed right in the middle of 
the exit gate. I disturb him, he attacks, 
his friends see the fracas… and I have to 
(re-)kill them all. Yes, I feel awful. Again. 

what? I slip by. I actually slip by.  
Sure, the mummy sees me, but I  
don’t fight back. I want him to return  
to his awesome party, not watch me  
smash his decks up and silence the 
music like I did in 2004. Instead, I grab 
the Rare bonus tome, and waltz out of 
the ballroom. And what pops up at the 
bottom of the screen? An Achievement 
called ‘Don’t Want Any Trouble’ for 
getting through without starting a 
fight. My chest puffs out. Zombies don’t 
deserve to die just because they’re 
zombies. Sure, they fart rudely and  
often, but I’m sure there’s all kinds  
of gaseous horror occurring on in their 
decomposing gut, so you have to give 
them the benefit of the doubt.

The whole game is just so daft, in 
the most British way possible - in the 
most Rare way possible. I love it all. The 
camp skeleton Mr Ribs, the locker with 
‘D. Jones’ printed on it… and of course, 
the groundskeeper, Fiddlesworth. Did I 
mention him? Pet my piglet! ■

Justin Towell is playing… 

 Grabbed by the Ghoulies
BECAUSE… ”This misunderstood classic has recieved a surprise HD facelift”

 LovinG The brilliantly British humour    HatinG The Grim Reaper. Whaddajerk

Released
Nov 2003

Dev
Rare

Pub
Microsoft 
Game Studios

Format Xbox
Score 8/10
Recap 
Kick, punch 
and fire-
extinguish 
your way 
through a 
creepy (well, 
‘3+’ creepy)
mansion 
in Rare’s 
ghoulish 
original Xbox 
brawler.

DetaiLS

The ‘petrified’ 
death animation 
after a touch 
from the reaper 
doesn’t feel  
‘3+’ to me.

But then, after finishing the shortish 
game (again), I came back for another 
playthrough (again). Yes, I love the game 
that much. Look, I know it’s got a stupid 
name that’s a play on a phrase I haven’t 
heard since 1987, but it’s absolutely my 
favourite Rare game. A grim reaper who 
plays his scythe like an electric guitar 
when he kills you? A groundskeeper 
named Fiddlesworth who says things 
like, “trample my turnips” every time you 
see him? What’s not to like?

Anyway, I carefully make my way 
across this dancefloor for the umpteenth 
time, and manage to get right into the 
far corner without disturbing anyone. 
And I watch that last skeleton. He does 
– momentarily – move from side to side 
as the music takes him. And you know 

//Zombies don’t deserve to die just 
because they’re zombies… you have to 
give them the benefit of the doubt//
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R
are’s second N64 game, 
following Killer Instinct Gold, 
helped establish the studio’s 
reputation as the cream of the 
crop. Blast Corps was critically 

acclaimed, wonderfully unique and, 
while not exactly a huge seller, it paved 
the way for a seemingly unstoppable 
run of chart-topping success. 

There’s still nothing quite like it. A 
small game by Rare’s later standards, it’s 
an action-puzzle hybrid where the aim 
is to clear a path for a nuclear missile 
carrier that can’t be allowed to slow 
down. If the carrier touches anything on 
its relentless crawl, it’s game over.

The cool twist is that each level must 
be completed with a set selection of 
vehicles. Levels have you racing to push 
blocks, move cranes, drive trains, shunt 
explosives, demolish houses and hop 
between various modes of transport.

O
h, I’ve enjoyed watching 
YouTube let’s players struggle 
with Underwurlde. They pinball 
desperately off the walls like 
a piglet trapped in a bus. They 

frown and mutter “What?” and “I… 
what?” And no one spots the helpful 
catapult sitting three pixels left of their 
starting position. I was bewildered by 
Underwurlde too – but bear in mind we’re 
talking some 30 years ago.

I was eight when Your Spectrum 
magazine ran a three-page Underwurlde 

buildings by backwards-powersliding 
through them, but it has a mind of its 
own. Sometimes it slides, sometimes  
it doesn’t. When it works, it’s a  
glorious thing, but most of the time  
it just refuses to obey.

My mates and I played this game to 
death back in the day, and none of us 
ever mastered Backlash. There would be 
a dozen pad-wrenching failures, then 
sudden perfection and a medal-winning 
score. Followed, despite seemingly 
doing the exact same thing again, by 
another run of failures.

Having spent such a long time living 
with the game, I suppose the team 
at Rare must have thought there was 
nothing wrong with Backlash. But Blast 
Corps is a throwback to a time before 
focus groups and design-by-committee, 
and somehow its glaring flaw makes it 
that little bit more endearing. ■

should have been a warning: among its 
list of 37 game features were, worryingly, 
‘bookcases’ and ‘chest of drawers’.

So what lay beyond the mansion? 
More of the same mansion. What 
amazing sights did the cave bubble fly 
you to? More cave. And, sure enough, a 
bookcase and a chest of drawers. The 
magical map I’d imagined shrivelled into 
a simplistic maze where the aim seemed 
to be to just fall off things and die.

Being fair, it’s not all that bad. Now 
I have a grown-up person’s hand-eye 
co-ordination, it’s surprisingly fun to 
persevere and pick my way across 
gaps with deft auto-jumps and rope 
swings. But it’s weird: as I play the real 
Underwurlde today, I still get the odd 
nostalgic twinge for the game I hoped 
it would be. Eight-year-old me is still 
there, half-hoping his daydreamed 
wonders are just a screen away. ■

Martin Kitts is playing… 

 Blast Corps

Mark Green is playing… 

 Underwurlde

BECAUSE… “I just love smashing stuff up”

BECAUSE… “I owe it to my eight-year-old self to actually finish it”

 LOving The little man’s arm-pumping run when dashing about    Hating Uncontrollable dumptruck Backlash  

 LOving Taking a trip down memory lane    Hating Taking a trip down yet another four-screen death chasm  

Released
Mar 1997

Dev Rare
Pub Nintendo
Format N64
Score N/A

Released
Dec 1984

Dev
Ultimate Play 
The Game

Pub
Ultimate Play 
The Game

Format ZX 
Spectrum

Score N/A

DetaiLS

DetaiLS

Every vehicle has its handling quirks. 
Some are simple, some destructive, 
some bizarre but predictable. And then 
there’s Backlash, which, despite being 
the worst and most frustrating thing 
about the whole game, is probably the 
first vehicle that comes to mind when 
reminiscing about Blast Corps.

It’s such an insane piece of design. 
Backlash is supposed to smash 

preview. It was 1984: no internet, no 
forums, no demos. So game hype 
happened inside you. The tiniest sliver 
of info embedded in your sugar-crazed 
imagination and mutated dangerously 
like a petri dish on fast forward.

My little brain filled the Underwurlde 
information vacuum with hoped-for 
wonders. What secrets lay beyond that 
intricately furnished mansion room? 
What amazing sights were just out of 
shot at the top of that cave’s bubble lift? 
With no trailers or gameplay videos in 
’84, a game was a kind of lucid dream, 
a playground in your mind that could 
be conjured up from an intriguing title, 
a magazine ad – always beautifully, 
misleadingly illustrated – or a chance 
encounter with a game’s box in an era 
before reliable nationwide release dates.

A few months later, I had Underwurlde 
in my home. The instruction booklet 
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//Arnold Schwarzenegger joined forces with 
various WWE Superstars to recreate one of 
the second film’s most iconic scenes//

OXM runs down the oddest WWE Superstars 
ever to be commited to pixel

Honky Tonk Man

WWE 2K15
An Elvis impersonator who crooned his 
own theme tune and once came to the 
ring in a pink Cadillac, Honky Tonk Man is 
best remembered as the longest-reigning 
Intercontinental Champion in history. A pity 
then that WWE 2K15’s Path of the Warrior  
DLC focuses on the humiliating way he 
dropped the title – a 30-second loss to  
the Ultimate Warrior.

Kamala

Legends of Wrestlemania
Billed from ‘deepest, darkest Africa’, the 
Ugandan headhunter Kamala was protrayed 
as a wild savage with no respect for the 
rules and indeed (later, as a sympathetic 
good guy) no concept of them – he’d often 
try to pin opponents stomach-down, much 

to the frustrations of the crowd. Wrestling is 
slightly more progressive these days.

Preorder WWE 2K16 and you unlock two 
rather unorthodox additions to the 
game’s already-bulging roster – two 
T-800 Terminator cyborgs, one based on 

the model from original 1984 movie, the other 
from the famed 1991 sequel Judgment Day. 
To publicise the offer, Arnold Schwarzenegger 
joined forces with various WWE Superstars to 

recreate one of the second film’s most iconic 
scenes (Dean Ambrose took the role of the 
unlucky chap who lost his clothes, his boots 
and his motorcycle). You’d think a couple of 
clanking, murderous Metal Mickeys would 
stand out like a sore thumb, but then again, 
WWE has had more than its fair share of in-
house oddballs over the years...

Raw cuts
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Chainsaw Charlie

WWE ’13
WWE didn’t exactly try too hard to conceal 
Texan ring veteran Terry funk’s identity  
when he resurfaced as Cactus Jack’s tag 
partner in 1998 – they simply threw a stocking 
over his head, chucked a (gimmicked, 
thankfully) chainsaw in his hands and sent  
him out to the ring to send the bad guys 
scurrying for sanctuary.

Bam Bam Bigelow

Smackdown vs Raw 2007
With flamed tattoos adorning his skull, the 
late Bam Bam Bigelow didn’t look like the  
kind of person you’d want to meet in a dark 
alley. Or a light alley. Or in a police station  
with an entire fleet of officers on standby 
to rescue you. Despite his intimidating look, 
Bammers spent much of his career as a  
crowd favourite. go figure?

Doink the Clown

Smackdown vs Raw 2010
At the height of his popularity, apple-
haired prankster Doink was the epitome of 
WWE hokey, chucking pies in villains’ faces 
and such antics. But he actually began life as 
a brilliantly sinister evil clown, making young 
audience members blub by spraying water in 
their faces or thwacking crowd favourites in  
the neck with cement-filled clown props.

The Mountie

WWF Superstars 2
A corrupt member of the royal Canadian 
Mounted Police force, the fact that this jerk 
would play up to his day job by wrestling in  
full uniform, while calling himself ‘The Mountie’, 
tells you everything about what kind of power 
trip he was on. He’d often win his matches via 
unscrupulous use of his electrified cattle prod, 
which he’d use to shock his…aaargh, none of 
this is real (steady on – Ed).

Gangrel

WWE ’13
He’s a vampire, don’t you know? Look at 
his fangs! gangrel liked to stroll to the ring 
while sipping an unidentified red liquid from 
a massive goblet – human blood, perhaps, or 
maybe Tizer. Sometimes he’d like to spit it  
out – or if was feeling extra frisky, he’d turn 
out the arena lights and when they switched 
back on, his hapless opponent would find 
themselves drenched in blood/Tizer.

The Boogeyman

Smackdown vs Raw 2007
It was never adequately explained what 
the Boogeyman’s ‘deal’ was – he was most 
commonly found skulking around backstage, 
terrifying everyone by either 1) leaping out  
of closets; 2) smashing an oversized alarm 
clock over his head; 3) shoving live worms 
down his throat; 4) shoving live worms  
down other people’s unwilling throats; 5) all  
of the above.

Papa Shango

WWF WrestleMania
We delve deep into the videogame archive  
for this belter from the early ’90s. reputedly  
a practitioner of twisted voodoo, Papa Shango 
got his jollies from setting his vanquished 
foes’ feet on fire in the middle of the ring,  
and once made the Ultimate Warrior vom 
up his breakfast. He’s well overdue for a 
comeback, wethinks.

Festus

Smackdown vs Raw 2010
When vignettes aired on TV introducing festus 
to WWE fans, most were left unimpressed. 
How could this unresponsive, drooling halfwit 
ever hope to run with the big dogs? But as 
we soon found out, as soon as the bell rang, 
festus dramatically morphed into an ultra-
aggressive powerhouse who finished off his 
opponents in double-quick time.
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O
ffer me a ride on an actual 
skateboard, and I’ll scream 
and call the police. Spare me 
the challenge of riding your 
wheely plank; you’re talking 

to a man who gets out of breath when 
he looks at a set of stairs. Stick me 
in front of Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 3, 
however, and I won’t let go of the pad 
for days. I might even start speaking in 
horrifying skate lingo as if I know what 
I’m talking about. 

This is a game that let a jelly-legged 
stumbler like me grind down ten-foot 
rails, backflip over gaping half-pipes 
and even do a kickflip. To this day, I’m 
still not quite sure what a kickflip is. 
Yet thanks to Pro Skater 3, I can do one 
with both hands tied behind my back. 
(As long as they’re still holding the 
controller, of course.) The first game 
in the series was hardly an accurate 
skateboarding sim, but developer 
Neversoft nailed making you feel like 
a pro skater – resulting in a hit. Its 
sequel was a huge upgrade, with tons 

more tricks, unlockables and levels 
that are still highly praised today. 

But if Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 2 is 
one of the greatest sequels ever, 3 is 
the magic number. The addition of the 
manual move is the final innovation 
that Hawk’s arsenal needed. It’s a 
deceptively basic trick, but one that 
can crucially keep your combo going 
while moving across the floor. Its 
inclusion lets you manual from ramp to 
rail without ever stopping your combo. 
For the first time, it’s feasible to keep 
skating for a level’s entire two-minute-
time limit. Tough to pull off, but the 
scoring potential means there are 
people on YouTube with scores of 
36 million. The last hints of realism 
have been rolled off a cliff, giving us 
the ability to chain grinds, spins and 
grabs that would tie an actual skater’s 
legs up in knots. This, combined with 
perfect controls, makes sure that fun  
is always the priority. 

Levels are bigger, but still focused 
enough that not an inch of space is 
wasted. You can pull off an insane trick 
anywhere, so long as you have the 
talent. In an era when developers were 
making huge areas of vacant 3D space 
just because it could, Pro Skater 3’s 
design shows admirable restraint.

There’s none of the tiresome 
clowning of Bam Margera that made 
Underground 2 more irritating than an 
itchy rash playing the ukulele. Instead, 
Pro Skater 3’s humour comes from 
charmingly silly background details, 
such as uptight security guards or 
ridiculously stereotypical Canadian 
NPCs, eh? It also taught me that all the 
world’s problems can be solved with 
skateboarding. Tongue stuck to an 
icy pole? Free the poor boy by skating 
into him. Being picked on? Skate over 
some snow and watch it bury that bully. 
World hunger? Knowing Pro Skater 
3, the solution to that is probably a 
hidden secret somewhere. 

On top of a vast skating quest 
there’s a generosity of unlockables 
that is enough to make DLC-raised 
modern gamers faint. Bonus tricks, 
skate videos, hidden skaters such as 
Darth Maul and Wolverine (easily the 
best game those characters have been 
in). Parent company Activision recently 
tried to charge Pro Skater HD players 
for the manual move as paid DLC. Pro 
Skater 3 acts more like a deadbeat dad, 
showering you in gifts to make up for 
the fact he’s never there. Thanks, Pop!

Pro Skater 4 was by no means bad, 
but its new additions spoilt a perfected 

//This taught me that all the  
world’s problems can be  
solved with skateboarding//

Details   
Dev Neversoft
Pub Activision 
Released 
Mar 2002 
scored 9/10

tony Hawk’s Pro skater 3
Before it took a RIDE off the rails, Tom Stone says there was no skating game finer

Not pictured: a 
pleased crowd. Or any 
crowd at all. What a 
wasted trick.
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tHis mOntH… 

Every month, OxM dips into 
its games Cupboard of Doom 
and plucks out a random 
game from xbox history. Will 
it be a classic or a howler? 
Let the balls decide...

PeteR JaCKsOn’s KinG 
KOnG: tHe OFFiCial Game 
OF tHe mOVie

a 
launch title for xbox 
360, Kong wowed critics 
across the land with its 
unique feature of being 
a game based on a film 

that wasn’t absolute dreck. Playing 
as Jack (Adrien Brody, reprising his 
role from the film), you land on the 
promising-sounding Skull Island. 
Soon you’ll meet 
giant bugs, 
giant bats and 
regular-size-
but-still-too-
big-for-our-
tastes raptors. These monsters try 
to slaughter you every chance they 
get. They must recognise Brody  
from Predators.

The game has guns, but they 
might as well shoot out flags with 
‘BANg!’ written on them for all the 
good they do. Survival is more  
about running. Just you, near-
useless weapons and a whole  
island of hungry beasts.

If nothing else, ARK: Survival 
Evolved should steal the food chain 
mechanic. Raptors find human 
meat delicious, but will take a juicy 
dragonfly over Brody’s Oscar-winning 
bod any day. Skewering tastier foes 
into makeshift kebabs, you lob 
them as distracting bait for tougher 
enemies, then run for the hills. 

So it’s a good 
jungle jaunt, 
frustratingly 
held back from 
greatness by 
its film tie-in 

obligations. Sections where you 
play as Kong are dull and have none 
of the tension of Jack’s story. The 
abrupt ending, where you play as 
Kong in a disappointingly linear 
New York, is a duff conclusion to a 
game about man trying to survive 
in a hostile land. Not quite a classic 
then, but good enough to forgive 
Brody for Predators. Oh okay, maybe 
let the raptors have a bit of a nibble.

//Skewering tastier 
foes into kebabs,  
you lob them as bait//formula. The largest levels yet meant 

the two-minute timer was scrapped. 
Previously, you could tackle several 
challenges simultaneously, but now 
you had to skate up to strangers and 
ask them for objectives, forcing you 
to do them one by one. So the game 
got bigger, but we got less freedom. 
Worse still were the dumb mini-games. 
I don’t go to Wimbledon to brush up 
on my skateboarding, so why was Pro 
Skater 4 asking me to stop for a round 
of tennis? Sadly, it’s the gimmicky 
mini-games that seem to have been 
one of the main inspirations for the 
Hawkster’s 2015 comeback. 

I like to be optimistic, but previews 
of Pro Skater 5 remind me that looking 
on the bright side is how people often 
go blind. I guess there’s a chance that 
the cel-shaded, projectile-firing sequel 
from Robomodo - the developer that 
made the derided RIDE - could be good. 
But it’ll never be as fun as skating 
through Canada as Wolverine. Don’t be 
sad, Activision. Few things in life are. ■

Subtle product placement was never the series’ 
strong point, if we’re being honest. hmm, what 
brand of boardwear should we buy next?

inFluenCeD by… 
THPS2 

Great predecessor, 
polished until it glowed. 

inFluenCe On…
 THPS5  

Well Robomodo has 
consulted with Neversoft…

WHat HaPPeneD next
Sequels got increasingly gimmicky, 
until broken-peripheral-packing RIDE 
and SHRED properly sank the series.
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L
ast summer, YouTuber 
Spelunky God set a new 
Spelunky world record, darting 
through the platformer’s 20 
stages in a logic-frazzling 
one minute, 41 seconds, 

beating his own record by six seconds. 
Speedrunning through Spelunky is an 
interesting challenge, because you can’t 
just rely on muscle memory like you 
can with most platformers, as the level 
layouts change with each playthrough.

This means you’re beholden to a large 
extent to Lady Luck – and she shone 
brightly on Spelunky God that day. The 
first slice of good fortune occurs when 
he happens upon a shop stocked with 
a teleporter, compass and a jetpack 
in the opening moments of stage 1-2; 
the trinity of special items considered 
essential if you have any intentions of 
bothering the world record.

But it would be extremely reductive 
to put Spelunky God’s success down 
to him being a bit jammy. Truth is, the 

randomness of the level design only 
makes his feat all the more impressive 
because at no point did he know what 
was around the next corner.

That’s where the jetpack comes into 
play; it gives an extra split-second’s 
safety net to react to danger – all the 
leeway he needed to teleport wildly 
and semi-blindly through the levels, 
deftly hovering over suddenly emerging 
spike pits with pixels to spare. This is 
where Spelunky God’s intuition and 
deep knowledge of the way Spelunky’s 
procedural engine crafts its levels comes 
into play: misjudging the teleportation 
distance and warping slap-bang into a 
solid wall, even just once, would spell 
instant death.

Even his remarkable shop serendipity 
came with challenges. The first store 
sprang up so early that he couldn’t 
afford the teleporter, so he had to kill 
the shopkeeper and bag it for free. This 
means all future store owners were 
gunning for blood, but by this point 
Spelunky God was in full flight, and not 
even shotgun shells could catch him. ■

//At no point did Spelunky 
God know what was around  
the next corner//

Spelunky
A speedrun record to treasure, for sure

Pay for our 
crimes in sweet, 
sweet gold? 
You’re damn  
right we will.

on the cLock

Details  Dev Mossmouth / Pub Mossmouth / Reporter Alex Dale

Pro tip: do not anger the 
yetis. Never anger the yetis.

This will blow your mind, but 
lava is also to be avoided.

If you Do one thIng In SPeLunky 
thIS month, make It… Watching 
Spelunky God’s near-unbeatable run 
on YouTube: bit.ly/1iltjux.

How we spent our 
time in the game

25% Impaled  
by spikes 
25% Stung to 
death by a hive of 
asshole bees 
25% Internal 
organs mangled by 
rampaging yeti 
25% Swallowed 
whole by curiously 
sentient man-
eating plant 
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P
eople dismissing videogames as ‘just for children’ is 
incredibly aggravating. Usually we slap them across the 
face with something aimed at adults, like Fallout 3. But 
now someone’s worked out a way to play through Fallout 3 
as a baby. Touché. 

The game’s tutorial is a brief summary of your childhood, taking 
you from crib to capital wasteland, but if you run out of a room fast 
enough while you’re a toddler, you can exploit one of the game’s 
8,356,882 glitches and remain a baby forever. Granted, finishing the 
game without ever hitting puberty is only possible thanks to some 
clever Pc mods – but now that mods are confirmed for the xbox one 
version of Fallout 4, is this the kind of madness we can expect?

Being a baby alone 
in a nuclear wasteland 
isn’t all fun and 
games. Since you’re 
tiny – and technically 
crawling – it takes ages 

to get anywhere. You’re also very weak, taking a lot of damage 
from enemies (if they can hit you that is, being small does have 
its advantages). Some of the most minor monsters are now huge 
threats – suddenly an encounter with the lowly mole Rat becomes 
a deadly sprint for survival. Just you wait until we’re old enough to 
shave, moley. we’ll have our revenge.

The confused game still makes you look like an adult, just baby-
sized. Probably for the best, as a game where you play a baby firing 
a nuke-launcher would probably inspire the Daily Mail to try banning 
computers. Baby talk is just a button-press away, too. Fallout 4 can 
keep its fancy-talking protagonist: this baby says “dA dA!” ■

W
e thought Batman felt no fear. Until earlier this year, that 
is, when we took a stroll along Gotham’s rooftops and 
man-Bat jumped out of nowhere, screaming in our  
faces. we practised our screaming, too. Even months 
later, we still sleep with the lights on, in a bed made of 

guns. Better safe than sorry, hey? 
Terrified as we were, we still managed to catch man-Bat, stick some 

cure in him and turn him back into weedy dr Kirk Langstrom. After putting  
the doc behind bars in the Gotham city Police department lockup, we were 
looking forward to a nice retirement of grappling up buildings without 
monsters jumping out at us. But then we heard rumours some of hidden 
Arkham Knight surprises awaiting us on halloween.

But even calendar man would be no match for the xbox one’s time 
and date settings, which 
stubbornly refuse to be 
changed. Too impatient  
to wait, we went online  
and watched crafty Pc 
gamers who’d manipulated 

the date to 31 october. To be honest, we’re probably more impressed that 
they actually got the Pc version to work in the first place.

At first we eagerly watched Bats glide from rooftop to rooftop. But then 
that damn bat-beast returned, leaping out at us again. A quick trip to 
GcPd reveals his shattered cell. Apparently a thin pane of glass wasn’t 
enough to stop a monstrous creature. “i was worried this might happen,” 
says Batman, accidentally revealing his true identity as captain hindsight. 
miraculously, it looks like no one in the lockup was hurt – apart from our 
hearts, of course. we’re never playing xbox on a holiday again. Sorry, Viva 
Piñata – i know we had plans, but there’s no way we’re risking whatever 
halloween horrors you candy-stuffed freaks might have in store for us. ■

Dev bethesda game Studios / Pub bethesda Softworks / 
Reporter Tom Stone

Dev rocksteady Studios / Pub Warner bros /Reporter Tom Stone

fallout 3
having a rough childhood? You’ve got 
nothing on this nuclear baby

Batman: arkham knight
Spoilers ahead, as 2015’s cheapest jump 
scare strikes again

If you Do one thIng In faLLout 3 thIS month, make It… Wearing 
a diaper while playing to build immersion. A future OXM gift?

If you Do one thIng In aRkham knIght thIS month, make It… 
Building up some nerve to make sure you’re playing on Halloween.

This baby  
saved the 
world. What 
have you done 
with your life?

//Being a baby alone 
in a nuclear wasteland 
isn’t fun and games//

//we’d heard  
rumours of hidden 
treats on halloween//

“batman’s 
stupid, bats 
aren’t scary” 
- people who 
haven’t seen 
this screen.
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T
his has been an incredible year for 
automechanical carnage, but even Vin 
Diesel leaping between skyscrapers in 
a supercar can’t compare to the sheer 
explosive insanity of Fury Road. 

George Miller’s long-overdue return 
to the ozploitation action series he launched in 
1979 is a defiantly old-school piece of film-making 
featuring real cars doing real stunts with real 
actors. CGI is used in smart, largely invisible, ways 
but it feels breathtakingly earthy and dangerous.

There isn’t much to the plot. Theron’s Imperator 
Furiosa is chased across a barren thermonuclear 
wasteland by tyrannical warlord Immortan Joe 
after she liberates his baby-factory wives. Max is 
simply swept up in the madness. What there is 
(in abundance) is full-throttle, nitro-fuelled 
mayhem, Miller’s frantic but never confusing 
direction maintaining a two-hour adrenaline 
high. Hardy makes a decent enough Max, but 
Theron’s fiery Furiosa is the standout. In short: 
absolutely unmissable. ■

Mad Max:  
Fury Road

Star WarS: 
aftermath

by Chuck Wendig

What iS it?
the first canon 
novel set after 

return of the Jedi 
in the new expanded 

Universe. 

Why’S it good? 
Battlefront and the 
force awakens are 
still months away. 
this will satisfy 
your desperate 
desire for more 

Star Wars for a few 
weeks/days/hours.  

Will it make  
me Seem Smarter  
and/or Cooler?

nothing is cooler 
than Star Wars, 
ergo the more you 
know about it, the 
cooler you are.

3,500 storyboards 
were created 
for fury road, a 
process that took 
almost 20 years  
to complete.

Starring Tom Hardy, Charlize Theron,  
Nicholas Hoult  
Price £4.95 (HD to rent)

True Detective:  
Season Two
Starring Colin farrell, 
rachael mcadams
Price £18.99 (hd to buy)

Nic Pizzolatto’s watercooler crime 
drama changed its case, location 
and cast for S2, but the results 
are a huge disappointment. The 
labyrinthine tale of murder most 
foul is too complicated for its own 
good, while the characters aren’t 
complicated enough. ■

Insurgent
Starring Shailene Woodley, 
theo James
Price £4.49 (hd to rent)

The second Divergent film has 
key moments set in VR sims – a 
sinister glimpse into the future of 
HoloLens? Probably not, but these 
physics-defying sequences are 
a lot of fun. The premise, which 
posits a society split into five 
personality-based factions, is still 
pure tosh though. ■

Run all Night
Starring liam neeson,  
ed harris
Price £4.95 (hd to rent)

The action renaissance of unlikely 
hardman Neeson continues in 
this gangland thriller, which 
shamelessly apes Road to 
Perdition as the son of big Liam’s 
hitman is marked for death. 
Stupidity prevails eventually, but 
the taut first half is a step up from 
the usual Neeson nonsense. ■

Get Hard
Starring Will ferrell,  
kevin hart
Price £4.95 (hd to rent)

This dubious comedy stars Will 
Ferrell as a business tycoon 
bound for the slammer who 
employs Kevin Hart to toughen 
him up. But Hart’s Darnell isn’t a 
convict, he’s just black. Ferrell 
plays the buffoon, but the film 
judges him while mining the same 
offensive stereotypes for jokes. ■

CU lt U re 
C o rn er
B oo kS

o X m  p i C k S:  B e l a t e d  S e q U e l S

Tron: Legacy
Microsoft Movies & TV
It took 28 years for Tron to 
get a sequel, but despite 
spectacular visuals, Legacy 
wasn’t worth the wait.

The Color of Money
Microsoft Movies & TV
Pool whiz Paul Newman 
teaches Tom Cruise the art 
of the con in Scorsese’s 
sequel to The Hustler.

Indiana Jones & the Kingdom 
of the Crystal Skull
Microsoft Movies & TV
Shia LaBeef swings with 
monkeys as Spielberg 
nukes the fridge.

Before Sunset
Microsoft Movies & TV
The passage of time is a 
key element in Linklater’s 
multi-film romance, as 
Jesse and Celine reunite.

Return to Oz
Microsoft Movies & TV
It took 46 years for an Oz 
sequel. Return isn’t as 
good, but it’s got some 
nightmarish visuals.

//A defiantly old-school 
piece of film-making 
featuring real cars//
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Ori & The Blind FOresT
PuBlisher: MicrOsOFT sTudiOs
Imagine a lavish, beautiful 
storybook world… that slams  
shut on your stupid, bleeding 
fingers for seven brutal hours.

BATMAn: ArKhAM KniGhT
PuBlisher: WArner BrOs. 
Rocksteady finishes its Arkham 
trilogy on a high. Take the Batmobile 
for a spin and you’ll wonder how you 
ever explored Gotham without it.

   XboX one essentials
 Our shortlist of the finest games  currently available

Yours for £10
Discount games 
worth getting

MeTAl GeAr risinG: reVenGeAnce 
Wish The Phantom Pain had a bit more of 
that signature Metal Gear madness? 
Revengeance should scratch your itch.
score 7/10 Buy it £7.43 amazon.co.uk

MeTAl GeAr sOlid V: The PhAnTOM PAin
PuBlisher: KOnAMi
We thought war was supposed to be hell? Instead, we get  
a 50-hour, open-world, set-piece-stuffed adventure where  
no two playthroughs are ever the same. Hideo Kojima’s series 
swansong is one of the finest stealth games ever made.

FAr cry 4
PuBlisher: uBisOFT
It’s like a zoo, but with explosives 
and guns and dictators and 
gyrocopters and homicidal tapirs. 
Top-notch open-world shooting.

FOrzA hOrizOn 2
PuBlisher: MicrOsOFT sTudiOs 
Arcadified Forza fun for those that 
can’t tell their exhaust from their 
elbow. Tearing up the Mediterranean 
brings a tear to our eye.

KAliMBA
PuBlisher: MicrOsOFT sTudiOs
Steer two totem-pole stumps 
through a dastardly platforming 
gauntlet in the puzzler that’ll tie 
your fingers up like Flumps.

Alien: isOlATiOn
PuBlisher: seGA
Pop a Valium and buy some brown 
trousers, because this tense 
masterpiece will trick you into 
thinking you’re safe. You’re not.

hAlO: The MAsTer  
chieF cOllecTiOn
PuBlisher: MicrOsOFT sTudiOs
Buffed-up, revarnished and back in 
the shop window, leaving us to 
wonder if it always looked so lovely.

The WiTcher 3: Wild hunT
PuBlisher: nAMOc BAndAi
One of the most immersive RPGs 
ever, with side quests deeper than 
most main campaigns. Beautiful, 
rewarding and essential.

drAGOn AGe: inquisiTiOn
PuBlisher: eA
Enormous, handsome and in love 
with the subtleties of world design, 
storytelling and combat. One of the 
best RPGs on Xbox One so far.

GrAnd TheFT AuTO V
PuBlisher: rOcKsTAr
What was already an excellent, 
brutal and beautiful open-world 
game is made even more so on Xbox 
One. Now: first-person beatings!

1

4

11

10

8

7

93

2

5

6

Why you should buy…

tom stone  
@TheTomStrange

BATMAn: ArKhAM KniGhT 
Disappointing DLC can’t dampen my love of 
Batman Simulator. I’ve completed it twice, 
and driven myself to madness trying to beat 
Matthew’s Riddler racetrack times. But 
really it’s the little details that keep me 

coming back. Goons asking themselves why they keep 
living in Gotham. Villain dialogue that changes if you’ve 
already completed the main quest. And just see what 
happens if you set your Xbox calendar to Halloween…
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TiTAnFAll
PuBlisher: eA
The team that brought you Call of 
Duty 4 takes online multiplayer a 
large step forwards – and upwards 
– with skyscraper-clearing mechs.

MinecrAFT
PuBlisher: MicrOsOFT sTudiOs
want to go hiking? explore the 
depths of hell? recreate 
Buckingham Palace? go ahead –  
all possibilities are open to you.

rAre rePlAy
PuBlisher: rAre
30 classic games for a measly £20? 
Short of stealing, that’s the best 
deal you’ll find on Xbox One. Legal 
disclaimer: don’t start stealing. 

residenT eVil reVelATiOns 2
PuBlisher: cAPcOM
Two’s company in this episodic 
survival horror, which pairs weakling 
with bruiser. We came out with a 
whole new respect for torches.

The best in show from the xbox 
360’s ten-year catalogue

baD but GooD
we shoulDn’t 
like it, But we 

really Do

The unloved 
stepchild of the 

series, Bioshock 2 
is still a decent 

sequel with some 
superb new 

Plasmids. Only 
guilty of never 
risking a step  
outside of its 
predecessor’s 

mighty shadow.
£8.50 amazon.co.uk

AssAssin’s creed iV:  
BlAcK FlAG
PuBlisher: uBisOFT
Forget those landlubbers: this 
pirate-’em-up proves the parkour’s 
better down where it’s wetter.

The BindinG OF isAAc: reBirTh
PuBlisher: nicAlis
The dungeon crawler, finally 
exposed for the nightmare it always 
was. A mastery of the genre that’s 
relentlessly addictive.

shOVel KniGhT
PuBlisher: yAchT cluB GAMes
Brutal platformer that’s as fun as it 
is punishing (read: very). Packed 
with ideas and lets you smack 
people with a shovel. Sublime.

   XboX 360 benchmarks

cAll OF duTy 4 
PuBlisher: AcTiVisiOn
The game that strapped a rocket 
to the series and made it a 
cultural icon is also still the 
best, with a unique intensity.

best shooter

red deAd redeMPTiOn
PuBlisher: rOcKsTAr  
This emotional tale of the Wild 
West’s dying days takes place in 
a landscape so authentic, you 
can taste the tumbleweed. 

best oPen-worlD

BATMAn: ArKhAM AsyluM
PuBlisher: WArner BrOs
Tighter and more focused than 
City, this trawl through a prison 
made us feel so Batman-y our 
voices dropped an octave.

best action

dArK sOuls
PuBlisher: BAndAi nAMcO  
Punishing but rewarding open-
world affair, where the limits of 
your exploration are defined by 
skill rather than by numbers.

best rPg

POrTAl 2 
PuBlisher: VAlVe
Takes the original’s central 
conceit of portal-spewing  
guns and expands it in brilliant, 
mind-melting ways.

best Puzzler

ulTrA sTreeT FiGhTer iV
PuBlisher: cAPcOM
Street Fighter II’s poise and 
balance, refreshed and remixed 
with the technology of today. 
Also: mad alternative costumes. 

best fighter

sPelunKy
PuBlisher: MOssMOuTh 
Randomised levels aren’t 
usually classics. But Spelunky’s 
tightly-governed stages put 
custom designs to shame.

best Platformer

FOrzA MOTOrsPOrT 4
PuBlisher: MicrOsOFT sTudiOs
With more cars and tracks and 
less emphasis on draining your 
wallet, Forza 4 is still the serious 
racing sim pace-setter. 

best racer

13

desTiny
PuBlisher: AcTiVisiOn
An insanely addictive MMO 
spaceshooter that’s got some  
of the nicest skies you’ll see this 
side of your front door.

14

16

WOlFensTein: The neW Order
PuBlisher: BeThesdA  
Just because we want to dual- 
wield shotguns doesn’t mean we 
don’t also appreciate a good story. 
The New Order has it all.

17

18

19

20
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Whether you’re a car, a horse or something inbetween, you’re always going to need a surface to 
drive on top of and do skids around. With this in mind, Forza 6 proudly boasts 148 unique driving 
surfaces, the most any developer has ever crammed into a driving game. Here are 20 of the best…

the final countdown

next issue of oxm onsale 23 oct. subscribe and save money: see page 90 for details

02 Asphalt
Similar to tarmac, but 

sounding a bit like ‘ass fault’, it 
has the unfortunate connotations 
of a bathroom disaster.

03 Gravel
Loads of tiny rocks 

arranged roughly in a straight 
line by people too lazy or poor to 
build a real road.

04 Sand
The tiniest and most 

bothersome kind of rock there is. 
Gets in your shoes and conceals 
tyre-puncturing crabs.

05 Carpet samples
For track designers on a 

strict budget, stitching together 
thousands of carpet samples is 
often their only option.

06 Grass
Before there were roads to 

drive on, cars would simply  
roam across grassy fields in 
search of petrol.

07 Lunar Regolith
Forza 6’s 18 Moon-based 

20 best driving surfaces 
in forza Motorsport 6

tracks will have you churning up 
this powdery lunar-dirt.

08 Ice
Three tracks have been 

subsumed into the Ice Wizard’s 
kingdom, leading to this slippery, 
friction-free challenge.

09 An old woman’s skin
Oh no, somebody’s taken  

an old woman’s skin and 
stretched it taut across the 
entirety of Brand’s Hatch.  
Watch out!

10 Ideas
Tired of racing on physical 

surfaces? Several of the game’s 
tracks will allow you to race  
along the metaphysical notions  
of ethics and love.

11 Ideas (wet)
If it rains while you’re 

driving along the concept of 
morality, you’ll have this perilous 
and entirely hypothetical surface 
to contend with. We bet Plato 
never had to deal with this.

12 A delicious smell
Much as a hungry cartoon 

dog might float towards an 
unattended cooling pie, these 
smell-based tracks are robust 
enough to support entire cars.

16 Official Xbox Magazine
With pages of news, 
reviews and ‘hilarious’ 

back-page lists where the road 
should be, now you can read 
your favourite magazine while 
driving! We used to recommend 
doing that all the time, until the 
lawsuits started coming in.

01 Tarmac
Made of small 
rocks, tar and 

old bits of Hubba Bubba, 
tarmac is widely regarded 
as the finest driving 
surface around.

17 Clouds and sunshine
Take a ramp too quickly  

and you’ll find yourself racing 
along one of the all-new cloud 
tracks. A metaphor for death? 
Nope, just clouds!

18 Failure
A track made from the 

shattered cars of the weak. 
Drivers’ screams of agony putting 
you off? Think of them  
as screams of encouragement.

19 The release date of  
Gran Turismo 7

Expect to finish this course in 
mid-2016. Wait… scratch that, 
2018. Er, Q4 2019. Maybe. How’s 
2043 for you? Oh, God.

20 The fleshy, wet insides of 
a car-eating giant who 

swallows your car whole and 
you race around inside him
One of the weirder tracks, this 
one, we must admit.

14 Linoleum
With tracks set inside 

suburban kitchens from the 
late ’80s, you’ll have to learn to 
corner efficiently on this cheaper 
alternative to tiles.

15 Dead birds and their eggs
 The starting grids 

on selected tracks in Forza 
Motorsport 6 have been entirely 
replaced by battery farms, 
so watch your grip on these 
straights smeared with  
smashed eggs.

13 Wedding cake
With this optional DLC surface enabled, every 
Forza 6 track now cuts straight through a wedding 

reception, creating this creamy and delicious mess of a 
surface. Bonus points if you nab a slice before the finish.
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